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VSumasu/.
Let M be a connected, finite dimensional, second countable 
manifold and let be a locally finite, "9-good" , positive 
Borel measure on M.
Let MC(M) be the group of all compactly supported homeomorphisms 
of M, and let HC (M, pQ) be the group of all measure preserving, 
compactly supported homeomorphisms of M. These groups are given the 
so called direct limit topology.
The purpose of these thesis is to prove the following results.
Theorem. The group HC(M, yQ) is locally contractible (see 4.9).
Theorem. The inclusion H (M, u ) «-► H (M) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence (see 4.11).
Remark. Similar results hold for homeomorphisms fixing the boundary 
of M pointwise.
Theorem. Let M be a connected, second countable manifold without 
boundary and of dimension n * 3, and let pQ be a "9-good" measure 
on M. Let Hc q (M, yQ) be the path component of the identity in 
HC(M. u0). Then the abellanization of Hc Q(M, yo) is isomorphic to 
a quotient of the first real homology group H^M, IR) of M by some 
discrete subgroup r. The group r vanishes whenever M 1s non-compact. 
The commutator subgroup of Hc o(M, yQ) is simple and it 1s generated by 
all those elements in Hc fl(M, v*o) which are supported 1n topological 
n-balls (see 8.14 and 8 J 6 ).
v1
Introduction.
The group of homeomorphisms acts on the space of measures on a
manifold, and the group of homeomorphisms preserving a given measure
is just the stabilizer of that measure under the action. Broadly
speaking, we will first look for a good orbit of measures. Then, we
%
will compare the stabilizer of a measure on that orbit with the larger 
transformation group. Finally, we shall concentrate on some algebraic 
questions concerning the group of measure preserving homeomorphisms.
Let Mn be a connected, second countable manifold of dimension n. 
Let h (M) be the group of homeomorphisms of M, and let M(M) 
be the set of Radon measures on M; that is, the set of all positive, 
locally finite measures defined on the o-algebra of Borel subsets of M. 
Then H(M) acts on M(M): if h 1s a homeomorphism, y a Radon measure 
and B a Borel set on M, then the action of h on y evaluated at 
B is y(h_1(B)).
In [20] , Oxtoby and Ulam characterized the orbit of standard 
Lebesgue measure on the unit cube In under this action. They did so 
by saying that the following simple list is a complete set of invariants:
(1) Total mass 1s equal to one;
(2) There are no points with positive measure;
(3) Non-empty open sets have positive measure;
(4) The boundary of the manifold has measure zero.
vii
Notice that these conditions make sense if we substitute any 
manifold for In .
Much later, in [4 ] , M. Brown proved that any given topological 
compact connected manifold Mn can be obtained as an identification space 
of In by identifying certain points of 3ln to certain other points 
of 31n . This implies that properties (1) to (4) above characterize 
an orbit of measures in m (M). Exactly the same reasoning that Oxtoby 
and Ulam used to extend their result to a large class of compact polyhedra 
is valid in this situation.
By definition, measures satisfying (2), (3) and (4) are called 
3-good measures.
Starting with these results, A.Fathi developed a program to study 
the group of homeomorphisms preserving a 3-good probability on a compact 
manifold (see [91 ).
The aim of this thesis is to generalize the work of A.Fathi to the 
a -compact case, (see the summary preceding this introduction). As a 
by-product we polish his results on the abelianization of the group of 
homeomorphisms of a manifold M which are measure preserving and isotopic 
to the identity. Our "non-compact" methods allow us to replace "handles" 
by "neighbourhoods". Therefore, we do not depend, as A.Fathi does, on the 
existence of a handle-body decomposition of the manifold.t
• Our programme, which runs parallel to that of A.Fathi, is described 
in these paragraphs.
t A topological manifold of dimension n + 4,5 has a handle-body 
decomposition. The cases 1n which ri»4 or n»5 are still unsettled 
(see Kirby and Siebenmann [15] ).
viii
We start with the problem of the equivalence of measures under 
homeomorphisms in a a-compact manifold M. In C33 , David Epstein 
and the author generalized the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam theorem to the 
o-compact case. When M is not compact, 3-good probabilities are all 
equivalent under homeomorphisms, but the infinite 3-good measures may 
split into different orbits. An example of this phenomenon is the fact 
that there is no homeomorphism of <- > onto <o,°o> preserving
Lebesgue measure.
In [18] , Moser proved the analogue of the von Neumann-Oxtoby- 
Ulam theorem for smooth C°° manifolds and volume forms. Its generaliza­
tion to a-compact smooth manifolds is due to Greene and Shiohama (see 
HO] ).
Apparently, [3] is concerned only with the discrete problem of 
showing the existence of a homeomorphism which throws one of two fixed 
3-good measures into the other, whenever both of these measures have the 
same total mass and have the same “behaviour on ends". Therefore, in 
section 1 below, the continuity of the action H(M) * M(M) -*■ M(M) is 
investigated. Also, we inspect more closely the well known concept of 
an "end" of a space.
Section 2 generalizes the above mentioned theorem of M.Brown to 
o-compact manifolds.
Suppose that yp and vp are measures on a manifold M depending 
continuously on a parameter p. Suppose further that yp (M)- vp(M) and 
.that pp and vp agree on ends for each p . In section 3, we 
tackle the problem of whether we can find a homeomorphism hp depending
ix
continuously on p and such that hp sends p^ into Vp. We fail
to do this. If we impose the additional condition that p and
pl
Pp^ have the same sets of measure zero for each p-| and p2 , then 
we can find the desired continuous family of homeomorphisms (hp}p .
In sections 1 and 3, we work%simultaneously with general 
homeomorphisms in the compact-open topology, and with compactly supported 
homeomorphisms in the direct limit topology.
In section 4, the results of ¿ernvaskii, Edwards-Kirby on the 
deformation of spaces of embeddings (see [7] ) are applied to show 
that the group KC(M, pQ ) of measure preserving, compactly supported 
homeomorphisms of a manifold M is locally contractible in the direct 
limit topology.
By using the methods of Eilenberg and Wilder (see [8 ]), we finally 
prove, in section 4, that the group H (M, p ) is weakly homotopy 
equivalent to the group HC(M) of compactly supported homeomorphisms.
Section 5 is an important application of the Kirby-Edwards results 
and the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam theorem.
Example: Let A be the 2-dimensional annulus bounded by the circle 
of radius two and the unit circle. Let C be a small “slice" at the 
top of A, and let U be a neighbourhood of C in A as shown in 
figure 1.
XFIGURE 2
If i : C c-*- A is a small "nice" measure preserving perturbation 
of C in U as in figure 2, then we have the following two results:
Firstly, the Kirby-Edwards theorem states that i : C <=*- A can be 
extended to a homeomorphism i of A in such a way that \ is the 
identity outside U. Secondly, one of the results in Section 5 says 
that t : C «=-*- A can be extended to a measure preserving homeomorphism 
of A, but the "wave" created by the perturbation of C most probably 
will have to propagate all around A.
This is a crucial difference of behaviour between general homeomorphtsms 
and measure preserving homeomorphlsms. Certainly this observation lies in 
the heart of the study of the mass flow homo morphism in Chapter II.
Let M be a connected manifold without boundary, and let pQ be 
a good measure on M. Denote by H n (M) the group of homeomorphisms
x1
of M which are compactly supported and compactly isotopic to the 
identity. It is well known that H .(M) is a simple group (see Edwards- 
Kirby C73 , Anderson C23 and 8.16(c) in this thesis). On the 
other hand, Hc 0 (M ,uQ ) is not simple in general. This is the content 
of Chapter II.
To prove the third theorem statfed in the summary given above we 
construct,in section 7, the so called mass flow homomorphism 0 . The 
definition we propose is due to W.Thurston. It is valid for a more general 
class of spaces than manifolds and it makes use of a homology theory based 
on measures, due also to W.Thurston.
The mass flow homomorphism says how much mass flows around a particular 
cycle during an isotopy to the identity. Its domain is the universal 
covering space HQ Q(M, yQ ) of Hc Q(M, yQ ) and its range is the first 
homology vector space H^M, 1R). These are discussed in section 6 .
Clearly, the covering projection H n (M, u ) — *• H .(M, u ) isC|0 0 C >0 0
a group homomorphism having as kernel the fundamental group n of 
Hc 0 (M, yQ). Let rM be the image of n under 6. Then it is not 
difficult to construct the following commutative diagram with exact 
columns.
Ker e n n c- -» n
f . I f
Ker e <=------- » HCf0 (M. mq)
I 1
Ker 0 C ------ > Hc >o (M, yQ)
■> H] (M, IR)
- >  H ^ M ,  i R ) / r Mc . 0
where 0 is the homomorphism induced in the quotient by 0 and it may 
be called ambiguously the mass flow homomorphism.
In some way, this important diagram contains all the algebraic
information about „(M, u ).c,ov ’ o'
Section 7 is also devoted to the inspection of the above diagram.
In particular, rM is a discrete subgroup of H^(M, IR) which is zero 
when M is non-compact and connected.
Suppose that the space A in Figure 1 of this introduction does 
not represent a 2-dimensional annulus, but a neighbourhood of some 
essential embedded circle y in the manifold M. Then we can perturb 
the "slice" C in order to force a positive amount of mass-to "circulate 
around A. The conclusion is that this perturbation has non-zero mass 
flow along y. Using this idea, we prove, in section 8 , that 0 is 
surjective.
It is then shown that the kernel Ker 0 of the map 
0 : Hc 0(M * »*0> H |(M » R )/r is generated by its elements supported in
topological balls.
To obtain that Ker e is simple and equal to the commutator sub­
group of Hc q (M, uQ) it is necessary to assume that M is a connected 
manifold with empty boundary and of dimension n i  3.
If M is the unit circle S' , then H n(M, u ) is Isomorphic toCjO o
the group S' of rotations. If M is the real line IR, then 
Hc,o(M, yQ) is trivial. In both cases, Ker0 is trivial and the above 
Tesults hold as well. On the other hand, the case in which M is of 
dimension n=2 remains unsettled.

21.1 Definitions.
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, Hausdorff space.
If A is contained in X, its closure will be denoted by Cl A. If 
■h: X X is a homeomorphism of X onto itself, the support of h is 
the set
%
supp h = Cl {x e X |h(x) / x } .
We say that h has compact support if supp h is compact.
Denote by H(X) the group of homeomorphisms of X and by WC(X) 
the group of homeomorphisms of X with compact support.
Recall that the compact-open topology k on H(X) is the topology 
having for a subbase the sets
[K, U] = { h £ H(X) I h(K) c U },
for K compact and U open 1n X.
It can be proved that, with this topology, H(X) becomes a 
topological group (see Siebenmann [22]).
If X is second countable, locally compact, locally connected 
and Hausdorff, then the compact-open topology k can be defined in terms 
of a metric d on X , (every regular, second countable, Hausdorff 
space is metrizable). A base for < is given by the sets
(K.e) hQ - (he H(X) | d(hQ (x), h(x)) +
dfhQ1(x), h"^(x)) < e for all x e K} ,
3for K compact in X, e > o and hQ £ H(X).
If X is compact, then the formula
d*(h , h) = supremum d(h (x), h(x)) + supremum dCh“1(x),h_1(x)), 
xcX u XeX 0
•defines a metric d* on H(X) compatible with «.
In general, the additional hypothesis that X is second countable 
implies that X is a-compact; so let { K  be a locally finite
countable covering of X by compact sets and define
( H(X), d*) is complete (see Willard [ 26]).
Observe that if Y 1s an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space, then 
H(Y) 1s a topological group in the compact-open topology, but this is 
no longer true for a general non-compact space if we drop the hypothesis 
that Y 1s locally connected. That is, there are locally compact, 
Hausdorff spaces Y for which the Inverse map h m- h" 1 in H (Y) 1s 
not continuous. The space (21 |1 e Z} u {0} c ]R \ s an example.
1 + dJ(hQ , h)
where
d*(h0 , h) = supremum d(h (x), h(x)) + supremum dfh"1(x),h_1(x)) 
XeK^ xeKj 0
Then d* is a metric on h (X) compatible with k . Furthermore
4Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, Hausdorff space, 
flow we want to Impose a topology on the group HC(X) of compactly 
supported homeomorphisms of X much finer than the compact open 
topology and better adapted to our purposes. First we define, for 
each K c X compact,
%
H(K, X) = { h e H(X) | supp h = K } ,
and put on H(K, X) the compact-open topology (i.e. the subspace 
topology from tf(X) ).
K
It follows that
{ W(K, X) | K c x  compact }
is a closed family of spaces on tf (X), so we can give it thec
coinduced (or direct limit) topology, say lim (see Appendix One). 
Obviously,
»c<x)K
-►
is continuous.
With the Ivn topology, HC(X) is not in general a topological 
group. Nevertheless, for every K, L c X compact, 1
(1) W(K, X) « H(L, X)-*■ H(K u L, X)
(h, g) «■ h • g
and
5(2) H(K, X) — W(K, X)
h **■ h'^
are well defined and continuous functions.
Hence
%
(3) C HC(X) . #C(X) ] Hc(X)11m
•v -¥
(h, g) » h . g 
and
<4> " c W n . - W t a
h »■ h-1
are continuous, where [ HC(X) x HC(X) denotes the cartesian
■f
product HC(X) x HC(X) with the coinduced topology defined by the 
coherent family
{ H(K, X) x H(L, X) | K, L c X compact } .
Let Mn be an n-dimensional (second countable) manifold possibly 
with non-empty boundary 3M. Define
(1 ) H3(M) = {h f H(M) | h(x) « x Vx«3M } ;
(2) H3(K,M) - tf3(M) n H(K, M)
for each K c M compact;
6(3) H|(M) = H 3(M) n Hc(M).
Now, H 9(M) is closed in H(M)K and is closed in
M M>lim *
1.2 Definitions. ,
Let X be a locally compact, second countable Hausdorff space.
A Radon measure y on X is a locally finite positive measure 
defined on the cralgebra of all Borel subsets. The support of y t 
denoted by supp y, is the complement of the maximum open subset of 
X in which y has zero measure. We say that y is a good measure 
if it has no atoms (an atom is a point of non-zero y-measure) and 
if its support is the whole of X.
Denote by M(X) (resp. Mg(X)) the set of all Radon measures on X 
(resp. the set of good Radon measures on X). Observe that 1f 
u e M(X) then y is regular (See Rudln [ 21 ] ).
Let f: X -+• R  be an arbitrary real valued function on X. The 
support of f is the set
supp f = Cl { x e X | f(x) i  0 } .
In what follows, when writing supp f, it will always be clear 1f 
we are referring to the support of a real valued function, the support 
of a homeomorphism, or the support of a measure.
Define the weak topology to on M(X) as the smallest or coarsest
topology such that, for each f; X-*- F  continuous with compact 
support, the function
U f d u v y e M(X)
is continuous.
There is an action
H(X) x M(X)-*-M(X)
(h, y) h. h* y
where h* y is defined by 
h* y(E) = y(h"1(E))
*
for each Borel set E c X.
1.3 Lemma. (See Rudin C 21, Chapter 2]).
Let X be a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff space. 
Let K c x  be compact and A c X be open. The two functions from 
M(X) into F defined by
(1) p »  y (K)
and
(2) y •+ y (A)
are, respectively, upper semicontinuous and lower semi continuous.
•That is, if a > o the sets
8{y c M(X) | y(K) < a } 
and
(M e M(X) I y(A) > a }
are open subsets of M(X)U .
We omit the proof. ,
□
Example:
Let X = [ 0, 1 ] , K = { 0 } and, for each n = 1,2,..., let 
yh= dt + o ^ n , where dt is Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and
a ^ n is the atomic probability concentrated at {1/n } .
Clearly yR -*> dt + aQ , but 0 = yh(K)y*l . Hence (1) above is not 
continuous in this case.
1.4 Proposition.
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space. Then the map
«(X)^ x M(X)U — ► M(X)u
is continuous, where H(X) is given the compact open topology and 
M(X) the weak topology (see 1.2).
Proof.- (c f. Fathl [ 9,Prop. 1.5, p.94]).
Let f: X 1R be a continuous function with compact support.
We want to prove that the function
9H(X) x M(X) — ► IR
(h, m ) «■ I f d h* u = I f«h d p 
JX JX
is continuous. For this purpose, fix (hQ, uo) c H(X) x M(X) and 
let e > o .
%
Let U be a neighbourhood of supp f with compact closure and 
choose C > o with u^h^tCl U)) < C.
If d is a metric on X compatible with its topology, then 
f: (X, d ) -► IR is uniformly continuous, so we can choose S > o
such that, for every x, y e X , 1 f(x) - f(yj | < £/2 C whenever
d(x,y) < 5 .
i
Clearly, the following sets are open:
(1) A1 = { h e H(X) | h-1(supp f) c h^(U) } .
Note that if h « Ai and x | h”^ (U) then h(x) 4 supp f, so
f«h(x) = o ,
(2 ) A2 - (h^(Cl U). 6) hQ (see 1.1) .
In particular,, if h c A2 and x e h“ 1 (Cl U) then
| f«h(x) - M '0<x> I < e/2 C ,
(3) B1 - { U e M(X) | |j v " | d y j  < e / 2  },
(4) B2 * { y £ M(X) | vi(h”](Cl U)) < C } .
10
Therefore, 1f A = A] n A2 and 8 = B1 n 82 then A x 8 is
a neighbourhood of (hQ , yQ) in HIX) x MCX) and if 
(h, y) c A x b , then
| | f d h* w - J f d hQ* yQ |
< | j(f»h - f»h0)du | + | | fohQdy - JfohQ d yQ |
u0 (ho1(U))+ £/ 2
< *—  C + e/2 » e
* 2C
□
1.5 Lemma.
Let X be a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff space.
Let f: X -*■ ]R be a bounded function with compact support such that 
its set of singularities
S(f) ■ Cl { x £ X | f is discontinuous at x } 
has empty interior. Then the function
V »  | f d y y e M(X)
is well defined and 1s continuous at each point on the set 
{ y £ M(X) | y(S^j) - o } .
supremum 
jccCI (h” 1 U)
f«h(x)- f«hQ(x)
11
In particular, if A is any closed subset of X, then the function 
res
M(X)---- - M(A)
res( y ) = y|A y e M(X)
is continuous on the set
%
{ u € M(X) | y(Fr A) = o > 
where Fr A denotes the topological frontier of A.
Proof.
Let e m (X) be such that yQ( S ^ )  = o and let c > o.
Let C > o be an upper bound for f and let U be an open 
neighbourhood of with compact closure such that
U0 (Cl U) < e /3 C .
Define V = x\S|^j and choose continuous functions 
^  : X — ► [o, 1] such that
+U + n 1 .
supp ^  c U ,
supp i|»v c V .
Define
8, - { y « M(X) | y(Cl U) < e/2 C } ,
12
5, = { y i  «(X) | | Jt yf  d m - J  i|»y f  d yQ I < t/3) .
Hence, by Lemma 1.3 and the fact that f is continuous with 
compact support, the set 8 s 8  ^ n 8  ^ is an open neighbourhood 
of u0 in M(X). Therefore, if U e 8 then
j f d w - Jf d u0|< { % f  d(w - u0) + ||<i-vf d(V - P0)
< C(U(U) + W0(U)) + e/3
< 2 e/3 + e/ 3  = e.
This completes the proof.
1.6 Definitions.
□
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space. Let { X a |a e A )  be the family of connected 
components of X and let K be a compact subset in X. Two measures 
U ,v « Mg(X) are said to be K-related if and only if
(1) p(K n Xo) = v (K n Xa ) all a £ A ;
<2> “ W  ' v|A K  •
Denote by Mg(K, X, u) the set of all (good) measures K-related 
to y .
We say that two measures v , v e Mg(X) are compactly related
13
if and only if they are K-related for some K c X compact. Denote 
by Mg#c(XtU) the set of all (good) measures compactly related to y.
It follows from Lemma 1.3 that if y e Mg(X), K c X is compact, 
then Mg(K, X, y) is closed in Mg(X). Indeed, suppose yi, Vi
are (good) measures in X which are not K-related. Then we can 
choose a compact C c X such that' Vj (C) t  Vj(C) and either 
C = Xa n K for some oteA or C n K = 0 . Assume, without loss of 
generality, that Uj(C) < v^C) and choose an open set U = C  with 
compact closure such that Uj(Cl U) < Vj(C) and either c XQ or 
(Cl U) n K = 0 . Then
{ y | y(Cl U) < Vi (C)} * ( v  | Vi(C) < v(U) }
l
is an open set in Mg(X) x Mg (X) (see 1.3) such that its intersection
with the relation " y is K-related to v" is empty. Hence the
relation is closed and, in particular, the induced equivalence classes
are closed in M„(X).
9
Therefore, the collection
{ Mg(K,X, y) | K c X compact }
1s a coherent family on M_ r(X, y). We denote, once again, the 
resulting coinduced topology by lim .
Let M be a (second countable) manifold.
Define
14
(1) Ma(M) = { y £ m(M) I p(. aM ) = o } ;
(2) M3(M) = M3(M) n M gCM) ;
(3) M|(K, M, p) * ^(K, M, p) n M3(M) ;
for every K c M compact and p c ji^ (M) ;
(4) ^ ^  > 0 m 3(m) ;
for each p e A^(M) •
1.7 Proposition.
Let X be a connected, locally compact, locally connected, 
second countable, Hausdorff space. Let pQ e Mg(X). Then
in
t « c(X) x M9>c(*. „0) ] „ m 
(h, p ) **■ h* p
^g,c(X’ ' 1 im
is continuous.
Proof.
By Proposition 1.4, the action
"<«>* - V x>„ * V * 1«
is continuous. Now let K, L be compact subsets in X, let 
h e H(K, X) and let p e Xig (L, X, pQ). Then h* U6 j^(K u L, X, pQ) 
so (1) above is well defined and stratified (see Appendix One, 
statement (3)) when the coherent family of spaces
{ H (K, X)K x Mg (L, X, yQ )u | K, L c x compact }
1s defined on W C(X) * M g C(X, yQ ).
□
1.8 Remark
Proposition 1.7 and its proof*are typical in this work:
First we have a continuous function, say f: X -*■ X .
Secondly, we observe that f can be restricted to 
V  XÎ X2 where X^ (i = 1 ,2) has been defined as the union of
a certain collection K1 of closed sets in X1 .
Thirdly, we check that fc: xj X2 is stratified (with respect
to the coherent families K1 and *£) and therefore f : X ^  X2
c c c
is continuous when X^ (i = 1 ,2 ) is given the topology coinduced 
by the family K® .
Note that Mg(M) is not closed 1n Mg(M)^ , although W 9(M)
is closed in H(M) (e.g. consider the sequence { u xdt} " in
9 n=l
Mg(I x i), where un is given in the example at 1.3).
Hence we must prove the following corollary by using the above pattern,
and not by simply restricting the action in Proposition 1.7 , (c f.
Appendix One, statement (2)).
1.9 Corollary.
If X = M is a (second countable) manifold, and pQe Mg(M),
then
c « > )  » M„) ] u , *
is continuous.
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Proof.
The proof is the same as that in Proposition 1.7 if we substitute 
tf3(M) for H(X) and j^(M) for |^(X).
□
1.10 Definitions.
%
Let X be a locally compact, Hausdorff space, and let K c x 
be compact. We denote by C(X\K) the set of connected components of 
X \ K  considered as a discrete topological space.
If K, L are compact subsets of X with K c L, then there is 
a well defined continuous function
: C(X\L) - C(X\K)
such that for each V e C(X\L), i^"(V) is the unique component of
X \ K  containing V. Then the collection
{ K, PkL | K, L c X compact and K = L }
constitutes an inverse system of topological spaces (see Dugundji 
[ 6 , Appendix Two ]).
An end of X is, by definition, a point in the inverse limit 
space of this system. In other words, an end of X is a function e 
which assigns to each compact set K of X a non-empty connected 
component e(K) of X\K, in such a way that K] c K2 Implies 
e(K2) c e(Kj). Let E(X) be the set of all ends and define a topology 
on X u  E(X) by defining, for each compact K, a typical neighbourhood
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Nk( eQ ) of an end eQ as the set eQ(K) u { ends e | e(K)= eQ(K)}.
With this topology X u E (X) is a Hausdorff space containing E(X),
with its inverse limit topology, as a closed (nowhere dense) subspace.
If f: X -*■ Y is a continuous proper function (i.e. Fc Y compact 
implies f ^(F) compact), then *f is extended uniquely and continuously 
to a function
f u fe : X u E (X) -*■ Y u E (Y)
such that for e e E (X) and F =Y compact f£ (e) F is the (unique) 
component of Y \ F  containing f(e(f-1 (Fj)).
Summarizing, we have defined a covariant functor from the category 
of locally compact, Hausdorff spaces and proper maps into the category 
of Hausdorff spaces and continuous maps, which assigns to each space 
X the space X u E(X) .
It is not difficult to verify that this functor satisfies the 
following properties:
(1) If { X^  | i « A } is the family of connected components 
of a (locally compact, Hausdorff) space X, then
{ Xj u E (Xj) | i e A } is the family of connected components of 
X u E (X);
(2) Let X be locally connected. The function 
HiX)* - H (E(X))K 
h h. he ,
is a well defined continuous group homomorphism
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Let X be a locally compact, Hausdorff space, and let K c  X 
be compact. A connected component V of X \ K  is said to be bounded 
if its closure is compact, and otherwise we say that V is unbounded 
Define
(3) K = X \ U  { V e C(X\K) | V is unbounded } .
%
The proof of the following lemma may be found in Berlanga and 
Epstein [ 3, Lemma 9 ].
1.11 Lemma
Let X be a connected, non-compact, locally connected, locally 
compact, Hausdorff space. Let K c X be a compact subset. Then
A  *
X \ K  has only finitely many unbounded components and K is compact 
(see 1.10(3)).
□
1.12 Remark.
A
It follows that { K | K c x  compact } is cofinal and hence
E(X) is compact. It can be shown that X u E(X) is compact and that
E(X) is totally disconnected.
It is well known that if X is metric, then X u E(X) is
metrizable. Also, in this case, the structure of the set of ends E(X)
is well known.
1.13 Definitions.
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space, and let f, g e W(X). We say that f is isotopic to g 
if there exists a continuous function h: [o,l] -*■ H(X)K such that 
h0 = f and hj « g.
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Let f, g £ HC(X). We say that f is compactly isotopic to g 
if there exists a continuous function h; [ o, 1 ] HcW i i m 
such that hQ = f and h-j = g . It follows that there exists a compact 
subset K of X such that h^ e N(K, X) for each t e l ,  (see 
Appendix One, statement (5)).
Denote by WQ(X) the set of all homeomorphisms of X isotopic 
to the identity, and by HC Q^(X) the set of all homeomorphisms of X 
with compact support compactly isotopic to the identity.
Let M be a second countable manifold. Define f^(M) to be the
path connected component of the identity in ff8(M) , and define
HCj0 (M) t 0  be the path connected component of the identity in •
•*
1.14 In 1.4 and 1.7 we studied the continuity of the action of 
homeomorphisms on measures. Now we turn ourselves to the question of the 
the transitivity of such action in the case when the undelying space 
is a manifold.
The von Neumann - Oxtoby - Ulam theorem states that the group of 
homeomorphisms of a compact connected manifold M acts transitively 
on the set of " 3-good" probability measures on M. In C 3 ] , 
Berlanga and Epstein generalized this result to the ff-compact case.
When M 1s a-compact the action considered is also transitive 
on the set of probability measures, but not on the set of infinite 
measures in general. An example cf this phenomenon is the fact that 
there is no homeomorphism of < - « , “ > onto < o, * > 
preserving Lebesgue measure.
In order to formulate a precise statement, the behaviour of a 
measure at infinity must first be defined as the above example suggests
We are also interested in considering the case of non-connected 
manifolds. Therefore it is not surprising that the following definitio 
involves "ends", "components" and "total mass".
Let M be a second countable manifold, let y e M(M), and let 
{ Mj | j £ A } be the family of connected components of M. Define
a function a( y ) from the set E(M) of ends into the set 
[o, a»] of non-negative real numbers union "infinity" such that
t
a(u) e = / p(flj)
0
and
if y(e(K)) = for all compact
u(f1j) < 00 and e(0 ) »M.
J J
if y(i-ij) ■ 00 , e(0 ) = Mj 
li(e(K)) < oo for some compact K.
K
Example.
Put Lebesgue measure on the intervals < o, 1 > , < o, «> and 
< - oo, oo > . Now consider its disjoint union.
It 1s easy to verify that if h e  W(M) and y £ M(M) then 
a(u) o h" 1 =■ ot(h* y).
Hence we have a commutative diagram.
H(M) x M(M) ------------ M(M)
H(E(M)) x F(E(M), [o, oo]) + f (E(M), [o, o.])
where F(E(M), [o, •]) denotes the set of functions from E(M)
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into [o, »] (see 1.10(2 )).
Let u0 e Mg(M), and let Mg(M,o(u0)) be the set of all 8-good 
Radon measures y on M such that a (y) = oi(y ) and y(M.) = y (M.)
comoonent Mj of M. Note that if a component 
ct, then a(y) = a(yQ ) implies y(Mj) = yQ(Mj).
is isotopic to the identity, then h& is the 
Therefore hq (M) acts on u ^(M, a( yQ)).
second countable manifold, and let yQ  ^m^(M).
,(«. o( !>„» —  W^(M, a( uo))
- < c < H- “o> —  < c < " ’ “o>
are transitive.
Proof.
It 1s enough to prove the theorem for M connected. In this case, 
the transitivity of the first action 1s just the main theorem 1n 
Berlanga and Epstein [ 3 ] . To prove the transitivity of the second 
action, we can use the results and concepts in [ 3 ] as well:
jv
Let y e  M„ r(M, y ) and choose a (compact) measure conformable set 
K c M (by [3 , Proposition 1 and Lemma 7] ) such that
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into [o, ®] (see 1.10(2 )).
Let u0 e Mg(M), and let Mg(M,a(uQ )) be the set of all 3-good 
Radon measures y on M such that ot(y) = a(yo) and y(Mj) = yQ(Mj) 
for each connected component Mj of M. Note that if a component Mj 
of M is non-compact, then a (y) = a (yQ) implies y(Mj) = U0(Mj).
If h ( h(M) is isotopic to the identity, then h£ is the 
identity on e(M). Therefore h0 (M) acts on m g(M, ct( yQ)).
1.15 Theorem
Let M be a second countable manifold, and let yQ  ^j^(M).
Then the actions
« J W  * «^(M. «( yQ}) —  Mg3(M. o( yQ)) 
and
- < c < H- “o > —  < c < M - l*o>
are transitive.
Proof.
It is enough to prove the theorem for M connected. In this case,
the transitivity of the first action is just the main theorem in
Berlanga and Epstein [ 3 1  . To prove the transitivity of the second
action, we can use the results and concepts in [ 3 ] as well:
Let y c (M, y ) and choose a (compact) measure conformable set 
y*'' o
K c m (by [3 , Proposition 1 and Lemma 7] ) such that
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y0(FrK ) = vi (Fr K ) = o ,
%(K) = u (K) ,
y° h \ K  y L \ K
and apply Proposition 1 in C3] » and the remark thereafter to get
an h c W (K, M) with h* y = y^ and isotopic to the identity in K.
□
1.16 Lemma,
Let M be a second countable manifold,
3 3
and let yQ e ^(M). Then ^(M,a (y ))u is contractible by a 
contraction fixing y^ . Furthermore, the contraction can be assumed 
to induce a continuous map
Hc : E % )n . 1 « ' *  < C < M>
Proof.
It is not difficult to show that the contraction 
H : Mg(M,a(uo))w x I + M^(m , a(uQ)
such that
H ( u , t) ■ (1 - t) y + t yQ
is well defined and continuous.
Also, if K c M is compact, y e Mg(K, M, yQ) and t e l ,
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then (1 - t) u + t u0 e ^(K, M, viQ ) so H restricts to
Hc : Mg , c ^  V  * 1 Wg,ciM * ^  ‘
In principle, the topology we should impose on (M, y ) x I
9 fC o
to make Hc continuous (following. Remark 1,8) is the one coinduced 
by the coherent family
{ ^(K, M,yo)u x I | K c M compact } ,
but since I is compact, the resulting space, say 
C *g,c(M’ yo) x 1 ]lim * is homeomorphic to C U0)liB ] * I.
□
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§2. A mapping theorem for topological cr-compact manifolds.
It is the purpose of this section to prove theorem 2.2 . It is 
a generalization to o-compact manifolds of a well known result due to 
M. Brown (see [4] ).
Let M be a o-compact, connected manifold of dimension n. Since 
the set E(M) of M is a totally disconnected, compact, metrizable 
space, we can construct a set E contained in the boundary of the unit 
cube In in such a way that E is homeomorphic to E(M). Now In \ E 
and M are two manifolds with the same set of ends. Theorem 2.2 says 
that M is the identification space obtained from In \E by identifying 
certain points of 3ln \E to certain other points of 3ln \ E.
2.1 D efin itions
Let X be a subset of a topological space Y. We define X to 
be the topological interior of X in Y. Recall that Fr X is 
defined as the topological frontier of X in Y and Cl X as the
closure of X in Y (see 1.1 and 1.5). Call X a (closed) n-cell
if X is homeomorphic to the unit *n-cube In = [o, 1 ]n . For a
subset X of a manifold M we define Int X to be ( M \ 8M) n X .
A subset X of an n-manifold M is cellular if for every 
neighbourhood U of X there is an n-cell Q such that.
X c Int Q c Q c U. An (n-1 )-manifold B11” 1 is bicollared in M 
if there is a homeomorphism P of B x < -1, 1 > onto a neighbour­
hood of B in M such that P(b, o) = b, for all b e B. . If B is 
closed in M we require also that P can be extended to a closed 
embedding of B x [ -1, 1 ] onto M. If 6 .: B -*- < o, 1> (1-1,2) 
continuous are given , we define
B i «  • ii , «! »  = { (b,t) |- £i(b) < t < 62(b) } .
If i 3 1 or i = 2 is given, we define
B x {{ (-1 ) 1 6i }} = { (b.t) | (-1) 1 fi^b) = t } .
Finally, we define
2 :
B x [ [  -  6 1 ,  6 2 ] ] n  B * « - « ! ,  6* »  u U  B x { { ( - l ) 1 6 . } } .
1=1 1
If B 1s the boundary of an n-d1mens1onal submanifold Cn of 
Mn , then B x < .], 0 ] and B x [o, 1 > denote the inner and outer 
collars of B. In general, we will not distinguish (b,t) e B x <-l,l> 
from P((b,t)).
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2.2 Theorem.
Let Mn be a connected, second countable manifold. Then there 
exists a compact set E c $in and a continuous proper surjection 
ip : In \ E -*• M such that
O)  " U t  ,n : ,"t : *<Int
is a homeomorphism.
(2) <p(Int In) n ip( 3In \ E) = 0 ;
(3) ip extends naturally to ip : In + H u E(M) in such
a way that ip|E is a homeomorphism from E onto E(M).
Furthermore, if n s 2 then E can be chosen to be contained in 
[ 1/3, 2/3 ] x {(1/2, 1/2,..., 1/2, 1)} . In particular, if E has no 
isolated points, then E is a "standard" copy of the Cantor set in 
3In .
In order to prove this theorem, we first prove three lemmas.
2.3 Lemma. (cf. M. Brown [4])
Let Mn be a manifold with n z 3 and let d be a metric on M. 
Let Cn be a closed n-dimensional manifold with blcollared boundary 
3C 1n M.
Let e > o and a continuous function <5 : 3C <o, 1> be given. 
Suppose A “ j £ j is an (at most countable) locally finite family 
of sets in M such that each Ej 1s a closed n-cell of diameter less 
than e/2 whose interior intersects C. Let X » {x^}  ^ L be a
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locally finite set of points in u Int E. \ C. Then there is a
jed J
locally finite set of points X 1 = {xi} ^  in
3C x « 0 , 5 »  and an e/2 -homeomorphism h: M ■+■ M such that
supp h c u Int E. \ C and h(x-) = x_- for each i c L, 
jeJ J 1 1
Proof.
We may assume, without loss of generality, that x. t  x. for
M  ’2
i-j ^ ig (hence L is at most countable).
Associate with each x. some element, say Ej ^ j , oT A which 
contains x^ in its interior. Associate with each Ej a point 
yj e C n Int Ej. For ieL let be a polygonal arc (relative to 
some combinatorial structure on Ej^j) in Int E ^ ^  from x. to
^ ( 1)* Since an n-dimensional connected manifold cannot be disconnected
by a subset of dimension less than or equal to n-2 (see Hurewicz and
Wallman [14,Theorem IV. 4, p.48]), this can be done in such a manner
that and a,. are disjoint or intersect only in the common end
nl '2
point
yW } ) = yj(i2) *
Let xj be a point of a. n 3C x «o, 6»  such that the segment 
[ Xj, xj ] of otj does not intersect C. Since is polygonal in 
Ej ^ j, so 1s [ x^, xj ]. Hence [ x^, xj ] 1s cellular 1n Ej^j 
and hence cellular 1n M. Hence there exists a (locally finite) family 
{ Qi ^ c l n-cells such t(iat
(1 ) Q1 n Qj 1f W  j  i
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(2) [xit x p c Qj ;
(3) Qj n C = 0 ;
(4) c Int
Ejd )  ’
Let h be a homeomorphism of 'M onto M such that
(1) h|(M\ u 
1«
L Q p  = Id ;
(2) h(Qp = Qi ;
(3) h(x!) = xi •
Then h is the required homeomorphism.
□
2.4 Lemma.
Suppose that o < y < 1 and that the hypotheses of the above lemma 
are satisfied. Then there is an e-homeomorphism f of M onto M 
such that f(C) a f(C) => C u X and supp f c (1) int E. \ C)u 3Cx<-y,y>.
In particular, f fixes pointwise the "Inner" n-manifold bounded by
9C x {- y } .
Proof.
Choose 6 : 3C <o, y/2 > continuous and such that for each 
c e 3C the diameter (with respect to the Induced metric) of 
(c) x [-2 6 (c), 2 6(c) ] - in the collar C « [  -1, 1 ] - 
than e/ 2  .
is less
Let a : 3C -*■ W( [-1, 1] ) be defined by the formula
“ctt)
t
(3/2)t + 5(c) 
(l/2)t + 6 (c) 
t
-1 * t s - 2 6 (c) 
-26(c) i t s  o 
o i t s  26(c) 
' 26(c) s t s 1 ;
Since aC x [ - 1 , 1 ]  is closed in M, we can define a homeomorphi 
9«H(M) such that g is the identity outside 3C x <-l, 1> and is 
given by
9 (c,t) - (c, ac(t))
for each (c,t) £ 3C x [-1,1] .
Therefore, g is fixed on the manifold bounded by 3C x {{-26}} , 
stretches 3C x {o} parametrically onto 3C x {{6}> and is fixed
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outside 3C x {{2 5}} . Furthermore, g is an e/2-homeomorphism and 
if h is the homeomorphism obtained in the conclusion of the above 
lemma, then f = h <>g is the required e-homeomorphism.
□
2.5 Lemma *
Let Mn be a connected, second countable, n-dimensional manifold 
with n 2 3 and let X c int M be a locally finite set of points. Then 
there exists a compact set
E c [ 1/3 , 2/3] x {(1/2, 1/2,...,1/2, 1)} c 3ln , and a proper embedding 
V* : In \ E ^ M  with bicollared boundary such that V>*(Int In) = X
and extends naturally to ^  : In -*■ M u  E(M) in such a way that
»
<P*|^  is a homeomorphism from E onto E(M).
Proof.
Let In be the unit n-cube. A clean (closed) n-cube in In is
a cube C of the form [o,f3 ]n + v , for some g> 0 and v e. lRn ,
*►
such that C c in and C n 3In = ( [ 0 , 6 ] n_1 x {g}) + v .
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Observe that if C]....  Ck is a disjoint collection of clean cubes
then Cl(In \ U C^) is homeomorphic to In. We divide the proof in 
three steps.
Step 1
o 0
Let 0 f  Kq c Kq c c K-| c .... c M be a collection of compact
%
sets such that
(1)
00
M = u 
i=o
(2)
A
Ki = K
It is not difficult now to define a sequence 
^ Lq c Lq c Lj c ... c l "  of n-cells such that
(a) The complement of L.. is the finite disjoint union of
clean cubes of diameter less or equal 2"1, and such that, for each 
A e C(In \ L.j), A n [ 1/3, 2/3 ]x {(1/2, 1/2.... 1/2, 1)} / 0 .
Hence, E = n In \ L_• is contained in 
i 1
[1/3, 2/3] x {(1/2 , 1/2.... 1/2, 1)} ;
(b) For each 1 e IN there exists a bijection
X1 : C(In \ - C(M \ K,|)
such that the diagrams
C(In \ Lj) ----*---- ► C(M \ Kj)
pf
Cd" \ L1)
.. P1 
-► C(M \
commute (i < j).
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The reader can readily verify the following assertion:
Assertion:
E = n In \ L. , E(.In \ E) and e(M) are homeomorphic. 
ie IN 1
Furthermore, the identity map In \ E In \ E extends naturally 
to a homeomorphism of In = (In \ E) u E onto (In \ E) u E(In \ E).
□
Remarks
We would like now to embed a copy of In in KQ and' start an 
inductive process with the aid of the combinatorial scheme constructed 
above. Suppose for a moment that I is actually contained in KQ 
and that AQ is a component of In \ LQ. Then, we want to "push"
A0 (or some part of AQ) to where it corresponds. That is, into 
X0 (A0). Now let A be a component of In \ L 1 contained in AQ . 
A further "push" should take AQ0 (or a part of A0Q) into *j(Aq0). 
And so on.
Many things can go wrong in the process. The following diagram 
intends to show some of the difficulties.
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In V
There is nothing wrong with the "push" we gave to AQ, but A1 
is so badly deformed that we cannot push, say Aq0 , any further (and 
achieve convergence at the end of the story).
The situation for Alo 1s bad as well. Certainly we can push it 
once more as to move some part of it into X1(A1q). But then a third 
push most probably will be impossible.
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Although the example is two-dimensional (we are assuming dimension 
no less than three in this lemma), it is easy to extend it to dimension 
three (the "tentacles" will now look like "domes").
There can be problems with the compact sets KQ c ^  c K2 c ...cM
as well, so we will need to assume some "connectivity" properties.
%
It is not difficult to start Step 1 instead with a sequence 
0 * K°o c K  c *1 c *1 c K2 c K2 c . . .  c M
such that
o
(1) Ki is connected
/v
(2) M \ K| has exactly the same number of components as
o A
We now proceed into Step 2 of this lemma.
Step 2.
n °
Let if0 : I <-+_ Kq be an embedding with bicollared boundary. 
Then there exists h e HC(M) such that (see 1.10 and Step 1(b)),
(1) supp hl n ^0 (LO
(2 ) supp h-j c K] ;
If A e C(In \ L1) then
a) o tpQ (A) c \q c pi (A) ;
b) °V>0 (A) and ^(A)
(3)
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are not separated in M by h] • ipQ(In \ A) u Kq (that is, h,« v (A) 
and A^A) lie in the same connected component of 
M \ (h] • v>Q (In \ A) u Kq) .
Proof.
Let A1 , A2,..., Ak be the components of In \ L1. It is not 
difficult to construct a family of disjoint arcs, say 
{ y-j : t o,2 ] ->■ M | 1 <; i * k } and a family { IL | 1 s 1 sk } 
of disjoint connected open sets in such that, for each i,
(1) ui ' V 1" ) c r W
(2 ) Y-j( C‘0 ,1 3  ) c  U.
(3 ) Y j l  [ 1 . 2 ]  ) c  K°2 \ K o
(4 ) Y j ( ° )  e V>0 (Ai)
(5 ) V 1) e A0 • PJ (A t )
(6 ) Y-j (2 )  c A-| (A^)
(this can be done because M \ ip0 (In) is connected and an n-dimensional 
manifold cannot be disconnected by a set of dimension n-2 . See Hurewicz 
and Wallman [ 14 , Theorem IV. 4, p.48] ).
Since HC(U^) c hc (M) acts transitively on , we can find a homeomorphism 
hl,1 6 Hc(lV  such that hi,i( Yi(°)) B ^ ( 1)-
For each 1 ■ 1,2,..., k , let t- c [1,2 ] be the last parameter
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such that its image under y.. lies in h^  . 0 ipQ(In).
Consequently, there is a unique x. in 8In n with 
Y-j( i-j) = hi i 0 V0 (xj)« Now choose a clean closed cube such
that xi e Bi c Ai and h^. 0 V0(B^) c XQ 0 pj (A^ .
With a homeomorphism of M sending (In) onto itself and
0
supported in a small neighbourhood of i/>0(Cl Ai) we can shrink 
<P0 (C1 A^) ontov>0 (B.) before applying h1 i . Therefore, without 
loss of generality we can assume that A- = B^  and that 
supp h1 i n supp h1 ^ = 0 for i  ^j. Hence,
hl,i 0 V Ai> c X o °  pl  (Ai) 
hl,i 0 W  and V V
are not separated in M by h-j . 0 V0 (1° \ A^) .
Finally, the homeomorphism
hl = hl,l 0 hl ,2 0 0 hl,k
has the required properties.
n
Step 3
By induction, we can construct a sequence { h^}j jj of homeomorphisms 
with compact support such that, for each i ■ o,l,...
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0 ) s u p p h i + l n
oT
 
.cro
-C . ° h^ » ^ ( L . ) )  =  0 ;
(2) s u p p h i + l c
0
K i+1
(3) s u p p h t+l n KV l  8
(4) I f  AI £ C ( i n1 \ L i + 1 )' t h e n
(a) h i+l ° h^ « . . . o h i  o V o ( A ) C  A . O  p j + 1( A)  ;
(b) h i+l 0h.j o , , , o  h-| o V>0(A) a n d  A i + 1(A)
n o t  s e p a r a t e d  i n M  b y h i + l °  h i ° - . o h-| ° V o i 10 \ A )  u
D e f i  n e v1 = h.• 0 # . . o 1 h l 0 %  • 1 = 1,2t • • • •
Therefore, the following properties hold:
(5) vj  L1 = v>i+kl Li all i, k £ IN ;
(6 ) V>i+k(A) c V  p]+1(A) all i £ IN , k £ IN\{o} y
and all
00
A £ C(In \ Li+]). It follows that lim ip. = ip. exists
Ì -*°o 1
• u Li 1=0 1
and is such that
(7) V*l Li = V>i |Li all i c DM ;
(8) ip*(A) c >i » p|+1(A) all i £ IN and all
A e C((I" \ E) \ Li+1) ;
0 ) V* (^ i ) c Li^i .
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Property (7) says that v* is continuous and injective. Property 
(9) (which follows from (8 )) tells us that v>* : In \ E -*• M is proper, 
and therefore induces a map
v* u : (I" \ E) u E(in \ E) = In + M u  e(M)
such that if e is an end of I \ E, <pe (e) K.- is the component
A 1 ^
of M \ K. containing v>*(e( >/>* (K^))), hence (by (9)) it is equal to
A
the component of H \ K. containing <p*(e(Li+1)), but (by (8 )) this is 
just A. . Pj+1(e(Li+1)) = y e U j ) ) .
That is, we have proved that the following diagram
E( In \ E) --------------» C(In \
^  xi
n,  .
E( M ) ---------- ------- ► C(M \ Ki )
commutes. Since each A.. is bijective, v>e must be a homeomorphism.
Therefore, we have constructed a proper embedding
V* : In \ E M
inducing a homeomorphism on ends.
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 2.5 we need to produce a 
bicollar of tj*( 3In \ E) and we need to "expand"the image C of 
In \ E in M as to contain X in its interior.
Let E' be the projection of E into I0"1, so E = E' x {1} .
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It is not difficult to show that the spaces
W = C-1,2 ]n \ E' x [1/2, 2 ] 
and
T = W n In
are homeomorphic to In \ E and that the inclusion map T ^ W  is a 
proper map inducing a homeomorphism on ends.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that the domain 
of the map is W. But now | ^  has the same properties of y* 
with the advantage that 3T has a natural bicollar contained in W.
It now only remains to "expand" the image of >p* . To this purpose
we can construct a locally finite family A = {E.>. ,
0 j JeJ of closed
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n-cells such that
X \ C c u Int E.
Int Ej n C / 0 all jej .
%
Therefore, by an application of Lemma 2.4, say with y  = 1/2 and 
c = 00 , we get the desired expansion.
□
Proof of Theorem 2.2 when dim Mn * 3 .
Let d be a complete metric on M.
Let A^, A^,... be a sequence of locally finite covers of M
such that each element of A^  is a closed n-cell of diameter less than
2'1"1 and Int M = u Int E .
E e A.
For each i, let be a locally finite set of points such that
(1) Int E n X. / 0 if E e A. ;
(2) Xi c Int M .
Let C] be the image under ** where is the embedding given 
by the above lemma, and assume that X] c Int Cj. Applying Lemma 2.4 
with X - X2 \ C, . A = A^  and y small, we get a J-homeomorphism
fj of M onto itself such that
M = C2 = f-j (C-j) = f, (C,) = C1 u X2 ;
I0  -y) = Id ;
where (1 - Y) C1 = C1 \ 9C1 *<;- Y, o ] .
Repeated applications of 2.4 give a sequence f1, of
homeomorphisms of M onto itself such that for each m « W \ {0 } ,
(1) fm is a (j>)m - homeomorphism ;
%
(2) M = f m 0 ...ofi(Ci) =»fm o...0 f1(C1)
m+1
= C,u u X. ;
1 i=l 1
(3) fm+l I fm °— 0 fl((] - Y/2m) C} ) = Id .
Clearly fm o...of-, converges to a map <p such that
♦(C1> = fm 0--*° V C1> = M 5
ip is a homeomorphism on ;
\f  ^ o <p( 3Ci) = M \ C-j ;
so that when >p is restricted to Ci we get the required map.
□
2.6 Remark
When the dimension of the manifold M is less or equal two, 
Theorem 2.2 follows from the clasification theorem for second countable 
manifolds of dimensions one and two, (see Ahlfors and Sario [1 ] ).
§3. Does the action of homeomorphisms on
9-good measures have a^ continuous section?
Theorem 1.15 states that, for a fixed measure y e n^(M) on a 
second countable manifold M, the continuous map
’o : I ' W , - # " •
such that
is surjective.
In [ 9 ] , A. Fathi poses the following question in the case
where M 1s compact.
Question.- Does the (surjective) map tt : H3(M) — *• M3fM. n (u 11 
--------  o o' 'k gv ’ VMo''u
have a continuous section?
The answer to this question may be negative.
A. Fathi, inspired in the methods of Oxtoby and Ulam (see [ 20 ])» 
gave a partial positive answer to the above question.
In the paragraphs that follow, we generalize the work of A. Fathi 
to the o-compact case.
%
Firstly, we restrict our considerations to uQ-biregular homeomor- 
phisms of M and to yQ-biregular measures on M. Such homeomorphisms 
and measures are certainly required to preserve the "behaviour of yQ 
at infinity" as well.
We encounter the difficulty that the weak topology on 
Mg(M, a(yQ)) does not have "control over the uQ-finite ends of M". 
Accordingly, it is necessary to strengthen the tODology of the space of 
measures.
Finally, in this restricted context of "e-biregular" homeomorphisms 
and measures, we are able to prove that the map ito : h h - h*yQ has 
a continuous section.
This result will enable us to imply, in §4, that some measure 
preserving groups of homeomorphisms are locally contractible.
The following definitions and the theorem thereafter make precise 
the above discussion.
3.1 Definitions.
Let M be a second countable manifold, and let yQ e Mg(M).
Define H (M, yo-e-reg) to be the group of all homeomorphisms h in 
W8(M) such that
(1) h preserves the behaviour of yQ at infinity (i.e.
=a (%), see 1.14);
(2) h, = u0(Mj) for each connected component Mj of
M ;
(3) h*uo and yQ have the same sets of measure zero.
0
Define Mg(M, uQ-e-reg) to be the set of all measures y in 
such that
(1) ' y and yQ agree on ends, (i.e. oc(y) = a(yQ)) ;
(2) ' y (M.) = y (M.) for each connected component M. of M.
J J J
(3) 1 y and yQ have the same sets of measure zero.
Observe that condition (2) and condition (2)' are implied by 
condition (1) and (1)' respectively, in the case where each connected 
component M. of M is non-compact.
J
Let K be a compact subset contained in M. Define
0
H (K, M, uQ-e-reg) to be the group of all homeomorphisms h in
0
H (M, uQ-e-reg) such that its support is contained in K.
0
Define Mg(K, M, yQ-e-reg) to be the set of all measures y in
M (M, y -e-reg) such that y is K-related to y .y o o
0
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Finally, define
H > ,  uQ-e-reg) = W?(M) n ^(M, yQ-e-reg)
*5>C(M » %-e-reg)
= Mg,c(M* n ^g(M » V e_re9)
Endow H (M, viQ-e-reg) with the compact open topology (denoted 
by k ) and ^C(M, pQ-e-reg) with the topology coinduced by the coherent 
family { ^(K, M, p^e-reg)^ | K cM compact }.
£
Endow Mg(M, pQ-e-reg) with the weak topology (denoted by w ) 
induced by the family of continuous functions f : M -*■ IR .with compact 
support. Endow M (M, p -e-reg) with the topology coinduced by theg u
coherent family
{ ^ g(K» M » b0-e-reg) | K c M compact }.
The following example intends to explain why we want to change the 
topology on the space of e-biregular measures.
Example.
Let X = [ o, 00 > , Y = < o, 00 >, and let dt denote Lebesgue 
measure on both spaces.
Although M^(X, dt-e-reg) and M (Y, dt-e-reg) are equal as sets, 
their corresponding weak topologies are different. Consider the following 
two functions,
j
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tf(X, dt-e-reg) ->-]R 
g 3/o)
y y(C o, 1 ])
and
Mg(Y, dt-e-reg)w - IR 
y **■ y( <o, 1 ])
Lemma 1.5 implies that y **■ y( [o, 1] ) is continuous, but now it 
is easy to see that the second function is not. Indeed, define for each 
n = 1,2,..., the measure
p„ = dt *n.dt|<0> 1/n] .
Then, it is readily verified that y -*-dt in M (Y, dt-e-bireg) but
9 (a)
y„( <o, 1 ]) - 2 for each n = 1,2.....
Let y e ^g(Y, dt-e-reg).
Suppose now that we want to produce a homeomorphism a(y ) on Y 
such that cr( y)* dt = y . Roughly speaking, a necessary condition is to 
check the number y ( < o, 1 ]) in order to decide how much "mass" we 
have to "pump" in or out <o, 1 ] , via o( y ), to equate 
a( l1 )* d t [< o,l ]) with }i( <0 , 1 ]). With the weak topology on 
Mg(Y, dt-e-reg) this process does not depend continuously on y.
This concludes the example.
Now let M be a second countable manifold, and let y e M3(M).
o g' '
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Then yQ splits the ends of M into two disjoint subsets.
(1) The set Ep(M) of -finite ends of M defined to be 
the set of all ends e eE(M) such that there exists a compact subset 
Kc m for which pQ(e(K)) is finite (i.e. Ep(M) = a )"\ [o, „>)).
(2) The set Ej(M) of jj-infinite ends of M defined to be 
the set a (y )_1 ( { ® } ) .
By the definition of a ( the set of -finite ends is open, 
hence the space M u Ep(M) is a locally compact (locally connected, 
second countable) space. Incidentally, the ends of Mu Ep(M) are just 
the ends in E j(M).
The inclusion i : M c^-+- M u Ep(M) induces an injection
i* : Mg9(M, ot (\i)) <=— ► Mg(MuEp(M))
We define the e u -topology on Mg8(M, ^-e-reg) to be the topology 
this set gets as a subspace of ^(M u Ep(M))^ . In other words, the 
e co -topology is the weak topology induced by the family of continuous 
functions f: M u Ep(M) ->■ 1R with compact support.
The following facts are easily verified.
(1) H (M, yQ-e-reg) endowed with the compact open topology 
acts continuously on M9(M, uo-e-reg)e u (c f. Theorem 1.4).
(2) For each K c M compact, the w -topology and the 
e u) -topology agree on Mg(K, M, pQ-e-reg).
We can state now the main theorem of the present section.
3.2 Theorem.
Let M be a second countable manifold, and let £ Mg(M). Let
*0 ; "3(m> V e'rc9)K * “g(M> 
be defined by
*o (h) = h* Uq .
Then it has a continuous section <j . 
o
Furthermore, a restricts continuously to
°c : < c < M - v c' res )l i »  ’ « > •  V e' re9) l™-*■
The method of proof of this theorem is first to reduce the general 
case to the case in which Mn = In \ E, where E c aln is a totally 
disconnected compact set (as in Theorem 2.2), and is any (good) 
measure on In \ E having the same sets of measure zero as standard 
Lebesgue measure on In (restricted to In \ E).
Accordingly, we start with two results that allow us to make such 
reduction. Then we proceed into Lemma 3.5, which is the main technical 
result of the present discussion : It starts with the space In \ E, 
a compact subset L contained in In \ E and two e-biregular measures,
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say yp and Vp , depending continuously on a parameter p . Roughly 
speaking, Lemma 3.5 states that there is a homeomorphism f , 
depending continuously on p, which sends yp lL into |L and
"pumps" the right amount of mass into each component of (In \ E) \ L.
An induction over an increasing sequence of compact sets whose
n '
union is Ir \ E completes the proof of Theorem 3.2 for the space 
In \ E.
3.3 Proposition.
Let Mn be a connected, second countable manifold and let 
: In \ E -*M be as in Theorem 2.2 . Then y induces a continuous 
group embedding
(1) : tf3(In \ E)^«-*- H3(M)k and a (linear) homeomorphism
(2 )  : Mg( I n \  E ) m = { u e Mg(M)u | y(vp ( 3 I n \  E ) )  = o}  
such that the diagram
(3)
HV  \ E) X M3(In \ E) + M 3(In \ E)
V * M
«*( M ) x Mg(M) ----- - M®( M )
is commutative.
Furthermore, let uQe M3(in \ E) be given and let 
vo = = '*’* y0 • Then restricts continuously to
(4) : H3(In \ E, P0-e-reg)K + Ha(M, vQ-e-reg)K
(5) *W,c : Hc3(In \E, U9-e-reg)liin -  H3(M, v^e-reg),im 
and 4>y induces homeomorphisms
(6) *„ : Mg3(l" \ E, u0-e-re9)eu s M*(M, V e-re9>ei»
<7> V  ■' "g.c*1" ' E> V e-re9)„m 9 nj>clH. V e-re9)lfm
Proof.
The existence of is a consequence of the fact that the map 
v> : In \ E M, being closed, is also an identification map.
The fact that the map : v <p*u has a continuous inverse
is a consequence of Lemma 1.5 . We omit the datails of this proof.
□
The next lemma is due to Oxtoby and Ulam (see [ 1 9  ]). It is
contained in the remark following Fathi [ 9 , Proposition 2.1, .
p.p. 51-52 ] ; (it also follows from Berlanga and Epstein [ 3, 
Lemma 3 ] ).
3.4 Lemma.
Let M be a second countable manifold and let y e M3(M). If
A is a closed subset of M with empty interior, then there exists a 
homeomorphism h e H (M) such that h* p(A) = o .
□
Remark : The set A of interest is >p(3In \ E) (see 3.3(2)).
Let E be a totally disconnected, compact subset of 3In as in 
Theorem 2.2, and let u0 be a measure on In \ E having the same sets 
of measure zero as Lebesgue measure on I.
Let IP be a topological space and let .
y,v : IP Mg(In \ E, y0-e-reg)eu
be two continuous maps.
For each compact set K in In \ E define
IP(K, u, v) = IP(K) = (p £ IP | Up is K-related to vp } .
Since the relation of two measures being K-related is closed 
(see 1.6), then {IP(K) | K c ln \ E compact } is a coherent family 
of spaces in
IP_( u,v ) = IP = ip e IP | u is compactly related to v } .L C p p
With these preliminaries we can state Lenina 3.5 .
3.5 Lemma.
Let L c ln \ E be a closed n-cell such that for each
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A e C((In \ E) \ L), Cljn A is a clean cube in In (in the sense 
of Lemma 2.5). Then there is a continuous map
f : IP“* ^ ( I n \ E, u0-e-reg)K
such that
(1) fp* yp k  = vp 1 l *
V ^ p (A) = V A) for each A £ C((I" x E) x L) •»
(2) { f’  ^ )p e (p is an equicontinuous family in In \ L ;
(3) if up = vp then fp = Id ;
(4) If is L-related to v then f„* u = v„ ; 
P P P P P
(5) f|p : IPC“*-w^(In \ E, wQ-e-reg) is stratified (in
the sense of Appendix One, statement (3)).
In order to prove this lemma, we need two preliminary results.
The first is a slight variation of Fathi [9, Lemma 3.4, p. 54 ] and 
is a "compact" analogue of 3.5 above
3.6 Lemma.
Let P  be a topological space and let l  be the standard Lebesgue 
measure in In. Let L c In be a closed n-cell such that for each 
A e C(In \ L), Cl A is a clean cube in In.
Let y‘ and v' be two continuous maps from the parameter space 
IP into the space Mg(In, ire-reg)^ of £ -biregular probabilities on 
In .
Then there exists a continuous map f' : IP -»■ H3(In ,£ -e-reg)^ 
such that
(1) fp* *p 1 L ■ S I l ;
= Vp(A) for each A e C(In \ L) ;
(2) { ( 9 ' 1 Id" \ L)3p e (p is an equicontinuous family ;
(3) If ^  = vp then fp = Id ;
(4) !f y; is L-related to v' then f * u* = v ' .
P P* p
Proof.
Use step 2 of the proof of Lemma 3.4 in Fathi [ 9 ] to equate 
the masses of L and the components of Cl(In \ L), then apply the 
full force of Lemma 3.4 to L.
n
3.7 Lemma.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let x e M(X).
Let
L : I - * - { B c x | B  is Bore! }
be a function of the unit interval into the set of Borel subsets of X 
such that
(1) For every t q  e I and every neighbourhood UQ of
Fr L in X there exists 6 > o such that L A L c U 
t t oo o
whenever | t  - t q | < 6 (Lt A Lt is the sypnetric difference
Lt„ ' L, " Lt ' Lt > ;0 o
(2) X(Fr Lx ) = o for each t e l .
Then p : M(X, «  X) * I -*• M(X) such that p( p,x ) = pi,
(0 0) |LT
is continuous, where
M(X, << X) = { peM(X) | B c X Borel X(B) = o => p(B) = o }.
Proof.
Let f : X —► IR be a continuous function with compact support 
(not identically zero). We need to check that
( p , t ) * | f d p( p,x ) is continuous, so assume X is compact.
Let e > o and let (uq, t ) « M(X, <<X) * I, Let UQ be a
compact neighbourhood of Fr LT with
o
P0(u0) K e/(2 supremum |f(x)| ). Lemma 1.3 implies that there is a 
x«X
neighbourhood of pQ in M(X,<< X) such that
W(U ) < e/(2 supremum |f(x)| ) for each pe Since X(Fr LT )» o
xeX °
Lemma 1.5 implies that y " I % f  dy is  continuous in
M(X, <<A), where )k l denotes the characteristic function of L 
lt to
Hence we can choose a neighbourhood N of y in M(X,«X ) such
that « L f  d y - i XKL f d u„ < e/2 for each
o o
y e W2> Let 6 > o be such that LT A LT c UQ ' for each te I 
satisfying |x - xj < 6 and let N = ^  n . Then, if y e M
and t  € < t q -  6,  t q + 6 > n I,
f  d P(  y.x ) - j  f  d P(b0,x0)
f d y * L f  d v o 
To
Ki f d y - f x c ,  f d y  
T 1 To
X, f  d y - I X, f d 
l t _ 1 L x_
I f | d y + e/2 < e/2 + e/2 = e .
o
Proof of Lemma 3.5 .
Let 0 : In'^  x I + I be a continuous function satisfying
(1) L c Lt c L « In \ E = L| « In for o & t < x* < 1 , 
where Lt = {(x, s) e In | o s s s 0(x,t ) and x e I0“1 } ;
(2) If K c ln \ E is compact then Kc for some
Tf [ 0, 1 > .
Let A-|,..., Ak , Ak+1>..., A^ be the components of (In\ E) \ L 
and assume that
(3) P0(Ai) < 00 for 1 s i s k ;
(4) u0(Ai) = » for k + 1 si s q .
Define, for each 1 s i s k + 1 , a! : IP x I -*■ IR such that
(5) ai(P. t ) = vp(Ai) - yp(A. \ l x ) for 1 s i s k ;
(6) ak+l<p * T > " up(Lx u
k k 
U A.) - v (L u U A . ) . 
i=l 1 p i=l 1
Let i = 1,2,..., k+1 and let p e IP. By the above lemma, and 
the fact that we are using the eco -topology, the function 
t *+ aj(p,T:) 1s continuous. It is strictly increasing also and 
since a!(.p, 1) > o there is a first parameter, say tj(p),
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satisfying a!(p, tj(p)) ;> o.
It is easy to see (by 3.7) that the function p «■ ti(p) is 
continuous. Now let s : IP -*■ I be such that
(7) s(p) = Max { t !(p) |J s i s k+1 } ; 
let t : P -*■ I be such that
(8) T ( p )  = s(p) + (1- s(p)) / 10 ;
and let a. : IP -► < o, 00 > ( I s i s  k+1) be such that
(9 )  <x.(p) = a ! ( p ,  i ( p ) ) .
Observe that for each s e [ o, 1 > and each p e IP(LS, y, v), 
s(p) s; s and so x(p) s s +(1 - s) / 10 < 1 .
Also we have that a. (p) > o, for 1 s i < k + 1 .
Define v' :IP->M(In \ E, <<y0) by the formula
(10) v' = Z
P 1-1
* l £ L
Pp(Ai " L t ( P ) ) Ai " Lx(p)
+ v p |l +
JSs U e L
U Ai "  LW n i
1-k+l 1 T(p)
Lemma 3.7 implies that p •+ vp 
shows that vJ(LT(p)) = pp (LT(p)).
is  continuous. A calculation
If u and v are L-related then v' = v in L , , .
P P P P HP)
Now we would like to construct»a homeomorphism f supported in 
L t ( p ) depending continuosly on p elP and such that
V  «p = vp in L
We want to apply Lemma 3.6, but using the "moving" ce.ll L ^ pj 
as a base space. The following device will fix it : Define a 
continuous function
g : I — +■ Ha(in_1 x [ o, 2 ], t-e-reg)
(where l  denotes Lebesgue measure on In x [ 0 , 2] ) satisfying
(11) supp gT C Cl(In_1 x [ o, 2 ]  \ L) for T e l .
(12) M M  = In for t  £ I,
(13) gT(ci a . n Lt) = Cl A. for t  e I and 1 i  i s
(14) ^ M t e I and {g^}T £ i are equicontinuous
families (this is immediate for both families are compact).
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(16) P »
V Lt (P)
3t ( p ) *  V p
to get a continuous f' : IP ■+ f/9(In, t-e-reg) satisfying certain 
properties.
%
Defi ne
f : IP - W9(In \ E, yo-e-reg)
by the formula
fp = gx(p) 0 f i  0 g T(p) for each p eIP *
This is the map demanded in the statement of the lemma.
□
Now we apply Lemma 3.5 to obtain, in slightly modified terms, 
Theorem 3.2 for the space In \ E.
The proof is a straightforward (although somewhat careful ) 
induction over an increasing sequence of n-cells.
Recall that if yp and vp are two measures depending on
p e IP, then IP denotes the set of parameters p for which p c p
is compactly related to vp .
3.8 Lemma.
Let IP be a topological space and let
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3 n
u, v : iP-*Mg(ln \ E, yQ -e-reg)ew be two continuous maps, where 
3 n
y e M (In \ E) is a measure having the same sets of measure zero as
o 9
standard Lebesgue measure in In. Then there is a continuous map
h : IP -* W^In \ E)
K
such that
V  yp = vp for each pe p -
Furthermore, h(IPc ) c  ^3(In \ E) and
h : IPC + « V  \E)
is stratified.
Proof.
o o
Let Kq = 0 $  K.| = Kg c Kg c ... = In \ E be a sequence of
closed n-cells such that U K^  = In \ E and Cljn A is a clean cube 
in In for each A £ C((ln \ E) \ Kj) and each i £ IN.
Let Lq = Kq, h° = Id for each p £ IP and let L^  = K^. Therefore,
by the above lemma we can find h1: IP -*■ H3(ln \ E, P0-e-reg)K such
that
{3_1) hJ* p^|L-j = 'pk, for P £,P’ and
hJ* pp(A) ■ y A> for p £ IP and A e C((In\E) \ L-j);
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(4-1) ( (tip)"1 }p6|p is an equicontinuous family
(5-1) If pelP(Ko ,y,v ) (i.e. Vp = vp) then hj
(6-1) If pelP(Kpy,v ) then 
% "J* ' " p 1
(7-1) h1 |p is stratified.
Now we can find, by (4-1) and (7-1), an integer' n2 •> 1 so large
that
(4-1) If A e C((In \E) \ K n ) and p e|P then diamA<l/2 
and diam (hp)-1(A) < 1/2 ;
(b-1) If p eP and is Kg-related to Vp then 
h^* pip is «^-related to vp .
Let ^2 = Kn . Applying Lemma 3.5 to the closure of each
n/iH
u - i )
e.
w e  c a n  g e t
o
a n  h  :  I P -*■ H c9 ( I n O
L&J - e - r e g ;
( 2 - 2 ) s u p p  h p  = ( I n \ E )  X L , f o r p  e  IP 9
( 3 - 2 )
h i *  w p I l 2 ■  h P *  v p t  l 2
f o r p  e P ,  a n d
h j .  P p ( A ) ■  h p .  V * ) f o r p  e P a n d
' \  E ) \  L p )  i
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(4-2) {(hp)_1W  isan
n o
equicontinuous family in I \ Lgj
(5-2) If p e P ^ ,  p, v) then h2 = Id ;
(6-2) If P £P(K2» Pt v) then hp* P p = h2* vp ;
(7-2)
h 2 i|p is stratified.
Hence, by induction, we can construct an increasing sequence 
i i-i} i  ^ ^ of closed cells, and a sequence of continuous maps
{ h1' : IP -* H?(In \ E, uQ-e-reg)} • g ^  such that, for each
i e h  \  {0 } ,
(1-i) K. c L. ;
and
(2-i) supp hp c (In \ E) \ L^_1 for all p elP,
(3-i) hp o hp o...o h^* pp |L  ^ = h^ 1 ohp 3o...oh°* vp |L^,
h j  o hp”2o . . .o h p *  y p(A)= h j'1 ohp'3 o . . .o h°* vp(A) 
f o r  a l l  A e C ( ( i n \  E) \  L^) and i  odd;
hn  ^ 0 hn 3 0” *°hL  P„|i = h,! oh^"2 0 ...0  h°*v I, ,P P P P |L . p p p* pI
and
hp-1° hp"3 0,,,ohp * V A)" hJ o h J"2 0 ••• Qhp*vp(A)
for all A e C((In \ E) \ ) and i even ;
(4-1) W j > 1}peP is an equtcontinuous family in
In \
0
Li i
15-1) If p ePCK..! > u. v ) then hp = Id ;»
(6-1) If p «Pflq. y. v ) then
hjorr 0.. .0 hl *  UP - hj-'o * *
%
0...0 h°* Vp for i odd,
and
*
1 „ hi";* 0...0
hp * %  =
, hi‘2 „ „ u0 »hp o...o hp
* V P
for i even.
(7-1) h1lpc( y.v )
is stratified ;
(8-1) diam A < 1/2
i
»
>
diam (hl ohi"p p
2 o. . . o h J " od<2>)_1(A) < 1/21
for all A £ C((In \ E ) \ L i+]) and all p eP.
By ( 2-(i + 2)) and (8-i), hj+2 is a (1/21)-homeomorphi sm
hence
1 im H1 = lim h2i „ .2i-2 „ „ o n  o... o h° = H „
■j -► oo even.p ■¡-*■00 P P P even, p
and
lim
i-*oo
Lji
Modd,p ■ limi-KO
h ^ o h ^ o . . .  
P P
ohj =' Hodd, p
exist and are continuous as functions in IP
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Also, by (8-21) and (8-(2i + 1)),
dCCH1
even.p (H
1+1
even, p
= d((HL o n  J “1. CHluon n) " V  (h2i+2)'1)"  even, p' v even, p' ' p '  '
s
£ l / 2 2i 
and
hence H .. _ and HQ>1Qn „ are In H3(In \ E). Furthermore, odd,p even.p v '
Heven d Hodd = h is stratified in Pc and hp*up = vp for all pcP.
This concludes the proof.
0
Proof of Theorem 3.2
Without loss of generality assume that M is connected.
Let Mg(M) and consider the map
ïïo : V e'reg)< " Mg(M> P0"e"reg e^u) such that V h) = h* %
£
for each h e H (M, pQ-e-reg).
Let v>' : In \ E -*■ M be a continuous surjection as in Theorem 2.2. 
Then, by Lentna 3.4 we can assume that xp'( 3In \E) has zero ^-measure. 
Hence, by Proposition 3.3 there exists a measure in In \ E with
K >  = ^  vo = Wo* eas^  to construct a good measure in
In \ E, say vq, having the same sets of measure zero as standard
Lebesgue measure in In \ E , the same total mass as v \  and such
0
that a( vQ) = a( v^). Therefore, by Theorem 1.15, there exists a
homeomorphism f of In \ E in tf9(In \ E) such that f* v = v' .0 0 0
If we let <p = (p1 o f then '= y * v0 = y0 • Using Lemma 3.8,
we can find a continuous section o' of
"o' : \ E » V e"reg)c 'f M g(inv E *vo"e_reg)ew with
h'M' hi vq for each h' c H3(In \ E, vQ -e-reg). Finally, it is easy 
to check (by Proposition 3.3) that the composite
* \ E, v0-e-reg)eüj
o'
f?(In \ E, v -e-reg)
0
H a(M, y0-e-reg)K
is a section a of ir0 : H9(M, uD-e-reg) -*• M^(M, uQ-e-reg) such that 
o restricts continuously to
“c : Hg,c<"' -•-r*9>14li
This 1s because eÿ , o' and are all stratified when they are
appropriately restricted (see Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.8).
□
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Now we want to draw two corollaries from Theorem 3.2 . They state 
that some groups of measure preserving homeomorphisms are (strong) 
deformation retracts of their corresponding groups of e-biregular 
homeomorphisms.
First we need some definitions.
%
3.9 Definitions
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space, and let *
uo € Mg(X). Define
H(X. \i q) ={ h e h(X) I h* = y^} ,
H(K, X, yQ) = h (K, X) n H(X,p0 ) for each K c x compact, 
HC(X, yQ) = HC(X) n H(X, yQ).
Observe that Proposition 1.4 implies that H(X, yQ) is closed in 
H(X) and Proposition 1.7 implies that H (X, u ) is closed in 
Hc(X)iim . Also, by Appendix One, the topology that H.(X, yQ) gets as 
a subspace of Wc(X)lim is the same as the topology coinduced by the
■f
coherent family (H(K, X, yQ)K | K c X compact} .
If X => M is a manifold, let
H9(M, yQ) - H(M, yQ) n l/8(M)
H3(K, M, yQ) = H(K, M, yQ) n H3(M)
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Hc(M’ y0 ) = Hc(M* po)n h3(M)-
Similarly, H9(M, \iQ) is closed in H(M)k (hence in H(M, yQ )K ) 
and V0 ) is closed in Hc(M)lim (hence in «C(M, uQ)lim ).
3.10 Proposition. *
Let M be a second countable manifold, and let yQ e Mg(M).
Then
(1) H3(M, yQ-e-reg)K is homeomorphic to the product
H9(M, yo)K x Mg9(M, y0-e-reg)eu ;
(2) h9(M. yo)K is a (strong) deformation retract of
Hd(M, yQ-e-reg)K ,i9 
and
(3) H9(M, y -e-reg)^ is homeomorphic to the space
[ m|(H.Wo) « Hg(C(H, „„-e-re,) :,(m ;
(4) )-|^ m is a (strong) deformation retract of
H9(M, yQ-e-reg) 1 im
Proof.
By Theorem 3.2 the surjective map 
"o : v0-e-reg)K - M9(M, v e_re9>ea> has a continuous section a .
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A homeomorphism of H (M, yQ-e-reg)K onto 
H^ M,yo^K x Mg(M * V e"reg^eu is defined by
F(h) = (F-| (h), Fz(h)) = (Ca(TTQ(h)) ]_1 o h,ir0(h)) 
for h e H9(M, yQ-e-reg),
%
and its inverse F"1 is given by the formula
F ' V . y  ) = (C o( u)] o h)
for (h,y ) e H9(M,uo) x M3(M, yQ-e-reg).
This proves (1). The function
H, : Mn(M » v -e-reg). x I -»■ M3(M, y -e-regl I g' 'em gv ’ Ko 'ecu
such that
( y, t ) h- (1 - t) y + xyQ
is well defined and continuous (c f. Lemma 1.16). Therefore {yQ} is 
a retract by deformation of Mg(M, yQ-e-reg). Also, we have that
F(h) = (h,yQ) for each h e W3(M,u0); hence it follows that the 
homotopy
H2 : H3(M, y0-e-reg)K x i + M9(M, y0-e-reg)<
(h, t ) »  F_1 (F,(h), H ^ i h ) ,  t ))
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3 9
defines H (M,mq) as a (strong) deformation retract of fr(M,y0-e-reg)K .
To prove (3) it is enough to observe that F(resp. F~^) restricted 
to W*(M, yQ-e-reg) (resp. ^(M,y0) x M ^ c (m , yQ-e-reg)) is stratified.
Finally, by the fact that the composition of stratified functions 
is stratified, it follows that H2 * restricts to
H2 ,c : "CV  T»o-e-re9) x I yQ-e-reg)
and H, is stratified. Also,
[ Hc8(M, V e-reg)lim ] x 1 =
*
C Hc3(M, V e-reg) x I ^
for I is compact.
3 3
Since Hc(M.y0)1im is a closed subspace in W.(M, y0-e-reg)lim ,
statement (4) now follows.
□
3.11 Corollary
£
Let M be a second countable manifold, and let y e  M fM).o g'
Then
( 1) H(M, yo-e-reg)K s W(M,y0)K x M (M, u0-e-reg)fiu
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(2) H(m , \i q) k is a (strong) deformation retract of 
H(M, y0-e-reg)K ,
and
(3) HC(M, y0-e-reg)-jim =, C.«c (M, yQ) x M ^ c(M, yo-e-reg)]lim;
(4) K.(M, yohim 1S a (stron9) deformation retract of
HC(M, y0-e-reg)lim . . _
Proof.
Since a section of ttq : H^(M, yQ-e-reg) -*■ Mg(M, yQ-e-reg) is
£
also a section of iro : H(M, tiQ-e-reg) -*■ Mg(M, yQ-e-reg), we can prove 
this corollary in the same way as Lemma 3.10 .
□
§4. The local contract!bility of HC(M, uQ) and its
equivalence under weak homotopy to the group of 
all compactly supported homeomorphisms of M.
Let M be a second countable manifold and let yQ be a 3-good
measure on M. The main results of this section are: Firstly, that
the group of compactly supported, measure preserving homeomorphisms of
M is locally contractible in the lim-topology. Secondly, that the
inclusion Hc(M,y )^im <=-*- Hc(M).|.|in is a weak homotopy equivalence.
•* -►
We start Section 4 by considering the Whitney topology on the group 
of homeomorphisms of M. The relationship between the Whitney topology 
and the lim-topology on the group of compactly supported homeomorphisms 
is established by saying that both topologies have the same family of 
compact subsets. This observation is of some importance to further inves 
tigations.
In Fathi [ 9  ] , the Cernavskii, Edwards-Kirby Theorem on the
deformation of spaces of embeddings is adapted to the case of spaces of 
uQ-biregular embeddings. This and the results of Section 3 are the main
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tools to prove that HC(M, pQ) Is locally contractible.
Finally, by 3.11, we know that the inclusion
HC(M, U0) ^  WC(M, uo-e-reg) is a homotopy equivalence. Hence it
remains to prove that HC(M, Ug-e-reg)^!^^) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. ,
Although the spaces we are considering are not metrizable in general, 
the methods of Eilenberg-Wilder (see [ 8 ]) apply to our situation.
4.1 Definition
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, Hausdorff space.
The fine or Whitney topology m on H(X) is the topology having for a 
basis the sets
[{K.}.6 A  ,{U.}.e A ] = (h e H(X) | h(K.) c U. for all ieA},
where {K^}^ is a locally finite family of compact sets and {U- 
an (arbitrary) open family in X.
With this topology f/(X) becomes a topological group. Observe
that
(a) H(K, X)m «« H(K, X)k for K c X compact;
(b) Hc(x) is a closed (nowhere dense) set in H(X)m ;
(c) The inclusions wc(X)'|-jmC4- w(X)mc-*- W(X)K are continuous.
If X has a metric d, then a base for the Whitney topology is
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given by the sets
N (h0 ,e ) = (h e H(X) | d(hQ(x), h(x))< e (x) all x 6 X} ,
where hQ ef/(X) and e : X -> <o,°° > is continuous.
*
4.2 Definitions
Let X be a topological Hausdorff space. We say that X is a 
k-space (or compactly generated space) if the following property is 
satisfied:
Let C be a subset of X. Then C is closed in X if and 
only if its intersection with each compact subset of X is 
closed.
Let X be a Hausdorff space. Then the associated compactly 
generated space is the space k(X) defined as follows:
(1) k(X) and X have the same underlying set ;
(2) A subset C of k(X) is defined to be closed whenever 
its intersection with every compact subset of X is closed.
Some properties of compactly generated spaces are listed in the 
second appendix to this thesis.
4.3 Lemma.
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space. Let K c h (X) be compact. Then there is a compact 
subset K in X such that every element in ik has support in K.
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Proof.
We argue by contradiction: Assume that a compact subset K. in 
Hc (X)m is given such that for every compact K in X there is an
h tlK with supp h t K.
It is easy to construct, by induction, a sequence }~_i of 
compact subsets of X and a sequence { h . o f  homeomorphisms in K 
such that, for each i e U  \{o> ,
(1) Ki c " w  •
(2 )
OO
u
j=l
XII•T—>
(3) supp h,- * K. ;
(4) supp hi c Ki+1
We want to show that {h.}“=-| is a closed and not compact subset 
of IK. For this purpose, let hQ e HC(X) \ {hi}~_-j and choose, for
each i e M 9 open sets i and W2 i in HC(X) such
that
(5) hi • "i,in W2 ,i »
(6 )
h j
for o s j < i ;
(7) * " 2,( for 1 < j .
Therefore, .0 n N, „ 2 ,0 is a ineighbourhood of hQ contained in
H c ( x > '  < h 1 > 7 = 1 *
proving that is closed. Also,
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{Mj  ^ n ^}”_i is an open cover of { h| } ” =1 which has no finite 
subcover.
□
4.4 Corollary,
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space and let U <= Hc (X)m be an open subspace. Let
■f
denote the space obtained from (the underlying set of) U with the 
topology coinduced by the (coherent) family
{W(K, X)K n u |k c X compact }.
Let l/s be the space obtained from U with .the subspace topology 
from WC(X)i^ . Finally, let kU be the associated compactly generated
*f
space of U. Then
k u =  U,• = ueI lm s
and U,, is open in
Hc<x>11. " k< "c<X>m )•
Proof.
Since the inclusion wc(x)-j-jm ^  tfc(X)m 1S cont,*nuous» us 1s
open in Mc(x)i-|m • Also, Us ■ holds by Appendix Two (10),
•+
(and the fact that X is o-compact).
and HC(X)mBy Lemma 4.3 and Appendix One (5), M X>lim have
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the same compact sets, so Wc(X)lim = k(. Hc W m )• Finally, by Appendix 
Two (9), kt/ is just .
□
4.5 Remark
We are mostly interested in the implication :
"If U c Hc(X)m is open then U ^ m c Mc(X)lim is open" but we had
-*■ ■+
to go via k-spaces to obtain it.
An interesting corollary of this approach is that we .know now that 
the inclusion k( ) 1S a closed embedding, giving us
us an alternative way of viewing the lim-topology in Hc(X).
Before we can state the Cernavskii-Edwards-Kirby Theorem for spaces 
of biregular embeddings we need some definitions.
4.6 Definitions.
Let M be a (second countable) manifold and let pQ e Mg(M).
Let A be a subset of M. By a proper embedding i of A into 
M we mean an injective (continuous) map i : A ^ M  such that i is 
a homeomorphism of A onto i(A) and \"\ 3M) = A n 3M.
Denote by I(A, M) the space of proper embeddings of A into M.
If veI(A, M) and A is a Borel subset of M, we can define a 
measure i*uQ on A such that v*pQ(B) ■ uQ( i(B)) for each Borel
subset B c A. We say that a proper embedding i : A ^ M  is bi regular 
(with respect to uo), if i*pQ and yQ|A have the same sets of
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measure zero. Denote by I(A, M; « p o« )  the set of all proper biregular 
embeddings of A into M.
Suppose B is a subset of M. We define
I(A, B, M) - { i e I (A, M)| I |Bn A = Id
%
I(A, B, M; <<U0«  ) = I(A, B, M) n I(A,M , <<U0«  ).
All spaces of proper embeddings will be endowed with the compact open 
topology.
Suppose X is a space with subsets Q and S. A deformation of 
Q into S is a continuous map d> : Q x I + x such that
<t> | Q x {0 } = Idg and <J>(Q x {1} ) c, S. If T c X and
<b(Q * I) c T, we say that <f> takes place in T.
Let P be a subset of I(A, M) and W a subset of A. A deforma­
tion <p : P x I + i(A, M) of P is modulo W if
<t>( U  t) [w = \JW for all 1 e P and t e l .
The following theorem, where no measures intervene, is due to 
Cernavskii (see [ 5 ] ).
A much more readable and elegant aproach, again without mention to 
measures, is due to Edwards-Kirby (see [ 7 ] ).
The version which follows appears in the paper of Fathi (see [9]). 
A.Fathi qives the credit for this result to M.Rogalski.
4.7 Theorem
Let M be a (second countable) manifold and let yQ e Mg(M).
Let C and U be subsets of M such that C is compact and U is 
a neighbourhood of C. Given any neighbourhood W of the inclusion 
n : U=+M in I(L), M; <<po« ) K , there is a neighbourhood P of n 
in I(U, M; <<u0«  ) K and a defoVmation <p: P x I  +  N into 
I(U, C, M; <<u0<< ) such that
(1) <)> is modulo the complement of a compact neighbourhood 
of C in U ;
(2) <i>( n. t ) = n for all t e l ;
(3) 4>|C P n 7(1), 9M, M; <<u0«  )] * I takes place in 
I(U, 9M, M; <<u0<< ).
Furthermore, suppose in addition to the above hypothesis that a 
closed set D in M (resp. 9M) and a neighbourhood V of D in M 
(resp. 9M) are given. Then <t> can be chosen so that the deformation 
<f> | [ P n I(U, V, M; « u Q<< ) ] * I takes place in 
I(U, D, M; <<yo<< ).
0
Recall that a space X is locally contractible if for each x«X 
there is a neighbourhood U of x such that U is deformable into 
{x} by a deformation fixing x .
This condition implies that every neighbourhood V of a point 
x e X contains a neighbourhood II of x deformable to {x> in V.
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4.8 Proposition.
Let M be a (second countable) manifold and let e Mg(M).
Then HC(M, uo-e-reg)lim and H^(M, uo-e-reg)lim are locally 
■+• -*■
contractible.
Proof, (c f. Edwards and Kirby [ 7 „ Corollary 6.2, p.78 ]).
It suffices to prove that the identity has a contractible neighbour­
hood.
Fix a metric d on M. If U c M is compact and 6 > 0 , let
N( n,6 ) denote the (basic) neighbourhood of the inclusion p: U ^ M
in I(U, M; <<u0«  ) given by the set 
{ 1 e I(U, M; <<u0«  ) |d( \(x), x) < 6 for all x e U }.
Let {(U., C..) | i e IN } be a countable collection of pairs of
compact subsets of M such that for each i e IN, is a neighbourhood
o
of C., M = u C. and 1). n U. t  0 only if | i-j | s; 1.
1 i e Hi 1 J
It follows from Theorem 4.7 (letting U= U2 ., C= C2 »^
V= C2l-_i u 2^i+l anc* C1 (^i \ C2l.)) there 1S a sequence
(62i> of positive numbers such that if P2i is defined to be the 
neighbourhood N( n. 6,^) of n: U2^c^ -M in I(U2l. ,M; « u 0«  )K 
then there is a deformation
^21 : P2i x 1 i^Zi* M; <<u0<< ) K o f p2i into 
I(U2i • ^21 • M * ) such that <froi deforms
P21 " ’("Zf ^2i-l u ^2i+l * « 1*0«   ^ into (p)
FrM u2i •
and 4>2  ^ is modulo
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Likewise, there is a sequence i<S2i-l} of P o s i t l 'v e  numbers such 
that if p2._1 is defined to be the neighbourhood N( n, 62i_-|) of 
n : U2 . ^ M  in l(U2^_i» M; <<yo«  )K » then there is a deformation
<^ 2i-l : p2i-l * 1 T(u2i-1 • M; <<P0<< )K of p2i int0
1(1*21-1 • ^2i-l’ M * <<uo<< ) suc*1 ^2i-l takes place in
N( n, MIN {62i-2* 62i* ) and ^i-l is modul0 Frm U2i-1*
Let 6: M + < o, oo> be continuous and such that 6(U-) < 6^  
for each i e IN and let ^  be the set
U = (h £ W(M » uQ-e-reg) |d(h(x), x) < 6(x) for all x e M } 
endowed with the compact open topology.
Define the continuous function <J>: po-e-reg)K by
the formula
« h ,  t )  =
h on M \  u U , . , , 
i c IN ‘ 1_l
* ( h ,  1 /2 ) |u21. 2 t - l ) on U2i fo r  t €  C l / 2 ,  1]
♦ (h, t )  = (
♦(h. 1/2) on M \  u u, 
1 « W  '
Furthermore, <|> restricts to
<j>c : U. x I -*■ H(M. UQ-e-reg) where U.» U n u0-e-reg) and
2i-l
it is stratified, (because d>(C U n H ( u C-, M, y -e-reg)] * I)
j=0 3 0
2i
is contained in H( u C., M, y -e-reg)). Hence ■ 
j=0 3
<f>c :[ Uc x I ]li|n -*■ Hc (M, u0-e-reg)lim is continuous. Also 
-+ -*•
C Uc * I]lim = [tc]lim x 1 (by APPendix Two (7)) and £ is
an open subspace in HC(M, TJ0-e-reg)- j ( b y  4.4). This implies that
<t>c : * 1 + WC(M, W0~e_re9^lim is a deformation of U into
■+
{ n }.
By theorem 4.7, 4>({n) x I) = in) and 
<f>| [ Uc n W^(M, u0-e-reg) ]» I takes place in ff^ (M, u0-e-reg). 
Hence the conclusion of the proposition follows.
□
Recall that a space X is semi-locally simply connected if for 
each x e X there is a neighbourhood U of x in X such that the 
homomorphism ir(U, x) -*■ n (X , x) between the fundamental groups of U 
and X (at x) induced by the inclusion X is trivial. Obviously, 
a locally contractible space X is semi-locally simply connected.
4.9 Theorem.
£
Let M be a second countable manifold and let yQ £ M"(M). Then
Hc(M’P0>lim and Wc (M»p0)i are (locally path connected and) locally
«*■
contractible.
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Furthermore, there exists a (Whitney) neighbourhood u of the 
identity in Wc(M »U0)m such that is deformed into {Id} by
a contraction <j> fixing the identity and such that
<t> I CH|(M.u0)iim n Ulim ] x I takes place in tf^(M,uo). Hence 
Wr(M,u ) and ) are locally path connected and semi-locally
0 W1 C 0 m  v
%
simply connected in the Whitney topology.
Proof.
Let x be a point in a space X. Then X is connected im kleinen 
at x if and only if each open neighbourhood V of x contains an open 
neighbourhood U of x such that any pair of points in U lie in some 
connected subset K of V. It is not difficult to show that if X is 
connected im kleinen at each point, then X is locally connected.
X is locally path connected if the subsets K in the above definition 
can be taken to be continuous images of the unit interval.
Let Uc be a Whitney neighbourhood of the identity in 
HC(M, u0-e-reg), contractible in the l_im-topology, such as in Proposi­
tion 4.8 . If u = Uc n Hc(M, vq) , then there is a contraction (by
3.10 and 3.11) <J> : * I Hc(M,u0 ) ^ m with the desired prop-
-*■ -*■ g
erties, proving that HC(M, Uq ) ^  and HC(M, u0)l1m are locally 
contractible, hence connected im kleinen at each point and also locally 
path connected. Since any function y from a compact space P (e.g.
P = I or P = I x i) into HC(X, yQ) is continuous in the lim-topology 
if and only if it is continuous in the Whitney topology, the last asser­
tion of the theorem follows.
□
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4.10 In [ 8 ], S, Eilenberg and R.L. Wilder investigate "the prop­
erties of uniformly locally connected subsets of a metric separable 
space with particular reference to the relation between the set and its 
closure".
If a subset A contained in the separable metric space X is
%
uniformly locally j-connected for j = 0, 1.... q ; then the theorem
of Eilenberg and Wilder states, in particular, that A and ClXA have 
the same homotopy and homology groups for the dimensions 0,1,...,q .
The iiernavskiijEdwards-Kirby Theorem implies a "stratified" local 
contractibility for the space of compactly supported biregular 
homeomorphisms of a manifold. Hence, it gives a corresponding form of 
"stratified" uniform local j-connectedness for each j c IN .
Also, by Fathi [ 9 » Lemma 4.7 ] , it is easily seen that
KC(M, V e-reg)lim is dense in "c^lim-
Although is not metrizable when M is non-compact, we
-*■
can adapt the methods of Eilenberg and Wilder in order to prove the 
following result.
4.11 Theorem.
Let M be a connected, second countable manifold, and let P0eMg(M). 
Then the inclusions HC(M, and
HC(M. )iim c_*’ Hc^M him are weak homotoPy equivalences.
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Proof.
The proof for both cases is the same. Therefore, we restrict 
ourselves to consider the inclusion WC(M, yQ) c-*- HC(M).
By 3.11(4), the inclusion Hc(M,yQ )lim ^  KC(M, yo-e-reg)lin)
is a homotopy equivalence. Hence, we need only to prove that the
«
inclusion hc (M, yo-e-reg)lim «4- Hc(M)lim is a weak h o m o t o P y  
equivalence.
We divide the proof into 3 steps.
Step 1.
Let d be a fixed metric on M.
Define the right invariant metric d* on hc (M) by the formula
d*(f, g) = supremum d(f(x), g(x)) , 
x €X
for each two homeomorphisms of M with compact support.
Observe that the inclusion Hc(M)^m e-*- is continuous.
By Berlanga and Epstein [ 3 , Lemma 7 ], we can construct an
0
increasing sequence 0 t  KQ c K] c «1 c c Kg c . .,c M of relative 
cells whose union is M and such that H 0(Fr K.) = o for each i «-IN.
The following properties are satisfied:
(1) H(Kj , M,yQ-e-reg) is dense in H(K^, M) for each 1 e IN.
Therefore Hc(M, lJ0-e-re9)-|-jn, ts dense in wc(M)-|-m .
(2) Let i e IN and let e > o.
Then there exists a 5 > o  such that each continuous map
Y^ 8IJ+1 -*■ W(K-, M, uQ-e-reg) with diameter ^ ( 3 lJ+1)j< <5 is 
extended continuously to some y*3 -*• H(Ki +1, M, yQ-e-reg) with
diameter |jJ (IJ+^)j< e.
Remarks. The first part of (1) is essentially Fathi [ 9 , Lemma 4.7,
p.61 ]. Property (2) is a consequence of Theorem 4.7 above and the 
right invariance of the metric d* .
We conclude this step with the following definition. '
Definition.
Let y : -*■ M » v»0-e“reg) be a continuous map. Define
a number b(Y) as follows: b( y ) = 00 if *Y does not have an 
extension y : I^+1 -*• Hc(Ki+1, M, yQ-e-reg); and
b( y ) = g.l.b. {diameter 7(IJ+1) I 7: IJ+1 H(Ki+1, M, yQ-e-reg) 
is a continuous extension of y ) otherwise.
Step 2 (c f. Eilenberg and Wilder [ 8, Theorem 1 ]).
Let B be a closed subset of a compact metric space Z such that 
the topological dimension of Z \ B is finite.
Let f : B Wc(M)^m be a continuous map. Then there is an open
•f
subset U = B and a continuous extension f‘ : U + wc(M)i-jm °f ^
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such that f'(U \ B) = H (H, u -e-reg).C 0
Proof.
Since B is compact, then f(B) c H(K.j, M) for some i 6 IN. So 
assume, without loss of generality that i = o.
Suppose that dim(Z \ B) < q. »Then, according to a theorem of 
Kuratowski [ 16 , Theorem 2 ], H(KQ , M) can be isometrically
embedded in a metric separable space Y such that
(1) H(KQ , M) is a closed subset of Y.
(2) Y \ h(Kq , M) = is an infinite polyhedron of 
dimension less or equal q .
(3) The map f : B -*■ H(KQ , M) has a continuous extension
T  : Z Y such that T(Z \ B) c P^.
In view of (3) it is therefore sufficient to prove that
(4) There is an open set V such that H(KQ, M) c V c Y 
and a continuous function p : V -*■ H(Kq , M) such that p(h) = h for 
each h e k (Kq , M) and p(V \ H(K0,M)) c H(Kq,M, u0-e-reg).
We proceed to construct the set V and the mapping p in exactly
the same way as in Eilenberg and Wilder C 8 , Theorem 1, p.6153 :
Let P^ denote the j-dimensional skeleton of P^ ; i.e., the 
subpolyhedron of P'* consisting only of the simplices of dimension less 
or equal j. To prove (4) it is sufficient to prove that for 
j = 0, 1,..., q ;
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(5) There is an open set Vj such that H(KQ, M) c Vj c Y 
and a continuous function p.: H(K , M) u (V. n PJ) -*• W(K., M) such
J w J J
that pj(h) = h for each h e H(KQ , M) and 
pj ( V j  n p j)  c M, yQ-e - re g ) .
Hence we may proceed by induction. For j = o, P° is the set
%
of all vertices of Pq. Since f/(KQ, M, uQ-e-reg) is dense in 
W(Kq, M), we can find for every vertex xa e P° a point
ha £ H(Ko’ M* V e' reg) such that d*(xa * ha } < 2 d*(xa *
Defining VQ = Y and pQ(h) = h for h e  H(KQ, M), p0(xa ) = ha
for xa e P°, we verify (5) for j = o .
Suppose that Vj and pj of (5) are given for some j < q.
Let A',.+ , Ad+\..., be the (j + 1 )-dimensional simplices contained
in V. n Pq . Denote by S^ the boundary sphere of AJ+  ^ . The
J L* Ct
mapping p^  : S^ -*• H(K•, M, uQ-e-reg) is therefore defined. Denote 
this partial mapping by Ya : -► H(Kj, M, yQ-e-reg). If
b( Ya) < ” then we can find a continuous extension
Ya : Aa+1 H(Kj+l» M * V e'reg) of Ya such that
diameter y ( A^+1) < 2 b( y ). Now if the subsequence { A^+1 }
^  LX Ot a  Otg
converges to a point h e H(KQ , M) then diameter 
diameter
K j *
o and
^ Ya (Sj jj-*- o . By Step 1 (2), we must have b( y^ ) -*• o
and therefore y ( A^+ ) converges to h. 
“s as
j+1Consequently there is an open set V such that
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H(K0, M) c Vj+1 c Y and b( y a) is finite whenever A^+1 n Vj+1 f 0. 
Taking PJ+1 (x) = P j ( x )  for xc H(KQ , M) u (Vj+1 n PJ ) ;
Pj+1(x) = T a(x) for x e Vj+i n A^+1 , we verify (5) for j + 1.
This concludes the proof, of Step 2.
* □
The following discussion is taken, with minor modification, from 
Eilenberg and Wilder [ 8 , Theorem 2 ].
Step 3
Let B be a closed subset of a compact space such that 
dim(Z \ B) is finite. Let f : Z ^ ( M ) ^  be continuous. Then 
there is a continuous function f* : Z -+ satisfying the
following properties:
(1) f is homotopic to f* ;
(2) f*(Z \ B) c Hc (M, uQ-e-reg) ;
(3) f*(z) = f(z) for z e B.
Proof.
Consider the product space Z* = Z « I and the closed subspace 
B* = Z x {0} u B x I.
Clearly Z* \ B* is of finite dimension. Define the mapping
9 : B* + " c ^ U m as follows:
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g(z, o) = f(z) for z e Z ;
g(z, t) = f(z) for (z, t) e B x I.
By Step 2, we can find an open set U such that B* c u c Z* and
an extension g* : U -** wc(M)lim of g* such that
g*(U \ B*) c ffc(M, u0-e-reg). For sufficiently small tQ £ I we then 
have that Z x [ 0, tQ 1 <= U. Taking f*(z) = g*(z, tQ ) we get the 
desired function.
□
It now follows, from Step 3, that the inclusion 
HC( M> u0-e-reg)lini ^  Hc ^ l i m  is a weak homot°Py equivalence.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.11 .
90
g(z, o) = f(z) for z £ Z ;
g(z, t) = f(z) for (z, t) e B * I.
By Step 2, we can find an open set U such that B* c u c z* and
an extension g* : U -*• wc(M)1im of g* such that
g*(U \ B*) c HC(M, uQ-e-reg). For sufficiently small tQ e I we then 
have that Z * C o, tQ 1 <= U. Taking f*(z) = g*(z, tQ) we get the 
desired function.
□
It now follows, from Step 3, that the inclusion
WC(M> uo"e"reg)lim ^  Mc^Mh i m  is a weak homotoPy equivalence.
■> -*•
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.11 .
§5 The extension of measure preserving 
isotopies of a compact subset _i_n a^ 
manifold.
We apply here the Kirby-Edwards theorem (Theorem 4.7) and a 
parametrized version of the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam theorem to show 
that, under certain circumstances, measure preserving perturbations 
and measure preserving isotopies of a compact subset in a manifold 
can be extended to measure preserving homeomorphisms and measure 
preserving ambient isotopies respectively. Theorem 5.6 is used in 
section 8 below (see the In tA o d u atco n ).
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5.1 Proposition
£
Let M be a second countable manifold and let u e M (M). Let
o g
C and U be subsets of M such that C is compact and U is a
neighbourhood of C. Then there is a neighbourhood p of the inclusion
n : U <=+- M in I(U, M; « u o« ) and a continuous map
%
P > HC(M‘ Mo‘ e-re9)
i ►+ T
such that
(1) i|c = 11c ;
o
(2) There is a compact neighbourhood F of C ‘in U , 
independent of i, such that supp T  c F ;
(3) n = Id^ ;
(4) If i fixes U n 3M pointwise, then ~  fixes 3M 
pointwise.
Furthermore, suppose in addition to the above hypothesis that a 
closed set D in M(resp. 9M) and a neighbourhood V of D in M 
(resp.SM) are given. Then the correspondence i can be chosen
so that, for each i which fixes U n V pointwise, its extension 7  
fixes 0 pointwise.
Proof.
Let d> be the deformation given in Theorem 4.7 . Then
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I 0 <K I , l)'1 : 4*( i » 1)C U ) -*■ M
is equal to i on C and is the identity outside d > ( 1 ) (  F ), hence 
it can be extended by the identity to a homeomorphism of M.
This concludes the proof.
%
□
The analogueof Theorem 4.7 is false for measure preserving embeddings. 
We give an example which contradicts the above result: Take two small 
intervals in the unit circle , say I-| and Ij, and push them one 
towards the other using rotations. This small push cannot be extended to 
a measure preserving homeomorphism of
We now give analogues of 5.1 for the measure preserving case.
5.2 Proposition.
Let M be a connected, second countable manifold, and let 
P0 «Mg(M). Let C and U be subsets of M such that C is compact
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and U is a neighbourhood of C.
If M \ C is connected, then there is a neighbourhood PyQ of 
the inclusion n : U ^  M in j(U, M;yQ ) and a compact neighbourhood
o
F of C in M (not necessarily in U) such that for each i e P
there is a measure preserving homeomorphism T e H.(M,y0 ) with the . 
following properties: ,
(1) i depends continuously on i ;
(2) T|C = i|C ;
(3) supp t c F ; -
(4) n = IdM ;
(5) If i fixes U n 3M pointwise, then ~ fixes 3M
pointwise;
(6) Furthermore, suppose in addition to the above hypothesis 
that a closed set D in 9M and a neighbourhood V of D in 3M are 
given. Then the correspondence i h- ~ can be chosen so that, for each 
\ which fixes U n V pointwise, its extension ~  fixes D pointwise.
Proof.
Let C+ be a compact neighbourhood of C in M such that
. »  J.
C c  u  . By applying Proposition 5 . 1  to the pair (U, C  ) we get a 
neighbourhood P of yQ-biregular embeddings \  : U «=-► M, a compact 
set F* c M, and a continuous function i T on P satisfying
certa in  properties.
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and U is a neighbourhood of C.
If M \ C is connected, then there is a neighbourhood PyQ of 
the inclusion n : U ^  M in i(U, M;u q ) and a compact neighbourhood
o
F of C in M (not necessarily in U) such that for each i e P
uo
there is a measure preserving homeomorphism i e H,(M,u0 ) with the . .
following properties: ,
(1) T depends continuously on i ;
(2) T|C - i|C ;
(3) supp T c F ; -
(4) n = !dM ;
(5) If i fixes U n 3M pointwise, then ~ fixes aM
pointwise;
(6) Furthermore, suppose in addition to the above hypothesis
that a closed set D in aM and a neighbourhood V of D in aM are
given. Then the correspondence i h- ~ can be chosen so that, for each
i which fixes U n V pointwise, its extension ~ fixes D pointwise.
Proof.
Let C+ be a compact neighbourhood of C in M such that
+ 0
C c u . By applying Proposition 5.1 to the pair (U, C+) we get a
neighbourhood P of viQ-biregular embeddings t : 1|£+ M, a compact
set F" c M, and a continuous function i T on P satisfying
certain  properties.
relative cell L contained in M such that
Lema 7 in Berlanga and Epstein [ 3 ] implies th a t there is a
L n C = 0 
F" \ C+ c L 
y0(Fr L) = 0
It is not difficult to verify that b = u0(“ (L)) is independent
of 1 « P , where P . = P n I(U, M, y ).
yo
Define ^(L, yQ |L-bireg) to be the space of all measures 
v e Mg(L) with total mass equal to b and having the same sets of 
measure zero as yQ |L (in particular, ( 3M n L) u F^L is a set of 
zero v-measure).
Define the continuous function
Pu0 " i (L’ y0 lL'bireg)
1 »  ( T “ \ u 0) I L
where *^(L,y0 |^-bireg) is endowed with the weak topology induced by 
the family of continuous functions f : L -*• IR .
The fact that L is a relative cell implies that Theorem 3.2 is 
valid for L (see the diagram in the proof of Proposition 1 in [ 3 ]). 
That is, we can find a continuous map
*  : M®(L,yo |L-bireg) - H3(L, M, yQ-e-reg)
Lema 7 in Berlanga and Epstein [ 3 ] implies that there is  a
relative cell L contained in M such that
L n C = 0 
F" \ C+ c L 
U0(Fr L) ■ 0
It is not difficult to verify that b = p0(7(L)) is independent 
of \ « P^ , where Py_ = P n I(U, M, yQ).
Define ^(L, viQ ||_-bireg) to be the space of all measures 
v e Mg(L) with total mass equal to b and having the same sets of 
measure zero as u0 |L (in particular, ( oM n L) u FrL is a set of 
zero v-measure).
Define the continuous function
P, - ^(L, uolL-bireg)
where M^(L,u0|L-bireg) is endowed with the weak topology induced by 
the family of continuous functions f : L -*■ IR .
The fact that L is a relative cell implies that Theorem 3.2 is 
valid for L (see the diagram in the proof of Proposition 1 in [ 3 ]). 
That 1s, we can find a continuous map
«y : Mg(L,w0 |L-bireg) -*■ H3(L, M, uQ-e-reg)
such that
aC v ) * u0|l = v 
Let F = C+ u L. Then
\  * M M ’
i - T.a( T’1 ^ y0|L)
is the required po-measure preserving extension function.
D
Now we want to generalize Proposition 5.2 to the case in which 
the set C(M \ C) of connected components of M \ C is finite and 
u(M) < » .
2
First consider the following example: Let S be the two-
1 2
dimensional sphere, and let S c S be the equator. Then a reflection 
2 1 1of S along S fixes S pointwise and sends one hemisphere into 
the other.
The next remarks tell that such homeomorphisms are always far 
from the identity, and that under some mild hypothesis they do not exist 
at all.
5.3 Re m arks
Let M be a manifold, and let C be a compact subset of M such 
that c(M \ C) is finite. Then there exists a (compact-open) neighbour­
hood w of the identity in W(M) such that if f t  n fixes C point- 
wise, then f(A) = A for each A e c(M \ C). More precisely, the set
S of homeomorphisms f : M -*■ M such that f|j. = Idj. and f(A) = A 
for each A e C(H \ C) is both open and closed (in the compact open 
topology) when considered as a subset of the space of all homeomorphisms 
f of M fixing C pointwise.
Furthermore, suppose that C is such that Fr A-j / Fr A2 for
%
each two distinct components A ( and A2 of M \ C. Then the set S of 
homeomorphisms defined above is equal to the full group of homeomorphisms 
of M fixing C pointwise. As an example of this situation, let M 
be a connected manifold, and let C be a locally flat codimension zero 
submanifold of M. Then the frontiers of any two distinct components of 
M \ C are disjoint and non-empty.
5.4
Let M be a connected, second countable manifold and let 
Po e Mg(M) with p q (M) < <=°. Let C c M be a compact subset such that 
C(M \ C) is finite, and let U c M be a neighbourhood of C.
Let C+ be a compact neighbourhood of C in M such that 
C c U. By applying Proposition 5.1 to the pair (U, C ) we get a 
neighbourhood P of pQ-biregular embeddings 1 : U M, and a
continuous function \ T on p satisfying certain properties.
Observe that the above remarks imply that T(A) (A e C(M \ C) 
is independent of the particular extension of iL+ to M.
We now state the generalization of Proposition 5.2
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5.5 Proposition.
Consider the situation of 5.4 and let P = P n I(U, M;y ).
0
There exists a compact neighbourhood F of C in M such that for
each i e P satisfying 
yo
P0(i (A)) = p q(A) fdr each A e C(M \ C)
there is a measure preserving homeomorphism ~  e tfc(M, P0) ior which 
properties (1) to (6) of Proposition 5.2 hold.
The proof is the same as that of 5.2
□
We conclude this section with an extension of isotopies theorem.
5.6 Theorem.
Let M be a connected, second countable manifold, and let 
Wp e Mg(M) with P0(M) < » .
Let C c M be a compact subset such that C(M \ C) is finite, 
and let U e M be a neighbourhood of C. Let
1 : I - I(U. M; u0)K
T »  \T
be an isotopy of embeddings preserving u such that i is the InclusionO 0
n : U «+ M.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) T * ^T lc extenc*s to a compactly supported isotopy
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\ : I -*■ W (M, yQ) of measure preserving homeomorphisms such that
T = IdM .o M
(2) If T : I -*■ W.(M, uQ-e-reg) is any extension of 
t it |q to biregular homeomorphism such that TQ = Id^, then 
yQ( Tt(A)) = u0(A) for each A e C(H \ C).
Proof.
Observe that if condition (2) is satisfied by some extension of 
t **■ iT lc , then, by Remarks5.3, it is satisfied by all. Therefore (1) 
implies (2 ).
+ 0
Let C c U be a compact neighbourhood of C. Then, from 
Theorem 4.7, it follows that a compactly supported extension of 
t h- it |q+ to biregular homeomorphisms does exist (see Edwards and
Kirby [ 7 , p. 79, proof of corollary 1.2 ]).
Then we can modify this biregular extension to a measure preserving 
extension of t iT lc as in Proposition 5.2 .
□
5.7 Remark.
Suppose that x •+ can be extended to a measure preserving 
isotopy of homeomorphisms. Furthermore, suppose that D <= 3M closed 
and a neighbourhood V of D in 3M are given in such a way that 
iT fixes U n V pointwise, then vT can be chosen to fix D point- 
wise for each t  e I .
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Chapter II. The algehna..
§6. A homology theory based on measures, due to W.Thurston.
In this section we discuss the domain and range of the mass flow
homomorphism.
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6.1 The Universal Covering of Some Groups of Homeomorphisms
A topological pair (X, A) consists of a topological space X
and a subspace A c X. If A is empty we shall not distinguish between
the pair (X, <j>) and the space X. A map f : (X, A) (Y, B) between
pairs is a continuous function f from X into Y such that
%
f(A )  c B.
Given a pair (X, A), we let (X, A) x I denote the pair 
(X x I, A x I). Let X1 c X and suppose that fQ, f,: ( X, A) -*■ (Y, B)
agree on X1 . Then f is homotopic to fj relative to X' if
there exists a map
F : (X, A) x I + (Y, B)
such that
F(x, o) = fQ(x) for x e X ;
F(x, 1) = f^(x) for x e X ;
F(x, t) = fQ(x) for (x » t) e X' x I.
Such a map F is called a homotopy relative to X1 from fQ to f^
Let xQ be a point in a space X. Denote by p(X, xQ)K the 
space of all paths y based at xQ (i.e. the space of continuous 
functions y from (I, (o) ) into (X, {xQ} )) endowed with the compact- 
open topology, and let fl(X, x0 )K denote the subspace of loops 
(i.e. the space of continuous functions from (I, 91) into (X, {x } )).
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Let (X, xQ ) denote the space of equivalence classes of paths in 
P(X, x0) (under the relation of homotopy relative to al) endowed with 
the quotient topology.
The continuous map ev : p(X, xq )k + X defined by 
ev(y) = y(1) for each y e P(X, xn) induces a (continuous) function 
P : (XT*T) X such that p( ^  ) = Y(l), Where [y] e (x7"x^)
denotes the equivalence class of y  e P(X, xQ ).
Observe that p_1( {xQ } ) is the (underlying set of the) fundamental 
group tt(X, xq) of X at xQ .
If X is a connected, locally connected, locally semi-simply 
connected space, then (X, x ) is (a model of) the universal covering 
space of X( see Spanier [ 23 , Chapter 2] ).
If there is no possibility of confusion, we shall write P(X),
respectively.
If f : (X, {xQ}) (Y, {yQ}) is a continuous mapping of (pointed)
spaces, then we have the following commutative diagram of continuous 
functions,
P(X. x0 )K — S i L - *  w .  y0)K
( x .  x0 ) f
X
f
+ Y
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where P(f) C Y ) = f ° y and f(.[y] ) 3 [f » y] for each 
y e P(X, xQ ).
Before concluding this paragraph we want to state a few facts
about the behavior of topological groups and some stratified spaces
under the above (functorial) constructions.
%
We start by saying that X »- X is a functor on the category of 
topological groups:
(A) Let X be a topological group with identity e._ Then 
P(X)K = P(X, e)K is a topological group having as identity the constant 
path n : t + e  (o < t  i 1), and group operations given by the rules
P(X) x P(X) -----------► P(X)
( a,y ) I------------- > (t h- a(t) y (t) ) ;
P(X) ---------- ► P(X)
a |-----------». (t h . (a(t))-1) .
There is a unique group structure on X making the canonical 
projection P(X) -*■ X a group homomorphism. Also, with such a structure 
on X, the projection p : X -*■ X becomes a homomorphism of topological 
groups from X onto the path component of the identity in X.
The fundamental group ir(X) of X based at the identity is the 
kernel of the homomorphism p : X X.
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If f : X -*■ Y is a homomorphism of topological groups, then 
p(f) : P(X) P(Y) and f : X -► Y are also morphisms of topological 
groups.
Throughout the rest of this thesis we are mainly concerned with 
the group Hc 0(M, pQ) of yQ-measure preserving homeomorphisms of a 
manifold M which are compactly isotopic to the identity.
We have already seen that this group carries two topologies. 
Namely, the Whitney topology m , and the l^m-topology.
The following discussion tells us that the relationship between 
these topologies is preserved at "the universal covering level".
(B) Let {A.,} , be a coherent family of metric spaces on
a a e A
X such that
(1) x„ £ A o a for each a £ A ;
(2) (A > a a e A
has a countable cofinal subfamily ;
(3) X is Hausdorff in the lim-topology. Then
{ P(a0()k; | a t A } is a coherent family of metric (hence compactly 
generated) spaces on P(X^-m) and the identity function 
Id
P(Xlim h i m  C ------- *  ^ Xl1m h  is a cont,inuolis proper bijection
of Hausdorff spaces (it is proper because P(X-||m )K x I -*■ X ^ m ,
( y, t) h > y(t) is continuous), hence k(P(Xl1m )R) = P(Xlim )]1|n 
(see Appendix One (4), (5) and Appendix Two (10), (11)).
Furthermore, if there is a Hausdorff topology t on X compatible with
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each Aa (i.e. making each inclusion ^  XT a closed embedding) 
such that each compact subset K of X is contained in some A a 
(i.e. X „  > XT is a proper map), then the inclusion
^ Xlim again a S i n u o u s  proper bijection, so
MP ( xi i m )K) -  k(P(xT )K).
-*• «
Suppose now that the space kXT = X ^ m is connected and locally 
contractible in such a way that for each x e X there is a neighbourhood 
U of x in XT such that U ^ m (i.e. U endowed with the subspace
•f *•
topology from X ^ )  contracts into {x} by a contraction fixing x. 
Then XT is locally semi-simply connected and we have the following 
(continuous) commutative diagram,
Id
As an example of this situation we can let XT to be 
W n(M » > where M is a second countable manifold and u is a
L | U w fn Q
measure in M*(M). Also Hc>0(M)m , wJ-0(M)w and hJ#0(M, UQ)m  are 
suitable examples.
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Finally, we want to establish the difference between the concepts 
of "isotopies" and "paths of homeomorphisms".
(c) Let Y be a locally compact, locally connected, Hausdorff 
space. Define
IS(Y) = {h : Y x I -*■ Y | ij is continuous and, for each tel, 
the map ht : Y -*■ Y, y  »■ h(y, t) is 
a homeomorphism and hQ = Id }.
If IS(Y) is given the compact open topology, then by the 
"exponential law" the resulting space is canonically homeomorphic to the 
space of paths of homeomorphisms P (H (Y) , and either may be called 
"the space of isotopies of Y" (see 1.13).
In the case of homeomorphisms with compact support and compactly 
supported isotopies, the situation is slightly different: Define
IS(K, Y) = {h t IS(Y) | supp h{ c K  for each t i l }  for 
K c Y compact ;
ISC(Y) = U {IS(K, Y) | K c Y is compact }.
Then the following properties hold,
(1) IS(K, Y) is closed in ISC(Y)K ;
(2) There is a canonical continuous bijection from 
P(^c(Y)iim)K onto ZSC(Y)K which maPs the dosed subspace
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P(H(K, Y) )k homeomorphically onto IS(K, Y)^ ;
^ " c ^ l i m ^  s I5c(Y>lim «
-► •>
A similar analysis may be done for homeomorphisms preserving a 
good measure and homeomorphisms fixing the boundary of a manifold.
6.2 A Homology Theory Due To W. Thurston.
Let F “ be the vector space of all sequences 
(X|| 1 * 1)2,..,} = x of real numbers which vanish from some point on; 
that is, there exists a non-negative integer n (depending on x) such 
that x.j = o for all i £ n.
Let e. (i = 1,2,...) be the vector whose i-th coordinate is 
one and all other coordinates are zero, and let eQ be the zero vector.
Identify F n( n ;> o) with the subspace of IR“ having all 
components after the n-th equal to zero.
For q e IN, define the standard (geometric) simplex A^ as
the convex hull of the set {eQ , e^.... e^} (note that a1 is just
the unit interval I).
If PQ , P^,..., Pq are points in some vector space E ,(PQ P^...Pq) 
will denote the restriction to A1! of the unique affine map 
IR^  -*• E taking e^ into P^  (i =o,l,...,q).
Given a space X, a singular q-simplex in X is a (continuous)
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map a ; $  -*■ X. Let S( A^ , X)K denote the space of all singular 
q-simplfees with the compact-open topology. Note that S( A^ , X)^ 
is second countable if X is second countable (see Dugundji [ 6, 
Chapter XII ]).
Let CqX denote the real vector space of finite signed Borel
%
measures on S( Aq , X)K with compact support (i.e.y e CqX if and 
only if y is a o-additive, real valued function defined on all Borel 
subsets of S( Aq, X)K such that there exists a K c S( A q, X)K 
compact with the property that the complement of K in _S( Aq , X) 
has zero y measure).
The linear space CqX becomes a locally convex topological vector 
space if it is given the weakest topology such that, for each 
A : S( Aq , X)K -*-F continuous, the functional
Cq X - R
v »- A d v
is continuous.
For q > o and o s i s q , define the
the affine map Aq"^  *=-♦■ Aq such that
<s j >
s
(Fg can also be denoted by (e0 , . . . ,  ^ .........e ) ) .
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There is a continuous j-th face map on singular q-simpljces 
defined by
(Fq)* : S( Aq , X) - S (  A ^ 1, X) 
a «■ a o F’
which induces a linear (continuous) transformation
such that 3q(v ) = C(fJ)* 3* 
3q( v)(B) = v( C(Fq)* ]-1(B)) 
S( l V  x)K :
Since 3 ^  o sj -
= i l H, i
v for each v e CqX , where 
for each Borel subset B contained in
o 3q for j < i, the boundary operator
is such that 3„ , o 3 » o ,q - i  q
Now let f : X -*■ Y be a continuous map. Then, for q e IN, the 
function
fq : S ( ^  . X)K ^  S ( AS . Y)k
a  h - f  o a
is continuous. Hence the rule
no
v h- fq*(v)
defines a continuous linear transformation (note that if
K c S( Aq, X) supports v, then fq(K) supports fq*v).
%
Furthermore, the following relations are satisfied,
f(q-l)* 0 9q = 9q 0 V  
(2 ) gq* o fq* = (g o f)q*
Summarizing, we have defined a covariant functor C from the 
category of topological spaces to the category of (non-negative) chain 
complexes over 1R, which assigns to each space X the complex 
(CX, 9) = {(Cq X, 9q) | q e N  }.
The composite of the functor C and the homology functor H is 
a covariant functor from the category of spaces to the category of 
graded vector spaces over E and homomorphisms of degree zero (see 
Spanier [ 23 , Chapter 4 ]).
If A is a subspace of X, there is a relative chain complex 
(C(X , A), 9) = {(Cq(X, A , 9q) IqclN) = i(CqX/CqA, 9q ) |q £ H  >.
where, for each q e IN , 9q is the unique map which makes the following 
diagram commutative,
Ill
^ c q x ~  Cq X/Cq A
9,
q 9, 9.q
Consequently, there is a relative homology (graded) vector space 
H( C(X, A), 9) of X modulo A. The relative homology vector space 
is a covariant functor from the category of topological pairs to the 
category of graded vector spaces over IR.
If X is a topological space, there is a natural identification 
of the space of zero-singular simplices S( A0, X)K with X by 
associating to each simplex o : A0 -*■ X the point a(o) in X.
In this manner CQX becomes the linear space of all signed Borel 
measures on X with compact support and
is an augmentation (i.e. an epimorphism such that the composite
Ci X --i- CQ X — IR is trivial). Indeed, for if v c X, 
then e( 9jV) <= e(9° (v )) - e( 9j(v )) = v(S( A', X)) - v(S( A1, X))= 0 .
Let X be a topological space, and let 
(A(X, IR), 9) = {( Aq (X, IR), 9q) I q £ J O  be the standard singular
e : C0 X - F
v h- v(X)
9
real chain complex associated with X (. in particular Aq(X, ]R) is 
the vector space of formal finite linear combinations of singular 
q-simplices with real coefficients).
The space A0 (X, 1R) can be naturally embedded in C X by 
sending each simplex a : Aq -*• X to the atomic probability supported 
in { g } and then extending lirfearly to all of Aq (X, IR).
The inclusions
i : a (X, IR) <=-► C X for all topological spaces X,
certainly define a natural chain map preserving augmentation.
It can be proved that the homology functor H o C that we have 
just constructed defines a homology theory with compact supports in 
the sense of Eilenberg and Steenrod for the category of normal topo­
logical Hausdorff pairs (X, A), and that the above inclusion 1 
induces an isomorphism
H( ix) : H(a (X, IR),a) s H(CX, g) for every polyhedron X.
This result is extended to absolute neighbourhood retracts (ANR's) 
and in particular to manifolds, since an ANR has the homotopy type 
of a polyhedron (see Lundell and Weingram [ 17 , Theorem 3.8,
p. 127 ]).
Nevertheless, we will distinguish these homology theories and 
denote by Hq(x, F) the q-th singular homology group with real 
coefficients of the space X, and by Hq(X, IR) the q-th homology 
IR-vector space of X defined above.
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6.3 Examples.
The first of our examples is just the unit circle. The computa­
tions performed on the "infinite telescope" described afterwards will 
allow us, in 6.5, to show that the first homology space is separated.
I want to thank D.B.A. Epstein for pointing out to me the relevance
♦
of this beautiful space to the problem.
(1) An Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type (1, 7L).
Let T1 denote the topological group 1R/ Z, which is isomorphic 
to the unit circle S1 = { z e C | |z | = 1 } . We want to construct 
an explicit isomorphism of the first homology vector space H ^ T 1,®) 
onto F .
For this purpose let 
A : S( a1, T1)^ - IR
be the continuous map defined by
a( o ) = a 0  ) - a(o) for all a : a1 + T1 continuous,
where a : A1 -*■ F is any lifting of a  . Alternatively,
\( a ) = [ o  - o(o) ] (1), where a - q(o) : A1 -*• IR is the lifting of 
o - a(o) such that [a - <j(o) ] (o) = o .
Now we define two linear functionals
D : C] T1 - IR
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such that
D(v) = J X d v  for all v e C|
and
d : A i (T1, 1R) 1R
%
determined by the formula
d( cr) = X( a) for all a  e S(a \  T*).
(recall that A^(t \  ]R) is the free IR-linear space over S( A1, T1)).
Note that if a is a closed curve in 
(*) t \  then d(a ) is just'the degree 
of a .
(A) Assertion. Both d and D are zero on boundaries.
Proof.
2 1 —  2
Let a c S( a , T ) and let a : A -*■ IR be any lifting of a.
Then
= exp( a o Fg - a» + 0 » Fg ) 
and
d32o = a« F2(l) - i«Fj(o) - o. fJ(1) + a° F^o) +
+ a « F2(l) - a o f|(o ) = g(e2) - o(e1) - a(e2) +
+ a(eQ) + a (e ^ ) - a(eQ ) = o 
= (Xo (F^)* - Xo (fJ)* + X»(F^)*) a
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Now let v e C2T ; then
’
d a ,v  = ,  x d a, v
*■ Js( A1, X) l
2 (X<.(F^)* -X« (Fj)* +Xo (F^)*)dv
S ( A » X)
but X° (F^) - X^Fg) + X » ^ ) *  = 0  as the previous computation 
has shown.
(B) Assertion. Let i : A-|(T , IR) ■+ CjT* be the'canonical
injection. Then
D 0 i = d
Proof.
Let a : A1 -*■ T1 be a generator in a^T^, IR). Then
D o i(a) = X d i(a) = X(a) = d( a )
(C) By assertions (A) and (B), the maps d, D and i induce 
the following commutative diagram in homology
h|(t \ iR) ----- — ----* H-| (T1, IR)
But i* is an isomorphism and d is also an isomorphism by (*) above. 
Hence D is an isomorphism as well.
(2) An Eilenberg - Mac Lane space of type (1, Q)
I have a telescope which I keep in a %
cylindrical box. The box contains an 
infinite number of segments. When you 
pull them out, they click along its 
edges in a rather peculiar way.
You must look through the telescope 
from the wrong end. But then, you can 
see the rationals.
Let j be a positive integer and let t ! denote the topological 
group ]R/(l/j! Z), where j; = 1 *2»3*...• j and 1/j! Z  denotes the 
discrete group of all integral multiples of 1/j! .
If o < j < £ then there is a natural group homomorphism
x + 1/j! Z y* x + 1/ £! Z
Observe that, 1n particular, the kernel of t ! Tj+-j is cyclic 
of order j + 1.
Let £ be a positive integer and define K(1, Q)^ as the quotient 
space obtained from the disjoint union
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I x t | u I « u ... u I x u {o} » T^+1 
by identifying the point (1, x).= (1, x + l/j!Z) e I x t ! with
J J
( ° .  * ) j +1 = (0, X + l/(j+l) !  2) e I x t]+1 (i.e. (1, x)j ~ (o, x)j+1).
If (t, x)i s I « t ! then [t, x].
J J J
point in K(1, Q)£ .
will denote the corresponding
K(l, Q)4
Observe that K(l, Q)A has a "horizontal" axis and that we can 
deform the space in itself by "pushing to the right" along this axis. 
Therefore, (o> x is a deformation retract of K(l, Q)^ .
An explicit retraction by deformation for the Mobius strip K(1,Q)^ 
may be given by the formulas ( [t, x ]^, s) Ct(l-s) + s, x 3^  and 
( [ o , x 32 , s ) »  [o, x]2 .
In particular, the function
v  K<>. iit -
Ct, x L  **■ x + l/(i,+l)I Z
J
is a homotopy equivalence, showing that the fundamental group of 
K(1, Q)^ is infinite cyclic and that the circle { o}x T^+-|
(when traversed in the positive direction) defines a generator of 
the group.
There is a natural embedding
K(l.Q)t <* K(1,Q)a+1
[t, x [t, x lj
Finally, we define the space
K(l, Q ) =  {.U I x t J) / ((1, x)j ~ (o, x)j+1)
and note that the topology of K(l, Q) as a quotient space coincides 
with the topology coinduced by the family { K(l, Q)A | a *1,2,...} .
The commutative diagram
K(l, Q)1 K(1, Q)2 ^  ^  K(l, Q)£ =* ...
i nduces
a commutative diagram
1/2! 2 1/3! Z c*. ... l/(Jt+l)! Z  ...
!ii in in
*(K(1,()),)'♦ »(K(l.Q)j)^ ...
It easily follows that there is a group isomorphism from 
tt(K(1, Q)) onto the group Q of rational numbers.
The fact that the higher homotopy groups of a circle vanish, imply 
that the space we have defined has trivial higher homotopy groups (for 
any continuous a :  Sn K(l, Q) has its image in one K(l,'Q)^ ).
Now we want to exhibit an isomorphism of the homology vector space 
H](K(l, Q), R) onto R .
For this purpose we observe first that the inclusion 
K(l, Q)ji ^  K(l, Q)^+-| can be lifted to a map from the universal 
covering K(l, Q)^ of K(l, Q)^ into the universal covering 
K(l, Q)A+-| of K(l, Q)^+1, and that the continuous function
** <1 *4
: K(1, Q)^ T^+1 can be lifted to a map i K(l, Q)^ -*■ IR
in such a way that the following diagram commutes
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Therefore, there is a well defined continuous map 
X : S(a\  K(1, Q))< - IR
defined by the formula
X(a ) = o(l) - 0 a(o) ,
where a is any integer such that o( A1) is contained in K(l, Q) 
and a: A1 -*■ K(l, Q)£ is any lifting of a .
We define two linear functionals,
D : C] K(1, Q) -*■ IR
defined by the integral expression
D ( v ) = | Xdv for all v e CjK(l, Q)
and
d ; A, (K(l, Q), R) IR
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determined by the formula
d ( a ) = X ( o )  for all a £ S( A1 , K(1, Q)).
Using the previous example it is not difficult to see that both
D and d are zero on boundaries and that the following induced diagram
%
in homology commutes,
H^(K(1,Q),K) ------ — -------► H-|(K(1, Q), IR)
In the same way as in example (1), it follows that U  is an 
isomorphism.
6.4 Discussion.
Let X be a metric space and let q be a non-negative integer. 
Recall that the space CqX of q-chains has been given a locally convex 
Hausdorff topology, namely, the weak topology which, for each continuous 
X : S( Aq , X) ■+■ R, makes the functional
Cq X -> DR
v «• | X <1 v
continuous.
It is easily verified that C X is Hausdorff.
Let Zq X and Bq X denote the topological vector subspace of
q-cycles and the subspace of q-boundaries respectively.
Endow Hq(X, IR) = Zq X/Bq X with the quotient topology. As in
For example, if we let X be the space K(l, Q) of the above 
paragraph, then the continuous commutative diagram (see 6.3(2))
shows that the space B-|X is equal to the kernel of D. Hence, in this 
case, H^(X, F) is Hausdorff.
Furthermore, using the fact that any linear bijection from a finite 
dimensional, Hausdorff topological vector space over IR onto some 
euclidean space is also a topological isomorphism, we can cbnclude that 
U is a homeomorphism as well.
any quotient topological vector spaces, Hq (X,IR) is Hausdorff if and 
only if B„ X is closed in Z„ X. Observe that Z„ is the kernelq q q%
of a boundary operator and therefore closed in Cq X.
Question;
Is Hq(X,F) a
Hausdorff space in general?
Z, X
This particular example suggests that the answer to the above question
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is affirmative for the first homology vector space. This is the content 
of the next Theorem.
6.5 Theorem
Let X be a metric absolute neighbourhood retract. Then H-j(X, IR). 
is a Hausdorff space. *
Proof.
It is enough to prove that for each z e H1(X, IR) with z different 
than zero, there exists a continuous linear functional 
A : H-|(X, F) + IR such that A(z) ^ o .
Let [X, K(l, Q)] denote the (abelian group) of homotopy classes 
of continuous functions from X into K(l, Q) and let H^(X, Q) be the 
first singular homology group of X with rational coefficients.
Since X is an ANR, obstruction theory (see Spanier [ 23»
Chapter 8, section 1] ) says that there is a one to one natural 
correspondence.
(1) [X. K(l, Qj] <=_♦* Hom(H5(X, Q), Q) from CX.K(l.Q)] 
onto the dual space Hom(H®(X, Q), Q) of Q-linear homomorphisms 
of H^(X, Q) into Q, which assigns to each class [f] of a 
continuous map f : X K(l, Q) the homomorphism
V f ) = H i ( f * Hi ( x ‘  Q) *  Q -  Hi ( K 0 .  Q ) .  Q ) .
Put V = H|(X, Q). Then V is naturally embedded in its double 
dual by the funtion
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(2) V c - i —t  Hom(Hom(V, Q), Q)
z |----► ( ? h. ?(Z)) .
Tensoring by IR the above homomorphism gives an embedding
(3) V SIR c — ifl 'd-> Hom(Hom(V, Q),Q) 0 IR .
By composing i 8 Id with the inclusion
(4) Hom(Hom(V, Q), Q) 8 IR c — <— >Hom(Hom(V,Q),IR)
and using (1), we can construct a commutative diagram
t
H](X, IR) s H*(X,IR) Hom(tX, K(1,Q)3 , IR)
¡UniversalC o e f f ic ie n ts IH*(X, Q)8 IR Hom(Hom(H*(X,Q), Q), IR)
which shows, in particular, that for every z e H^(X,IR) with z f  o 
there is a continuous f : X -*■ K(l, Q) such that H^(f)z / o .
This concludes the proof.
□
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§7 The mass flow homomorphism.
In the paragraphs that follow we define the mass flow homomorphism 
0 and establish some of its properties. We first construct a continuous 
map | from the space of paths P(HC Q(X, \iQ)m) into the vector space 
of 1-chains C-|X. Then we prove that $(h) represents a well defined 
homology class 9( [h] ) which does not depend on the homotopy class of 
the path h.
Afterwards, we state some basic facts about the mass flow. In 
particular, we compare our definition of 6 with the mass flow 
homomorphism given by A. Fathi.
The rest of this section is devoted to study some aspects of a 
fundamental commutative diagram associated with the mass flow 
homomorphism.
A
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7.1 Definition of The Mass Flow Homomorphism.
Throughout this paragraph X will denote a locally compact, locally 
connected, second countable Hausdorff space and will represent a 
fixed good measure on X.
(A) Let Cont(X, S( a1 , X)) be the set of all continuous functions
from X into the space of 1-simplices S( a , X). Endow
Cont(X, S( , X)) with the Whitney topology m . Recall that a typical
open basic set in this topology is given by the intersection
n [ K., U. ], where (K.}. is a locally finite family of
i a  1 1  1 1 e A
compact sets in X, { U.}. , is a family of open sets in S( t} , X)
1 1 € A
and [K.j, U. ] is the set of all continuous f : X + S( a . X) with
f(K.j) = U. . Alternatively, if d is a metric on X a basic open
neighbourhood of a function f : X -*■ S( a  ^» X) may be given in terms
of a continuous map 6 : X <o, «> as the set WJf) of all
0
g : X S(a ‘, X) such that d( ft(x), gt(x)) < s(x) for each x e X 
and each t e I.
From the second description of the Whitney topology just given, 
it follows that the (exponential) map
E : P0'(X)m)K - Cont(X, S( A1 , X) )n
0)
h = (ht)t e j »  (x »■ (t h- ht(x)))
is a topological embedding.
Let Ht be a group of homeomorphisms of X endowed with a topology
t such that the inclusion tf H(X) is continuous.
t  m
Then the composite
PUJ E
P(Ht ) ------ * P(H(X)m )K --- y Cont(X, S( A1 , X))m
%
is continuous and will also be denoted by E.
Let n e P(H ) be the constant path such that
T IC
(2) = Id : X ->■ X for each t e l .
In what follows we shall reserve the letter E for the exponential 
map given in (1), and the letter n for the constant path in (2).
Observe that if f: X -*• StA1, X) is continuous and a Borel measure 
v on X is given, then f*v such that f* v(B) = v(f" (B)), for 
each Borel subset B in S( a1 , X ), is a Borel measure on S( A1 , X) 
with supp f*v c f( supp v).
Hence, if v has compact support then f*v is a chain in C-j X.
(B) Assertion: If h e P(fL(X, p j  L  and K is a compact' ■ —  —  v* o m k
subset of X containing the support supp h of the path h, then
E(h)*( u0 |K) - E(n)*( v0 |K)
- E(h)* ( u ) -  E(n)*( p )0 o
We give an informal proof:
The map E( n ) : X -*■ S( A1, X) Is an embedding of X as a set 
of trivial simplices in S( A1, X), which assigns to each x e X the 
constant singular 1-simplex t x . Call the image of E(r\) the 
trivial copy of X in S( A1, X).
The map E(h) : X-*-S( A1 , X) is another embedding of X, whose 
image agrees with the trivial copy of X in S( A1, X) except for a 
"bubble" lying over the trivial copy of supp h in S( A^, X).
It follows that the measures E(h)*uQ and E(n )*V>0 agree in 
the complement of the union of the trivial copy of supp h " and the 
"bubble". This concludes the proof.
□
(C) By the above assertion we can define a function
$ = *(X. u )  : p(Hc,o(X’V0 U <  * C1X
such that
$(h) = E(h)*( yo|K) - E(n )*( M0 IK)
where K is any compact subset of X containing the support of the 
path h.
We want to prove now that $ is continuous and that it induces 
a well defined map from Hc Q(X, y into H^X.IR).
This induced function is certainly the mass flow homomorphism.
Clearly, the term E(n )* u J K must be homologically trivial, 
but it plays the technical role of making $ a well defined function.
(D) Assertion. The map $ is continuous.
Proof.
' ' %
If 5 : S( A1 , X) -*1R continuous is given, we have to check that 
the function
P(H „(X, u ) ) - IR ' c,ov o m k
( 1)
h **■ | C d $(h) = |[ ? o E(h) -t ; • E( n ) ] d yQ 
is continuous.
Recall that E(h) : X -*■ S( A1, X) is an embedding of X in 
S( A1, X). The map S( A1 , X) *  X, such that o •* a (o), shows that 
X is actually embedded as a retract of S( A1 , X). Hence E(h) is 
a closed embedding, so it is proper.
Let Contc(X, IR)m be the space of real valued functions on X 
with compact support endowed with the Whitney topology. Then the fact 
that E(h) is proper for each path h, implies that the map
(2) f(Hc.o(X- * Contc(X, »)„
given by the formula
h m - c o E(h) - c o E( n )
is continuous.
C lea rly , the function
(3) Contc(X, IR)W -v IR 
f - |x fd uQ
is continuous.
%
Since the composite of the maps given in (2) and (3) is the 
map given in (1), the assertion follows.
□
(E) Assertion. If h e  P(tf. 0(X»u0 ) m)» then |(h) is a one 
cycle, that is, 3-j ( $>(h)) = o.
Proof.
Let K c X be a compact set such that supp h c K. It is enough 
to prove that 3-|(E(h)* = o .
By identifying the space of zero-singular simplices S( A0, X) 
with X, the two 1-face maps on S( a1 , X) are
(1) S( A1, X) - X
a **■ o (1)
and
(2) S( A1, X) - X 
a h- a (o)
Now consider the composites of E(h) with (1) and (2).
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There are:
(3) X c E(h > „ S( A1, X) - X 
x *  h-| (x)
and
%
(4) X c  E(h ) > S( A1, X) - X
x «■ X
Therefore, the 1-boundary of E(h)*(yQjK) must be the difference
hi*uolirId* uoIk = bdry
But
“ >» ' "olhyic) - "o Ik
■  “ o | k  -  " o I k  = 0
because K = supp h-| and h^  preserves yQ.
□
(F) Remark. Loosely speaking, we can think that the image of
E(h) : X c->- S( a1 , X) is a " y -measure preserving twisted cylinder" 
in S( a1, X) having "X" as lower lid and "h^X)" as upper lid.
(G) Assertion. Let h, g e P(HC>0(X, yQ)m ) be homotopic paths 
relative to 91.
Then $(h) is homologous to $(g) [ \ . e .  $(h) - f(g) is zero in 
H-| (X, 1R)).
Proof.
Let H be HQ Q(X, uo)m and let F : I x I W be a homotopy 
from h to g (rel 31).
%
Diagramatically, we have
hl = 9l
Since F restricted to the edge {0 } x I is constant, we can
collapse {0 } x I into a point and get a map from the standard 
2
2-simplex A into H given by the following diagram on the edges:
This map induces a continuous function from X into the space of
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2-singular simplices on X, say 
E2(F) : X -*■ S( A2, X)
Let K be a compact subset of M containing supp F. Now, 
computing
32(E2(f)* %l|<)
we see that it is equal to
(E(n ) o hi)* po |K - E(g)* yQ |K + E(h)* uo|K
and hence equal to
$(h) - $(g) + E(n )*( hi*U0 lK)
= $(h) - $(g) + E(n )* u0 |K
By performing the same calculation using the constant map
2
A {Id} c H, defined also by the diagram
we see that E(q)* viJK is a boundary itself. This concludes the 
proof.
□
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Thus we are allowed to make the following important definition.
(H) Definition. Let the mass flow homomorphism
5 ■ " ®(x.„o ) : R >
%
be defined by the formula
6 ([h]) = [E(h)* y | ]
0 supp h
where [h] is the homotopy class (rel al) of the path 
h < P(«Ci0(X, „o)J in ;Cf0(x,„o ) m and [E(ti),w0 lsupp „ ] 
the homology class of $(h) in H^(X,IF).
From (D), it follows without effort that the mass flow 
homomorphism is a continuous function.
(I) Assertion. The mass flow
«c,o<X* ^ m " Hl(X* IR) 
is a group homomorphism.
is
Proof.
Let h be « _ (X, y ) and let a T he the geometric two-
c»0 0 ftl I
2
simplex in I having PQ = (o, o), P^  = (1, 1) and P2 = (o, 1) 
as vertices.
Let H : A| -► H be defined by the formula
H(s, t) = g$ ° hj. for each (s, t) e .
2
Then H is defined on the edges of by the following diagram
2
2
t » 0 hi
Certainly H induces a continuous function 
E2(H) : X S( , X) .
2 2 
Identifying A^  with the standard simplex A and computing
0) 92(E2(H)* y0|K)
where K is any compact set in X containing supp h u supp g , we get 
that (1) is equal to
(2) ( 6* c E(g) •> h,J*W0 IK " E(h)*pQ lK + E(g»h)* P0 IK
where 6* : S( A1 , X) -*■ S( A1 , X) is the map induced by the reflection
%
S : A1 ■+■ A1 
t H- (1 - t)
Hence (1) is equal to
(3) ( 6 * ) * (E (g )*yo ||() - E(h )*U0 l|< + E(9 *h )*y0 ||^
It is not difficult to see that the map
(4) ( 6*)* : C,X * C,X
induces multiplication by minus one in homology.
This concludes the proof.
□
(J) Remark. Let H be a subgroup of Hc q (X, \i q) and let t  be 
a topology in H such that the inclusion H H _(X, u ) isT C j U 0 »1
continuous.
Then the composite
"t — » "c,o(X’ *Jo }m Hll*>IR)
is a continuous group homomorphism. In particular, we can apply this 
remark to the inclusion
Id
"c,o<x- “o h ™  C1- ^ " c , o i X- “o>m
and to the inclusion
"c.o<H- “o)„ c ------* "col"- “oh
in the case where X = M is a manifold with boundary.
7.2 Some Properties of The Mass Flow Homomorphism.
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space, and let uQ e Mg(X). The mass flow homomorphism has 
some natural properties.
If h is a path of compactly supported homeomorphisms, then the 
first property will allow us to restrict the domain of h to some 
(open) subset of X satisfying certain requirements (e.g. compact 
closure).
The second property describes the behaviour of the mass flow when 
X is disconnected.
The third property says that if we change uQ by an equivalent 
measure then the mass flow is changed by "conjugation".
Finally, we compute an "integral expression" for the mass flow.
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Such expression is used to compare the definition of the mass 
flow homomorphism given above with that given by Fathi in C 9 ].
(A) Let U be the category of open sets of X ordered by
inclusion. Let U, V e U such that U is contained in V. Then
the inclusion ç : U *=-*- V induces a continuous (stratified) group
injection
"c,o<u- yo^lPw * Hc,o^V* vo M m
f
h in U
!.. in V \ supp h
which can be lifted to a continuous homomorphism
Hc,o<U-P0 lu)ffl ------------*  " c . o ^ o M m
(not injective in general).
The following diagram clearly commutes
"c ,o <u % l :m -► H^ U . R )
h i U  )
(B) Let {X^  |i =o,1,...} be the (denumerable) family of 
connected components of X and let Z. : X. ^  X be the inclusion 
map for each i . Then there is a continuous commutative diagram
xe,
«  "c,o<xW x ( >., W  — i— IR)] Box
Topology Topology
V <i VH}( ?})
«c,o(X* Ho'm ■> H-j (X, IR)
where
X ^(i [h1 ]}i) = { 0X .( [h1 ] )}} ,
and
V ) = c0( [h°] ) o ?}( [h1]) o...
for each { [h1]}.. in the reduced product X Hc 0 (X}*b0lx .) •
V  "*
Recall that the reduced product X H n(X-,u L  ) is the set of
C % 0 I 0 A ^
elements in the product such that all of its coordinates are the 
identity except for possibly finitely many.
The map V is a homeomorphism and the linear function 
VH}( C}) is a continuous bijection.
(C) Let f be an arbitrary homeomorphism of X. Then there is
a commutative diagram
(B) Let {X^  |i = be the (denumerable) family of 
connected components of X and let C. : X^ ^  X be the inclusion 
map for each i . Then there is a continuous commutative diagram
~ X©
«  " c , o < V o l x (>™ ]Box - J — W  BOX
Topology Topology
v 'i VHt ( q )
-* H-| (X, IR)
where
X ei ({[ h1 ] )i) = { 6X .( [h1 ] )}t ,
and
V ct({ [h1] ^  ) = c0( C h° ] ) o ?1( [h1]) o...
for each { [h1]}.. in the reduced product X Q(X ^ I x .) •
Recall that the reduced product X H. _(X.,u|Y ) is the set ofC)0 I O A^
elements in the product such that all of its coordinates are the 
identity except for possibly finitely many.
The map V is a homeomorphism and the linear function 
VH^ 5 .) is a continuous bijection.
(C) Let f be an arbitrary homeomorphism of X. Then there is
a commutative diagram
■
■
■
■
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H n(X, y ) c,o' no 'n
CX, u0 )
f( )f‘
(X.f* v J
Wc>0(X, f*M0) -----------------*
H, (X.  F )  
^(f) 
H ^ X . F )
where
f( ) f_1( [tH.ht ]) = [ t *  f ohto f-1]
for each t » h t in P(HC>0(X, yQ )m ).
Both f( ) f"1 and H-j(f) are isomorphisms (of topological 
groups and linear spaces respectively). In particular, if f is isotopic 
to the identity, then H^(f) is the identity on H^(X,R).
(D) Let h £ P(M n (X, u ) J  and let f : X ■*> K(l, Q) be a 
continuous map, where K(l, Q) is the space defined in example 6.3(2).
The induced linear map H-j (f) : (X, R) H-j (K(l, Q), R) = 1R sends 
0 ([ h ]) into a real number which can be interpreted (via the isomorphism
TJ : H](K(l, Q), F) -*• IR of 6.3(2)) as follows:
Let K be a compact subset of X containing the support of h.
Then there is an integer £ such that f restricts to 
f |K : K -*■ K(1, Q)^ (in fact K can be any subset of X such that 
supp h c K and f(K) is contained in some K(l, Q)^ ).
Using h and the projection K(l, Q)^ * Tl+1 we can define
a continuous homotopy
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(X, t) H - ^  • f(htC x )) - C j^ o  f(x)
which restricted to K x {0 } is identically zero. Therefore, there 
exists a unique lifting
%
0 (f I k J " h ‘ h 0 (f Ik  ^ : K x 1 m
which restricted to K x {0 } is also identically zero.
Assertion.
D . H,(f)(e([h])) = x çÂ.(f|K)o h1 -c4 .(f|K) duo
(note that the integrand is zero outside supp h)
Proof.
D o H,(f)(e([h])) = I X d(f-j* »E(h)* uo |K)
= { « U . f i  « E ( h ) |K) duo | K
3 {k v ( f iK} 0 hr v ( f iK) \
□
Remark.
If f : X -*■ T1 is continuous, then
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D o Hl(f) (0(Ch])) = |x f ° h} - f d yQ
This is exactly the expression A.Fathi uses in [ 9 ] to
define the mass flow, in the case where X is compact, as a group 
homomorphism from tfQ(X, vQ) K into Horn z ( [X, T'] , IR).
%
7.3 Construction.
The following construction is of fundamental importance for us.
In some way, it encompasses the whole algebraic structurejof the mass 
flow homomorphism.
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space and let pQ e Mg(X). Denote by Ker e the kernel of 
the mass flow homomorphism e : Hc Q (X, po)^ ->■ H-j (X, R) and let 
II denote the fundamental group n(H„ „(X, p ) ). Then theC »0 0 w
diagram
n
n
Ker 6 Wc,o(X ’Ho 'm H-| (X, K)
Hc,o(X * %
induces a commutative diagram with exact columns
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n  n Ker e c - - - - - >  n o n -» r vr
(2) Ker 9 c ---------  ^HC,0(X. % ) m --- — > H, (X. R)
p| Ker e
Ker 0 C -------- > Hc,o (X, u 0 )m - - - ♦  H l ( x .  ] R ) / r x
where r» is defined to be the image of II under 6 and
0 = 9V = 0/v « is the homomorphism induced by 0 in the quotient
It is easy to see that the equality
Kernel( p||^ er g ) = Kernel( 0|H ) = II n Ker 0 holds.
Also, the fact that 0|n is a surjection implies (by a simple
diagram chasing) that p maps Ker 0 onto the kernel of 0 . This 
shows that the first column in diagram (2) is exact.
If H. n(X, u ) is locally semi-simply connected, then theC j 0 0 fn
map 0 is continuous. This follows immediately from the continuity of 
0 and the fact that in this case p is a covering map.
The next paragraph intends to provide a geometric description 
of the restriction of the mass flow homomorphism to the fundamental group
n  .
7.4 Construction.
Let X be a connected, locally path connected, locally compact,
Hausdorff space. Observe that if a space is locally connected, locally 
compact, second countable and Hausdorff, which is what we have usually 
been assuming, then such a space is automatically locally path connected 
(see Hocking and Young [ 12 ]).
If xQ is a point in X, then the (continuous) function evQ ,
%
from the group of homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity into X, 
given by evaluation at xQ ,
: h0(X)k - X 
h »  h(x0) ,
induces a group homomorphism
n ( e v 0 ) : n ( H 0 ( x ) K ) -  n ( x ,  x Q )
which assigns to each class [y] of a loop y in i2(H0(X)K) 
the class [E( y)xQ ] of the loop t yt(xQ) (0 s t  si).
Since n(HQ(X)K) is abelian (consider the homotopy 
(s,t) h - yi(s) o y2(t) (0 s s,t s 1)), the next assertion is not
unnatural.
(A) Assertion. If h is a loop of homeomorphisms in Hq (X)k 
(based at the identity), then n(evQ ) [h] is in the group theoretic 
centre Z(n(X, xQ)) of the fundamental group of X (i.e. n(evQ)[h] 
commutes with every element in Il(X, xQ)).
Proof.
Let y e ft(X> xQ ) be a loop in X . Then G : I * I -► X given 
by G(s,t) = hs(y(t)) for all (s,t) e I x I, is such.that
G(s,o) = E(h) xQ 
G(s.l) = E(h) xQ
G(o,t) = y(t) E(h)x0
6(1»t) = Y(t)
Y
E(h)x0
This proves that n(evQ) [h] commutes with [ y ] in n(X,xQ).
Note that G can be thought as a map from the torus S1 x S1 into 
X .
□
(B) Remarks. Z( II(X, xQ)) is an .invariant of X that does not 
depend of the base point xQ, for if x1 e X then any two curves from 
x to X p  say yQ and y  ^ define the same isomorphism from 
Z( n(X, xQ)) onto Z(n(X,  x } ) ) (i.e. L y "1 5 Y0 >  LY^1 C Y,]
for all c c n(X,  xQ) such that [?] e Z ( n (X ,  xQ))).
Hence Z(n(X)) is well defined. If h e £1(H0(X)K) then these 
remarks and the homotopy (s,t) *-*■ hs(y0 (t)) show that E(h)xQ and 
E(h)x, define the same element in Z(n(X)).
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If (Y, {yQ} ) i5 a topological pointed space and 
f : (Y, yQ ) -*■ (Mq (X)k , Id) a continuous function, then the composite 
f ev
Y -*■ f/Q(X)K -*• X induces a group homomorphism 
n(Y, y ) - 2( TI (X))
%
[ Y ] h- C E(f o y )xQ ] .
In particular, we can apply this remark to the inclusion
Hc,o(X,lJo )x ^  (T = m or lim)» where u0 £ Mg(X) t0 obtain
a group homomorphism
n(evQ) : n<"c.o<X* “o V  - z (n(x))*
Observe that if X is not compact then this homomorphism is trivial, 
for if h e n(Hc Q(X, y0)T) then some point, say x e X, must remain 
fixed, that is, E(h)x must be the constant loop t «■ x (o * t £ 1).
The same is true for the case where X = M is a manifold with non-empty 
boundary and we apply the above remark to the inclusion 
Hc 0(M, uQ)T Hq (M)k : The homomorphism
n(evQ) : n ( H ^ 0(M, u0)T) Z(n(M)) is again trivial.
The next proposition says that the following diagram commutes 
(up to scalar multiplication by p q (M) in the case where M is compact)
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W c , o ( " ’
H(evJ
-> z(n(M))
Hwz
"c,o<M ’%  )m -V Hi CM, R)
where Hwz : n (M, xQ) •+ H-| (M, 1R) is the map that sends the homotopy 
class of a loop y on M at xQ into the homology class of the atomic 
probability on S( A1 , M)K concentrated at { y  } . *
7.5 Proposition.
£
Let M be a connected, second countable manifold, let pQ e Mg(M)
and let x„ be any point in M. Let h be a loop on w. n(M, p ) o c,o o m
based at the identity. If M is compact, then e ([h]) is equal to 
( pQ(M))Hwz ([E(h)xQ]), where Hwz([E(h)xQ]) is the homology class 
of the atomic probability concentrated at the loop s h- hs(xQ )
(o £ s a 1). If M is non-compact, then 0 ([h]) is zero.
Proof.
Proposition 1 and Lemma 7 in Berlanga and Epstein C 3 ]
show that there is a continous function : In * M and a Radon measure 
vQ on In such that
(1) K c supp h c ^(In)
(2) n  v0 = u0|«Kin)
A
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Since the point xQ € M is irrelevant we can assume that
i p ( 0 1  0 , 1 1 , 1  o )  =  X q  .
Comment. After neglecting M \ <p(In), we have cut <p(In) along the 
"scar" (3ln) to get a cube. The composite
*
E(h) o (p ; In -*■ S( A1, M)
may be interpreted as a (singular) cube of circles in S(a\  M) 
supporting the measure ^(appropriately restricted). Because In is 
contractible, this cube of circles, say c. can be homotoped uniformly 
to the single circle E(h)xQ . As C is being contracted, the mass it 
carries must concentrate around E(h)xQ . Now we continue the formal 
proof.
Let c : In * I + In be the contraction of In defined by 
c(x,t) = (l-t)x for all (x,t) e In x I.
Let H : I x I x In ■> H be defined by the formula
H(s,t) x = hs(<p(c(x,t)))
for all (s,t) e I x I and x e In .
Then,
H(s,o)x = hs(^(x))
H(s,1)x = hs(xQ)
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H(o,t)x = H(1,t)x = *(c(x,t)) = Yx(t)
for all (s,t) e I x I and x e In .
E(h)x0
E(h) 4>(x)
2
Define the affine simplices ot.: A + 1 x 1  (j=l,2) where
j „
a^= ’ ot2 = ^1 p0= ®o* ^1= ®1* P2= ®2*
P^= e-|+ e2 are the vertices of the unit square.
Define, for j a 1,2
E2(H o a . )  : In f S( A2 , M) 
x «■ ((s,t) h- H(ctj(s,t))x).
Let 6 : A1 -*• A1 be such that 6(t)=(l-t) for each t e A1 , 
(see 7.1 1(4)). Then
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32(E2(H • ^ ) * v q + E2(H « c^)* yQ)
=(E(h) ° *)* vQ + (6*°(x h- E(h)xQ ))* vQ 
- E(h)*( w Q) + ( «*)*( vQ(In) {E(h)x0})
= E(h)*( M0 l ^ ( i n ) ) + ( «*)* C vQ(In)(E(h)x0})
where (E(h)xQ} represents the atomic probability supported at
E(h)x0 .
Hence,
0(ChD) = u0(*(In)) E(E(h)x0} ] .
In particular, if supp h /  M then E(h)x : s h- h$(x)
(0 <; j <; 1) is a constant loop for some x e M. Therefore E(h)xQ is 
homologically trivial for it is homotopic to E(h)x (see 7.4). This is 
always the case when M is non-compact. If M is compact and 
supp h = M = ip(In) then
etch]) = V0(M) C (E(h)x0 }] .
□
7.6 Remark.
If A is a contractible space, v* a Borel measure on A and 
<p' : A M a continuous function such that ,p| = p J K where K
some compact set containing supp h, then the above proof holds if we 
substitute In, vQ and f by A, v' and /  respectively.
If X is a connected, locally compact, locally contractible, 
second countable, Hausdorff space ; xQ a point in X and u-j a 
Borel measure on X, then it is always possible to construct a Bore! 
measure ^  on the space of paths p(X,x0)K (which is contractible 
via the homotopy ( Y, s) ** (t * Y(st))) such that
%
p* v = y.| , where p : P(X, xQ) "*■*■ X is the projection
Y *■ Y( 1) (this follows from the fact that contractible neighbourhoods 
in X may be lifted continuously to P(X, xo)K so we can construct 
supported in a lifting of some suitable covering of -X).
Hence the above proposition is extended to this class of spaces.
In particular, every connected, locally compact, metric ANR lies in 
this category. This follows from the facts that a metric ANR is 
locally contractible (see Hu [ 13 , p. 32] or Spanier [23
p. 37, exercise 6 ]) and that every connected, locally compact metric 
space is second countable (see Spivak £ 24 , Theorem 2, p.1.5 ]).
7.7 Lemma.
Let X be a locally compact, separable metric ANR, and let 
^0 £ Mg(X). Consider the diagram
Ker 0 C Hj (X, IR)
PlKer e P
Ker e c. Hi (X, R ) /  rx
defined in paragraph 7.3 .
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If p is a covering projection, then p|Ker 0 is also a 
covering map.
Proof.
By 7.2(B) and the fact that an arbitrary (reduced) product of 
covering spaces in the box topology is a covering space, we can assume, 
without loss of generality, that X is connected.
We now consider two cases.
Case 1, in which X is non-compact. In this case rx is trivial 
by 7.5 and 7.6, so Ker 0 is the full inverse image of Ker 0 under 
p . Hence the result follows.
\
Case 2, in which X is compact. Assume, without loss of generality, 
that pQ(X) = 1. Therefore, 7.5 and 7.6 imply that rx is contained 
in the integral part of the finite dimensional space H^(X,IR) (a compact 
metric ANR is of the same homotopy type of a compact polyhedron, hence 
it has finitely generated integral singular homology 
(see Hu [13, Chapter I ])). Hence Tx is discrete in the
(natural) euclidean topology of H-|(X,IR).
Choose, by the continuity of the mass flow homomorphism, a neighbour­
hood (1 of the identity in (X, v>0)K with 0(U) n rx = io) .
Then it follows that p(Ker 6 n U ) = Ker 0 n p ( U ), proving that 
p|Ker 0 : Ker 0 -*-*■ Ker 0 is an open map. Hence Ker 0 is the 
quotient space obtained from Ker 0 under the action of the discrete 
group n(//0 (X, VQ) K) n Ker 0 . Thus p |Ker 0 must be a covering 
projection.
n
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below:
Axo+st(j)(Axo)
Axo<_s<()(Axl)
Suppose that y is a measure on X, such that y|A x ^  ^=vxdt, 
where v is a good measure on A  and dt is Lebesgue measure on 
[o,l] . We can "lift" y to a measure y in X . Let h be a 
measure preserving, compactly supported isotopy in ISc (X,y). Then 
we can lift h in a unique way to h e  IS(X, y). Observe that
supp R is not compact if ht / Id for some t e l .  Moreover, h 
depends continuously on h (in the compact open topology) and h 
commutes with the covering transformations of X -*• X. Suppose that h 
is close enough to the identity, then we can define a region 
] R ( h )  c  x  which consists of the points between A  x o +  and 
^ ( A  x 1/2).
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A*o+ Axl
Assertion:
If H-|(t \]R) is identified with IR via the isomorphism found in 
example 6.3(1), then
H -|( f ) ( 0 (Ch3)) =
y( IR(h)) - y(A x [o, 1/2])
We omit the proof of this fact which is based on an ingenious 
integration over a fundamental domain of the covering X -*• X (see 
Fathi [ g , Proposition 5.4, p.74]).
Remark (1).
The above assertion can be interpreted by saying that 6([h]) is 
the mass that has passed algebraically through the "membrane"
A x 1/2 c X. If we imagine A x [o,l] as a pipe, this explains the 
name of the mass flow homomorphism.
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Remark (2)
Let a,b e <o,l> . Suppose that A is a connected manifold
Vn_1 , and that ul^n-l x ^  ^  = v * dt, where v is a good measure
I
on V . If we define CQ(h) as the connected component of
Vn_1 x [o,l] \ hj(Vn~^  x [a,b] ) which contains Vn x {o} , then we
have, by the above assertion, that'
(1) H1(f)(0(Ch])) = y(CQ(h))- u(Vn_1 x [o,a >)
In particular, if the space X = (V * I) u. B is such that
f
ij)(V x (o}) and d>(V x {1}) lie in different connected components of 
B, then f : X -*■ T1 is homotopically trivial. Hence we are just 
asserting that
(2) y(C0(h)) = y(V x [o,a > ).
8.2 Example
In Proposition 8.4 below we are going to prove that the mass flow 
homomorphism is surjective for a manifold M.
Suppose for a moment that N = M is a (possibly non-orientable) 
compact tubular neighbourhood of some circle cr embedded in M and 
representing a non-trivial element in H^(M, 1R).
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Using 8.1, A.Fathi showed how to circulate mass inside N in 
order to produce homeomorphisms with non-zero mass flow along a .  We 
want to do the same, but without the aid of tubular neighbourhoods.
Let A be the unit (n-l)-cube In_1, let B be an n-dimensional 
connected manifold with boundary, and let $ : A x {o,l } -+- aB be an
embedding which extends to an (onen) embedding of ]Rn-  ^x {0 ,1 } into 
aB. Then X = A x [o, 1 ] B is a manifold whose boundary is
3X = 3A x I u (8B \ d>(A x {o,l}))
By definition, X is the result of adding an n-handle of index 1 
to B.
Suppose now that p is a measure in Mg(X) such that 
u I a x l = (a om > x w^ere m Lebesgue measure on A and aQ > o.
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We want to show that the mass flow homomorphism is not 
trivial.
Let f : X ■+ = IR/ TL be given by
if x = (a, u) e A x I
if x e B .
Then it is not difficult to see that H-j(X, IR) h H ^ B . I R ) ©  IR 
(by the Mayer-Vietoris Theorem), and that the linear map- 
H.|(f) : H.j(X, IR) -*■ H,(T1, F) may be interpreted as the projection of 
H-|(B, F )  ©  IR onto its second factor.
Choose some continuous function 6 : A -*• [o, 1/3] such that
ao | a 5dm = a0/4 and 6 laA = °*
Define, for each t e l ,  the embedding
A x [1/4, 1/2] ^  X 
(a, u) i+ (a, u + t 6(a)).
Then the extension of isotopies theorem 5.6 says that we can find 
a path h : I -*• fr Q (X, y ) ^ m such that ht(a, u) = (a, u + t 6(a)) 
for each (a, u) « A x [1/4, 1/2 ] .
By 8.1, it follows that 0x([h]) = ( 0, aQ/4) in H^B.RjeiR.
Furthermore, by adding an extra parameter s e [o, aQ/4] , we 
can construct a continuous map y : [o, aQ/4] Q(X, y )■]-(„,
(e.g. y(s)t = [h4st/,a 1 for each s c [o, aQ/4] and each 
t e l )  with the property that, for each s e Co, aQ/4] ,
9x (y (s)) = ( Bs» s) in H-j(B, 1R) ©  1R .
Finally, it is easy to extend y to a continuous map, denoted 
again by y, from all of 1R into H° _(X,p )■.,._ satisfying the
t C jO  I 1 ill
equality 0x(y(s))=( ps, s) for each s e IR .
Before we can state Proposition 8.4, we must change the topology 
of the first homology vector space.
8.3 Definition.
Let W be a real vector space. Then the lim-topology on W is
-4
the topology coinduced by the coherent family
S = {E c W j E is a finite dimensional ]R-linear space}
where each E e S is given its standard euclidean topology.
If the dimension of W is at most countable, then W ^ m is a 
locally convex vector space. Otherwise the (affine) space W ^ m
4
is not a topological vector space (see Dugundji [ 6 ]).
Let M be a second countable manifold and let pQ e Mg(M).
Recall that, in this case, the mass flow homomorphism 
9 M : Hc o(M ’ po^ in * a continuous group homomorphism
and that H^(M,IR) is Hausdorff (see 6.5 and 7.1(h )).
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Using the fact that the projection H (M,u ) ->• H (M,u )
r c,ov ,Ho'm c,ov ,Mo;m
is a covering map and Lemma 4.3, it is not difficult to see that if 
F c KC|0(M* M0)m is compact, then there is a compact K c m such 
that ^  F ) is contained in the (finite dimensional) image of the 
canonical map H1 (K, K) -»-^(M.IR).
Therefore, if H^(M, denotes the real vector space
H-|(M,IR) with the Vun-topology, then the mass flow homomorphism as
a function from k(H.#o(M, uQ)m ) = HC>0(M, yQ)lim into H^M, % ) ]
*►
is continuous (see the diagram in 6.1 (B)).
lm
8.4 Proposition.
Let M be a second countable manifold and let u e M9(M). ThenMo gv '
the map
8 : Sc,o(M * po)1im - Hl(M *IR)lim-V -*•
is surjective.
Furthermore, 6 has a continuous section when the domain and 
codomain of 0 are given their respective lim-topologies.
Proof.
Let M be of dimension n.
Let z be a non-trivial element in H*(M, Z) for which there 
exists an embedding a ; T^  =-+■ Int M such that a represents z.
By covering the image of a with, n-cells, we can construct a 
neighbourhood X of o(T^) in the interior of M such that X can 
be expressed as the result of adding an n-handle of index 1 to a sub­
manifold of Int M of dimension n . (see figure below).
Therefore, X = (closed n-cell)u B is homeomorphic to some
In_1 x I u, B as defined in example 8.? .
<p
We can assume, by the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam theorem, that the 
measure ^ restricted to X is taken under this homeomorphism to 
a measure such as that in 8.2 .
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Since is an ANR , we can take X small enough so that 
the canonical map H*(B,Z) -*■ H^(M, Z) is trivial.
Using example 8.2 and the following commutative diagram
~ rv Oy
Hc,o(X’ po,X) ---- -— * ^(X, *) = Hi(B* R) ©  IR z
%
Projection on the 
2nd factor.
0
”c,o(M’ V  ---------- » H1^M* K ) *--- =* K z
we can find a continuous
V  Rz - ?,0(M’O l i m
-*■
such that 0 M » y0 is the identity on R z.
Now choose an at most countable family {a : «-*■ M} of
continuous embeddings representing a base for H-|(M, IR).
Note that any element in H^(M,]R) is a finite linear combination 
of basic vectors. Hence, we can multiply the corresponding family 
of sections
{ Y„ ! D M  ♦ £ „ ( * .  g H m >
in some fixed order (for Y o y / y  o y in general) to obtain
°2 a i °2
a continuous section
Y : Hi (M. IR)„m * u0)lim
This concludes the proof.
□
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Digression.
Certainly the section y just constructed has no respect for the 
algebraic structures involved.
If the dimension of M is greater than two, then it is possible 
to choose a locally finite family, {a : M} of continuous
disjoint embeddings representing a base for H-j (M, IR).
If it happened that each a : <=-*■ M had a tubular neighbourhood,
then we could construct a section which would be also a group homomorphism.
8.5 Corollary,
Let M be a second countable manifold and let u e C(M). Theno g'
there exists a homeomorphism
"c,o<H ' ‘‘o>lims k t<k e r '8> x ¥ M '1R>li.i :i
where Hc Q(M, yQ) is given the lim-topology, the kernel of the mass 
flow homomorphism Ker 0 is given its subspace topology, and the right 
hand side space of the equation is the compactly generated space 
associated with the product (Ker6 ) x H-j(M, IR)^.m .
In particular Ker 6 is connected and locally contractible.
Proof.
The existence of a homeomorphism follows from the existence of a 
continuous section. The fact that H c Q (M, P0)lini 1s connected and
•f
locally contractible implies that its universal covering has these same 
properties. Therefore, the last statement of the corollary follows.
□
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8.6 Corollary.
Under the same hypothesis as above, Ker 0 ( <= tf (M, y ) 
r v c,ov o'nirr
is connected and locally contractible.
Proof.
%
This is an easy consequence of Lemma 7.7 .
□
8.7 Remarks.
It also follows from Corollary 8.6 that Kere is simply connected. 
Hence, Ker 0 is the universal covering space of Ker e.
*
It is not difficult to see that if we endow Ker e and Ker e
with the Whitney topology m, then [ Ker 0 ] is also the universalm
covering space of [ Ker e . In particular, [ Ker e]^ is 
connected and locally path connected.
Observe that 8.4, 8.5, 8.6 and the remarks just made hold if we 
substitute tf^0 (M,uo ) for HC>0(M, yQ).
Now, we turn ourselves to the study of the algebraic structure of 
the kernel of the mass flow homomorphism.
8.8 Lemma
Let v <■ M9(In). Then W9(In , v ) is contractible,o g v o
□
This is a consequence of the so called "Alexander's trick" and
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the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam theorem (see Fathi C 9 , Proposition
3.8, p.59 ]).
8.9 Lemma.
Let M be a second countable manifold, let K be a closed n-cell 
contained in M and let e Mg (M ).  Suppose h e H (M, y Q) is 
isotopic to the identity by a ^-preserving isotopy having its support 
in K. Then 6(h) = o. If h e  H(M, yQ) has its support in K, then
o
h is isotopic to the identity in K, and 6(h) = o.
Proof.
Any homeomorphism in H(K,yo |^ ) which fixes Fr K pointwise can 
be extended to a homeomorphism in H(M, yQ), by defining such an exten­
sion to be the identity out of K (note that Fr K may be different 
than 3K).
Fr
Let H (K, u0 l|/) denote the group of homeomorphisms of K preserV' 
ing yQ |K and fixing Fr K pointwise endowed with the compact open
topology.
F r i •
Let (K, 'v«) be the path comPonent ttie identity in
f/r(K, y L). Then it is not difficult to see that there is a0 l\
commutative diagram
6
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This implies the first part of the lemma. The rest of it is a 
consequence of 8.8 .
□
8.10 Proposition.
n *
Let M be a second countable, n-dimensional manifold and let 
yQ e Mg(M). If h e  HQ 0 (M, yQ) is in Ker 0^, then h can be 
written as a composition h = h-j • hj • ... • h^ such that, for each i,
h. is in H n(M, u_l and supp h. is contained in.an n-cell.I C jU u I
Furthermore, if h e Hc Q(M, yQ), then each h.. can be assumed 
to fix 3M pointwise. %
We first prove one lemma.
8.11 Lemma.
Let N be an n-dimensional manifold and let S be a compact, 
connected, bicollared (n-1)-submanifold of N (see Definitions 2.1).
Let y e Mg(N) such that
(1) y|$ x <_i 2> = v x dt» where S * < -1, 2 > is a
bicollar of S = Sx {1/2} . v i s a  good measure on S and dt is 
Lebesgue measure on < -1,2 > .
Let h : N x I -*■ N be a compactly supported isotopy preserving 
y satisfying
( 2 ) 0N(ht ) ■ o fo r  each t e l ;
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(3) ht(S x [1/4, 3/4 ]) c S x <o, 1> for each t « I.
Then there is an isotopy b ; M x I + H preserving y such that
(4) supp b c S x <o, 1> ;
(5) bt S x [1/4, 3/4] = ht S x [1/4, 3/4] for each t e l .
Furthermore, if D' .is a closed set in SN and W a neighbourhood 
of D‘ in 9N such that h^ .|y = Id^ , for each t e I,. then b can 
be chosen in such a way that bt |D, = IdD, , for each t e l .
Proof.
Define, for each t e l ,  CQ t (resp. C-| t) as the connected 
component of S x [o, 1] \ ht(S x [1/4, 3/4] ) which contains 
S x {o} (resp. S x {1}).
By theorem 5.6 and Remark 5.7, it is enough to prove that, for 
each i = 1 , 2 ,
(6) y(C. t) = y(C- n) if t e I. But now (6) follows from 
Remark (2) at the end of 8.1 and the assumption that h is an 
isotopy in Ker 6 .
□
Proof of Proposition 8.10 .
Let En denote either !Rn or the upper half space
IHn o iRn“l x [o, oo >, and let BQ Cr) denote the standard euclidean
closed ball of radius r with centre at the origin.
Let U be an open subset of M with compact closure satisfying 
h £ Hc 0(U, ujy) and ^(h) = o. Since Cl U is compact, we can
find a finite number of coordinate charts, say <j>.: En Mn 
(i <; j < Si), such that U{<|>j(B0 ( l )  n En) | 1 ¿.j s £} is an 
open set containing Cl U. '
Therefore, by induction on the number £, of charts required to 
cover Cl U, it is enough to prove that, for a given coordinate chart 
4) : En c-»- Mn, any sufficiently small h in Ker can-be written 
as a product g 0 f such that
(1) g e "c,o(2A • %|2A ) ;
(2) f 6 Hc,o(U N A’ M0 lu \ a ) ;
(3) f e Ker 0u v a ;
where A = <f>(B0(1 ) n En) and 2A = <J>(B0(2) n En).
Using the differentiable structure that $ : En Mn imposes 
on <j>(En), we can construct an open subset N of M such that
(4) Cl N c U ;
(5) h e HC#0(N. y0 |N) »
(6) h e Ker eN ;
(7) Cl(N n Fr A) is an (n-1)-dimensional manifold such
that there is an embedding
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(a) Cl(N n FrA) x [-1, 2] c+ Cl N n 2A, satisfying the 
following property:
(b) (N n FrA) x [-1, 2] is mapped into N in such a way
that (N n FrA) x <-l, 2 > ^  N is a bicollar of
(N n FrA) x {1/2} = N n FrA in N.
%
+ A +
In other words, we have engineered U into N in order to canalize 
the flow of mass in and out FrA through channels with reasonable 
embankments.
Assume, without loss of generality, that 
uo|ci(N n FrA) x [-1,2] " v x dt, where v is a measure in
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Cl(N n Fr A) and dt is Lebesgue measure on [-1,2] .
By corollary 8.6, Ker 9^ is connected and hence is generated, as 
a group, by any neighbourhood of the identity. Expressing h as a 
product of small homeomorphisms and replacing it by one of the factors, 
we can suppose further that
%
h((N n Fr A) x [1/4, 3/41) c (N n Fr A) x <0 ,1> ,
Define
X] = (N nA) u (N n Fr A) x [1/2, 1> ;
X2 = (N\A) U (N n FrA) x <o,1/2] ;
L = X-j n X? =(N n Fr A) x <o, 1> .
Applying Lemma 8.11 to each component of Cl(N n FrA) and 
using a small isotopy of h in Ker eN> we can find a homeomorphism 
b of M in Hc 0(L, yQ |L) such that b agrees with h on 
(N n Fr A) x [1/4, 3/4] .
Since the composite b  ^ 0 h is the identity on
(N n Fr A) x [1/4, 3/4] , we can find two homeomorphisms, say g"
and f', such that
(8) b“1 o h = g" o f' ;
W  9" u0 |Xi) *
f' 6 ,<c , o ^ 2 > » ^ X ^  ‘( 10)
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Let g' = b 0 g" and observe that although h is equal to
the product g' » f  and conditions (1) and (2) above are satisfied,
it may well happen that 0^ (f) is not zero.
To remedy this situation, we want to perturb f‘ and g' . For 
this purpose we consider the following commutative diagram
$^(G, F) = G o F 
Y2(z) = (z, -Z)
$2(v, w) = V + w
The Mayer-Vietoris theorem implies that Image v2 = Kernel <l>2 .
Suppose now that G e Hc,0(xi ) and F e Hc,o(X2,l\Jx ) are 
given such that (G « F) = o. Then, by the exactness of the Mayer 
Vietoris sequence and the fact that 0® is surjective (see 8.4 and
8.7) we can find a P c l i l _(L,vj I,) withC 10 0 ' L
2
2
e.'N
H,(L, IR) ---H](X1, R ) © H 1(X2, R)
2
♦ M N ,  IR)
where
¥,(P) = (P, P_1)
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P o F e Ker 0V and 
*2
This concludes the proof.
□
8.12 Definition.
Let u be an open covering of a manifold M. A homeomorphism of 
M is said to be u-small if its support is contained in some element 
of U. -
8.13 Remarks
Let (1 be an open covering of a manifold M. By using balls of 
small diameter in the proof of 8.10, we can add in Proposition 8.10 
that each h^ in the decomposition of h is U-small.
Collecting together the results obtained in 8.4 and 8.10 we 
can state the following theorem.
8.14 Theorem.
n 8
Let M be a second countable manifold and let yQ e Mg(M). The
map
0 : «c,o(M * Mo> + H 1(M* R)/ rM
is surjective. The kernel of 0 is generated as a group by its 
elements having support in n-cells.
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Moreover, given any open covering U of M, we can write each 
element of Ker e as a composition of yQ-preserving homeomorphisms 
which are ll-small.
If M has non-empty boundary, then the same result holds for
Let Mn be a connected, second countable manifold without boundary
is a simple group.
Furthermore, it is the smallest non-trivial normal subgroup of 
H (M, u ) and it is also equal to the commutator subgroup ofC,0' 0'
HC,0<M- >*0>-
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following three 
results:
(A) Let x and y be two points in M. Then there exists a
□
8.15 Remark.
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8.16 Theorem.
and of dimension n > 3. Let e Then the kernel of the map
9 : HC>0(M, yo) - H-| (M, R)/rM
homeomorphism h e Hc 0 (M, yQ) which sends x into y and is supported 
in a topological n-ball.
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Remarks. This result (which holds in all dimensions greater than one) 
was essentially proved by Oxtoby an Ulam in [ 20,p.893 • It also 
follows from what it has been said here: Let B be a ball in M such 
that {x,y} c b . Assume, without loss of generality that B = In 
and iijg is a multiple of Lebesgue -measure ,
By sliding a small cube centred at x onto a small cube centred 
at y and then applying the extension of isotopies theorem 5.5 we 
get the desired homeomorphism.
In particular, (A) proves that Ker 0 acts transitively on M 
(see 8.9).
(B) Let £ be Lebesgue measure on the interior of the unit 
cube In . Then the group Hc(In , £) is perfect (i.e. it is equal to 
its commutator subgroup).
Remarks. This non-trivial result is Theorem 7.4 in Fathi [ 9 ,
p. 88 ]. In his paper, A. Fathi, poses as an open question whether
or not (B) holds in dimension two. His question is stated in a more 
precise manner.
Using (B) and the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam Theorem, it follows 
that Ker 0 is perfect (see 8.14).
(C) Let K, N be two subgroups of the full group of 
homeomorphisms h (M) satisfying the following properties:
(1) N is not trivial;
(2) K acts on N by conjugation (i.e. K is contained in 
the normalizer of N in h (M));
(3) K acts transitively on M;
(4) For any open covering (j of H, K is generated by its 
U-small elements.
Then, the commutator subgroup of K is contained in N.
In particular, if K is perfect, then K is simple.
Remark. This is just a restatement of a well known argument due to 
D.B.A. Epstein.
Proof, (c.f. Fathi [ 9 . P-9Q]).
Let f be a non-trivial element in N. Then we can find a non- 
o
empty open subset VQ c M such that
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(5) Vo n f o(Vo) = 0  .
Let V = (b(VQ) 1 b £ K }. By (3), l/ is a covering of M.
Let U be an open barycentric refinement of l' . Hence, if 
U1 * U2 e 11 and U-| n U2 i4 0 , then U-j u U2 <= v for some VeV .
By (4), it is enough to show that if h, g e K are Il-small, then 
the commutator [h,g] = h g h“^g"^ belongs to N.
Let U-j, U2 e ti be such that supp h c 1J| and supp g c u2 .
If U-| n U2 = 0 , then Ch,g] = Id and we are done. Otherwise, let
b e K with U-j u U2 c b(VQ) = V.
By (2) and (5), we have that if we put f = b f b"'*‘ then 
f e N and V n f(V) = 0 .
f(V)
Using (2) we see that [h, f] e N, because 
Ch, f] = h f h_1 f_1 - (hfh"1) f“1 .
By (2 ) again, the commutator [[h,f] , g] lies in N also.
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Since supp f h"^ c f(_V), \ t  follows that fh"^ f"1 
commutes with g.
Finally,
CCh, f] , g] = h(fh_1 f"1) g(fh f_1)h_1 g'1
%
= h g(fh_1 f-1)(fh f"1) h"1 g"1 
= h g h'1 g"1 
= [h, g]
proving that [h, g] e N.
□
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Appendix One.
It is the purpose of this appendix to describe a particular class 
of direct limit spaces which includes all those which are considered 
in the present work (see Whitehead [ 25 ]).
%
Let X be a topological space and { Aa | a e J } a family of 
closed subsets whose union is X. We say that X has the strong 
topology with respect to the if and only if it satisfies the
following condition: a subset B of X, whose intersection with 
each of the sets A is closed, is itself closed.
Now let X be a set, and let { A  I a e J } be a collectiona '
of topological spaces, each a subset of X. We say that { A^ } is 
a coherent family (of topological spaces) on X if and only if
(a) X = u A ;a a
(b) Aa n is a closed subset of Aa , for every
a,3 e J ;
(c) For every a,0 e J, the topologies of Aa and A^ 
agree on Aft n Ag .
The topology coinduced on X by the family { Aa } is the 
largest or finest topology such that, for each a e J, the inclusion
i : A **> X , a a
i 0 ( x ) = X V X e A0 .
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is continuous. With this topology, X satisfies the following 
properties:
(1) i : Aa c-*- X is a closed embedding, for each ae J;
(2) Every closed subspace B in X has the strong topology
with respect to the n B ; ,
(3) If Y is a space and X t Y a function, then f
is continuous if and only if the composition (resp. restriction)
f o ia : Aa Y (resp. f|^ : A^ Y) is continuous for each
a e J. In particular, suppose { B^  ^ is a coherent family of 
spaces on the set Y and f: X -*■ Y is stratified in the sense that 
for each a e J f(A ) = B0 for some BeL and fl. : A >-*■ B„ is 
continuous. Then f is continuous when Y is given the coinduced 
topology by the family { Bg } ;
(4) If J* c J 
a finite sequence in J 1,
is such that for each 
say B-j, B2....  3n
a e J there exists 
n
with A c u A,a 1=1 Bi
then the topology coinduced on X by the (coherent) family 
{ A^ | B e J 1 ) agrees with the one coinduced on X by 
{ Aa | a e J } ;
(5) If J is countable and X is Hausforff then every compact
n
set K in X is contained in some finite union u A„ a. e J.
i=l “i 1
Remarks on subspaces and products.
Let { A„ }a  e j be a coherent family of spaces on the set X and
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let B be a subset of X. Then { A„ n B } , is a coherenta a e J
family of spaces on B and the inclusion B ^ X  is continuous, but 
not an embedding in general when B(resp. X) is given the coinduced 
topology by the family { Aa n B }aeJ (resp. { Aa }0 e J ).
(Compare with (1) and (2) above).
In this work, a subset B e /  is always given the topology 
coinduced by the Aa n B (and not the topology it inherits as a 
subspace of X).
Let { A  } , , { Bc }Q . be coherent families of spaces
01 (X € U p p £ L
on the sets X and Y respectively. Then the product X x Y  can be 
topologized in two generally distinct ways.
First, we can topologize X and Y via the families { Aa }
and { B0 } and then give X x Y the standard cartesian product
p
topology.
Secondly, we can give X * Y the topology coinduced by the coherent 
family { A  *B. I ( a,B ) £ J x L } .
c* P
In this work we always choose the second procedure.
Note:
If we think the pairs (X, { Aa }a f j) where X is a set and 
{ A^ } a coherent family of spaces on X as a category having for 
morphisms the class of stratified functions, then we have just described 
a (covariant) functor from this category into the category of 
topological spaces and continuous maps that does not commute with 
(categorical) products in general.
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Appe.ndix Tm.
Compactly generated spaces are examples of the "stratified spaces" 
considered in the previous appendix. Here we list some elementary 
properties of those topologies which are determined by its compact 
subsets.
Let X be a topological Hausctorff space. We say that X is a 
k-space (or compactly generated space) if X has the strong topology 
with respect to its family of compact subsets. First countable spaces 
and locally compact spaces are examples of k-spaces.
If X is a Hausdorff space, the associated compactly generated 
space is the space k(X) defined as follows: k(X) and X have the 
same underlying set, and k(X) has the topology coinduced -by the 
(coherent) family of compact subsets of X. If Y is Hausdorff and 
f : X -*■ Y any function, let k(f) be the same function regarded as a 
map of k(X) into k(Y).
The following simple properties are satisfied:
(1) The identity map k(X) -*■ X is continuous;
(2) k(X) is compactly generated;
(3) If X is compactly generated, then k(X) = X;
(4) k(X) and X have the same compact sets;
(5) If f : X -*■ Y is a function, then k(f) is continuous
if and only if flK ; K ■+■ Y is continuous for every 
compact set K c X;
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(6) A Hausdorff space V is a k-space if and only if it is 
the quotient of a locally compact Hausdorff space, (see Dugundji [6, 
Chapter XI, pp. 247-249]);
(7) If Y is a locally compact space, then
k(X x Y) = k(X) x Y. In particular if X is a k-space (and Y 
locally compact), then X k Y is a k-space;
(8) If X is a k-space, then all open and all closed subsets 
are compactly generated.
Note.
In Whitehead [ 25 , 4.15, p.20 ] it is only asserted that regular 
open subsets of k-spaces are k-spaces, and although this is enough for 
our applications, the proof for an arbitrary open subset is simple. 
Indeed, let U c X be open and let p : Z -*->■ X be an identification 
map where Z is locally compact. Then p | p “ \ u ) :  p-1(U) -*-*• U is 
an identification map (see Dugundji [6, VI(2.1), p.122]), hence by (6), 
U is a k-space for p’\u) is certainly locally compact);
(9) Let U c X be an open subspace. Then kU is an open sub­
space of kX.
Proof;
ki
By (5) above, k 1) c+ k X is continuous. Since U is
open in X then, by (I), it is open in kX. By (8), U is a 
k-space in kX. Hence kU r-* kX is an embedding.
□
.-V *..• ~
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(10) Let e r ..be a coherent family of k-spaces in the
set Y. If Y is Hausdorff when given the topology coinduced by the
, then Y is also compactly generated. Furthermore, Y has the 
strong topology with respect to the family
{ K e y  | K is a compact subset of Bg for some Be r}.
If U is an open subspace of Y, then U has the strong topology 
with respect to the family
{Bg n U | 6 e D . '
This follows from (8) above.
If r is countable, then every compact subset K c Y' is contained 
n
in some finite union u B .
i=l °i
(11) Let Yt be a Hausdorff space, and let {Bg}g£ p be a
closed covering of Y consisting of k-spaces. Suppose that any 
T n
where 1im denotes the topology on Y coinduced by the B^ .
This follows from (10) and the fact that, by hypothesis, the 
inclusion Y ^ m c-*- Yt is a proper map.
compact subset K ^ YT is contained in some finite union 
Then
k(YT)
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Index NotatLon.
Let X be a locally compact, second countable, Hausdorff space 
(see 1.2, 1.6, 1.14, 3.1, and 3.7).
M(X) set of Radon measures on X ;
Mg(X)
%
set of good measures on X
Let yo e Mg(X) and let K c X be compact.
Mg(K, X, y0) set of good measures y~on X which are 
K-related to y .
M„ r(X. U ) g,c' Mo' set of good measures y on X 
which are compactly related to yQ;
Mg(X,a(y0)) set of good measures y on X 
such that a(y)=a(yo ) and 
y(Xj)= yQ(Xj) for each connected 
component X. of X.
J
M(X, « \  ) set of Radon measures on X absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Radon 
measure X on Y.
M(X, « X «  ) set of Radon measures y on X 
which have the same sets of measure 
zero as X .
Mg(X, pQ-e-reg) M_(X,o(y ))n M(X. <<y « )  
y o o
Mg(K, X, pQ-e-reg) Mg(K, X, pQ) n M(X. <<yQ« )
Mg,C(X* V e_re9) Mg>cCX. y0) n M(X, « y 0«  )
A1 v:
Let M be a second countable manifold
M3(M) set of Radon measures y on M such 
that y( 3M) = o
$ M ) M3(M) n ^(M)
Let y^e ^(M) and let K c Ht be compact.
Mg3(K, M, yQ) M9(M) n |^ (IC, M, yQ) ;
<<:<"• "„I M3(M) n ^ >C(M, pQ) ;
Mg(M » a(u0)) M3(M) n ^(M, a(yQ)) ;
Mg(M, PQ-e-reg) Mg (M, yQ-e-reg) ;
M3(K, M yQ-e-reg) Mg(Ki M, yQ-e-reg) ;
Mg3,c(M* V e_reg) Mg,C(M * V e"reg) •
Let X be a locally compact, locally connected, second countable, 
Hausdorff space (see 1.1, 1.13, 3.1, 3.9).
H(X) group of homeomorphisms of X.
Let yQ e Mg(X) and let K c X be compact.
H(K, X) group of homeomorphisms of X 
supported in K.
HC(X) group of compactly supported 
homeomorphisms of X.
H(X, yQ-e-reg) group of homeomorphisms h of X
such that h* y t M (X, y -e-reg); 
o Q o
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H(K, X, uo-e-reg) H(K, X) n H(X, yo-e-reg);
«C(X. yQ-e-reg) HC(X) n H(X, yQ-e-reg);
H(X,U0) group of homeomorphisms of X 
preserving yQ;
H(K, X,y0) «(*, X) n H(X, y0);
HC(X, yQ) HC(X) n H(X, u0);
path connected component of the identity 
in W(X)k where k is the compact-open 
topology (i.e. group of homeomorphisms of 
X isotopic to the identity).
Hc,o(X)
X
path connected component of the identity 
in Mc(X)-]^ m ; where lim is the limit 
topology (i.e. group of homeomorphisms 
of X compactly supported and compactly 
isotopic to the identity);
V X* V0 ) path connected component of the identity 
in W(X,y0)K , where k is the compact 
open topology.
" c . o « ’ » A path connected component of the identity 
in H (X,V0)iim » where lim is the 
direct limit topology.
Let M be a second countable manifold, K c M be compact, and let
u0 e M g W -
A m ) group of homeomorphisms of X fixing 
3M pointwise;
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H 9(K, M) H 9CM) nfi(K, M);
H c9(M) H 9(M) n H c(M) ;
H 3(M, M0-e-reg) H 9(M) n H(M, yQ-e-reg);
H 9(K, M, uo-e-reg) H 9(M) n H(K, M, yQ-e-reg);
H 9(M, yQ-e-reg) H 9(M) n HC(M, yQ-e-reg);
H 9(M, yQ) H 9(M) n H(M,yo );
H 9(K, M, yo) H 3tM) n H (K. M. yQ) ' '
h 9(m , h0) H 9(M) n HC(M. yQ)s
h 9(m ) path connected component of the identity 
in H 9(M)k , where k is the compact 
open topology.
" l o W path connected component of the identity 
in H9(M)^. where 11m is the direct 
limit topology.
M.) path connected component of the identity 
in H(M,y )R where < is the compact 
open topology.
< 0<M* “o)
path connected component of the identity
in H9(M, v )lim , where 11m is the
■+
direct limit topology.
Let M be a second countable manifold, and let A, B be subsets
of M. Let yQ e M9 (M) (see 4.6).
I(A, M) space of embeddings i :  M such that 
v”1C^M)- An 3M, endowed with the compact 
open topology.
19 0
I (A, M; « P 0«) subspace of embeddings i in I(A, M)
such, that i*p has the same subsets 
0
of measure zero as pQ |A ;
I(A, B, M) subspace of embeddings i in T(A, M) 
such that i is the identity in A n B
I (A, B, M; « p o« )  I(*. B, M) n I (A, M, « y Q«).
I(A, M; yQ) space of embeddings i in I(A, M) 
such that i*pQ = yo |A .
Let (X, xQ) be a topological pointed space (see 6.-1).
P(X, xQ) = P(X) space of paths of X based at xQ .
0 ( X .  x 0 ) = n ( x ) space of loops of X based at xQ .
( I T v  = x space of equivalence classes of paths 
in P(X) under homotopy relative to 
{0,1} .
n ( x ,  x 0 ) = n ( x ) fundamental group of X at xQ .
IS(X) space of isotopies of X .
rsc(X) space of compactly supported isotopies 
of X .
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MEASURES ON SIGMA-COMPACT MANIFOLDS AND 
THEIR EQUIVALENCE UNDER HOMEOMORPHISMS
R. BERLANGA a n d  D. B. A. EPSTEIN
The von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam theorem states that the group of 
homeomorphisms of a (topological) compact manifold M  acts transitively on the set 
of “("-good” probability measures on M . We generalize this result to the <r-compact 
case.
When M  is tr-compact the action considered is also transitive on the set of 
probability measures, but not on the set of infinite measures in general. An example 
of this phenomenon is the fact that there is no homeomorphism of ( - x, x ) onto 
(0, x ) preserving Lebesgue measure.
The problem of giving a simple characterization of those measures in the unit 
«-dimensional cube /", equivalent to Lebesgue measure under a homeomorphism of 
/", was originally proposed by Oxtoby and Ulam in 1936. Their initial conjecture 
was proved at that time by J. von Neumann, but was never published. In 1941, 
Oxtoby and L'lam published, for the first time, a proof based on different 
considerations and extended the result to regularly connected compact polyhedra 
and euclidean spaces (see Oxtoby and Ulam [6]). Their work was further extended 
by Fathi [3], whose paper inspired ours.
In tr o d u c t io n
Let M" be an n-dimensional manifold, possibly with non-empty boundary C M . A 
R a d o n  m e a s u r e  p on M  is a locally finite positive measure defined on the «-algebra of 
all Borel subsets. The s u p p o r t of p is the complement of the maximum open subset of 
M  in which p has zero measure. We say that p is a g o o d  m e a s u r e if it has no atoms 
(that is, points of non-zero /¿-measure) and if its support is the whole of M . A locally 
finite measure on a «-compact manifold is automatically regular (see Rudin [7]).
Denote by J t ( . U ) (respectively J t ' ( M ) ) the group of homeomorphisms of M  
(respectively the group of homeomorphisms of M  fixing C M  point-wise) and by 
d f ( M ) (respectively .^ (M)) the set of all Radon measures on M  (respectively the set 
of good Radon measures on M ). Also let # ' \ M )  =  {u  e  J f { M )  \ p { C M ) = 0} and
There is an action
Jf(M)x.#(M)-- ».#(M)
i h . p ) i-- <■ h , p
where h t p is defined by h , p ( E ) = p ( h ~ ' ( E ) ) for each Borel set E  <=. M .
Before we can state our main result, we must recall the concept of an “end of a 
(«-compact) connected manifold”. An e n d  o f  M  is a function e which assigns to each 
compact subset K of M  a non-empty connected component e { K ) of M \ K , in such a 
way that X, c K; implies that e(K2) c e ( K , ) . Let S ( M ) be the set of all ends and 
define a topology on M  \j  S ( M ) by defining, for each compact K , a typical
R e c e i v e d  11 S e p t e m b e r ,  1 9 8 1 .
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neighbourhood N K(e0) of an end e 0 as the set e 0( K ) u {endse | e ( K ) = e0(K)}. With 
this topology M  lj 6 { M ) is a compact Hausdorff space containing <?(M) as a closed 
subset.
Let h  e Then h induces a homeomorphism h 0 : <f(M) -► <J(M) such that
/i0(e)(K) = h ( e ( h ~ ‘(K))) for all ee<i(Af) and for all compact K  a  M . Clearly the 
function * i—► /i0 is a group homomorphism from Jf(M) into the group # \ 6 ( M ) ) of 
homeomorphisms of £ ( M ) .
Now let p e ,#(M) and define a  ( p ) : < f(M ) -» {1, 00} such that
(observe that or(/i)_*(1) is open in <?(M)).
It is easy to verify that if h e J f ( M )  and p e . d f ( M ) then a lp )  o h o ' = x ( h , p ) .  
Hence we have a commutative diagram
where F ( S ( M ) , {1, 00}) denotes the set of functions from S { M ) into {1, 00}.
T h e o r e m . L e t  M  be  a  c o n n e c te d, o -c o m p a c t  m a n ifo ld  a n d  le t / r ,, p 2 e  b e
tw o  {d -g o o d )  m e a s u r e s  w ith  th e  s a m e  to ta l  m a ss  a n d  s u c h  th a t  t h e y  a g r e e  on  e n d s ( th a t  
is , x ( p , )  = a(/r2))- T h e n  th e r e  e x i s t s  a  h o m e o m o rp h ism  h  e Jf'(M) f i x i n g  e n d s  a n d  
is o to p ic  to  th e  i d e n t i t y ,  su ch  th a t  h , p , = p 2 -
C o r o l l a r y . L e t  p t , p 2 e T h e n  th e r e  e x i s t s  k  e  J t ’i M ) s u c h  th a t
k t p , = p 2 i f  a n d  o n ly  i f
(1) p , { M )  =  p 2{ M ) , a n d
(2) = a ( p 2 ) f o r  s o m e  h e  J f ' ( M ) .
We want to prove first that the von Neumann-Oxtoby-Ulam theorem holds for 
a slightly more general class of compact spaces than the class of compact connected 
manifolds. For this purpose we introduce the following notation when X  c M .
We define X  to be the topological interior of X  in M , Int X  to be (M \ d M ) n  ) t ,  
Cl X  to be the closure of X  in M , Fr X  to be the topological frontier of X  in M , and 
B X  to be ( S M  n  X ) k j F t X . Whenever X  is closed, we define J f ^ X )  to be the set of 
all measures p e . d f ( M ) such that the support of p is X , p  has no atoms and 
p ( B X ) = 0, and define J f ' { X ) to be the set of homeomorphisms on X  which fix B X
00 M«(K)) = 00 for all compact K  ,
1 M«(K» < 00 for some compact K
.tf(Ai)
j r ( < S ( M ) ) x . F ( S ( M ) , {l,oo}) -- . F ( S ( M ) , {1, 00})
T h e  m a in  th e o re m
L e m m a s  a n d  p r o p o s i t io n s
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pointwise. Note that J f B( X ) can be identified with the set {h 6 J P f M ) | suppfi c X} 
where suppfi = Cl{x 6 M  |f ( x )  J= x}.
D e f i n i t i o n s . Call any subset K c M a (c lo s e d )  n -c e l l if it is homeomorphic to 
the unit n-cube /" = [0,1]".
A set K c M " is called a r e la t iv e  n -c e l l if there exists a continuous function 
<p: I" -* K such that
(1) 0 is onto,
(2) <t> restricted to Int/" is a homeomorphism onto its image,
(3) <l>-'<t > ( d n =  dl".
Note that C10(lnt/") = K and 0(lnt /") n <p(Pl") = 0 ;  therefore <t>(dlr) has empty 
interior.
A set K c= M " is called m e a s u re  c o n fo rm a b le if given /¿,, p 2 e  # B( K ) of the same 
total mass, then there exists h e  J ? B( K ) such that h , p ,  =  p 2 .
P r o p o s i t i o n  1. E v e r y  r e la t iv e  n -c e ll K  c o n ta in e d  in  a  m a n ifo ld  M "  is  m e a s u re  
co n fo rm a b le .
To prove this proposition we need two lemmas due to Oxtoby and Ulam [5].
Lemma 2 (proof taken from Fathi [3, p. 51]). S u p p o s e  th a t  p  is  a  m e a s u re  o n  I"  
su c h  th a t  p ( d l" ) = 0, a n d  s u p p o s e  th a t  S  is  a  c lo s e d  s u b se t o f /" w ith  e m p ty  in te r io r . 
T h e n , f o r  e a c h  5  a n d  :: > 0, th e r e  e x i s t s  a  S -h o m e o m o r p h is m  h  in  . J f ' ( T )  su c h  th a t  
p ( h ( S ) )  <  e.
P ro o f. Using the fact that at most countably many elements in any disjoint 
collection of /¿-measurable subsets of /” can have positive /¿-measure, we can find a 
subdivision c,,...,c4 of /" by cubes such that diam(c() < S and p(dcf = 0k
(i = 1,2,.... k). Let V be an open neighbourhood of (J d c t such that /¿(F) < e .
¿•i
Since S has empty interior, we can find, for each i, a small subcube c\ c Int c , with 
faces parallel to the faces of c, and such that Snc| = 0.
For each i, we can find a homeomorphism fi, of c, satisfying
(1) h,\8c , = Id,
(2) M c i V J c f n c , .
Piecing together the h t gives the desired homeomorphism h .
Lemma 3 (cf. Fathi [3, Proposition 2.1, p. 51]). L e t K  b e  a  c o m p a c t  s u b se t o f  M  
a n d  le t p  b e  a  ( R a d o n )  m e a s u re  o n  K  w ith  p ( B ( K ) )  = 0. I f  A  is  a  c lo s e d  se t o f  M  w ith  
A n f t  = 0, th e n  th e re  e x i s t s  a  h o m e o m o rp h ism  h e .W 'X b t)  s u c h  th a t
supp/i c K ,  p ( h ( A  Ci K )) = 0.
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M o r e  p r e c ise ly ,  th e  s e t
{h  e  J f B( K ) | p ( h ( A  n  K )) = 0}
is  a  d e n s e  G t  in  . ) f B( K )  in  th e  c o m p a c t  o p e n  to p o lo g y .
P ro o f. Let {B,}je* be a closed covering of Int/C such that each B, is a (closed) 
n-cell contained in Int K and such that p(Fr B ,)  = 0 for each i e N.
If i 6 N and j  e  N * = N\{0}, define a subset % ( i , j ) of JFb(K) by
Thus we must show that is open and dense in JfB( K ) . Denseness of A / ( i , j )
follows easily from Lemma 2. We prove now that f t ( i j )  is open.
Fix h 0 e # ( i , j ) . We can find an open neighbourhood V of h 0 (A  n  K )  n  B, such 
that p ( V )  <  l / j . If h is close enough to h 0 , we have h ( A n K ) n fl, c V, which 
implies that p ( h [ A n K ) n B,) < l / j .
P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let </>: I" -* K be a continuous surjection such that 
<f>|Int/" is a homeomorphism onto <f>(Int/") and <f>_1 o <¡>181") =  8 1 If v e JK 'A I’ ) 
and X  is a Borel subset of K , let 4>,(v)(X) = v(^ "'(20). Then t / > J v ) e . # f ( K ) .  
In fact 0, : .^¡,(/") -» .4,f*(K) is a one-one correspondence between .4^(/") and the 
set of measures p in # B( K ) with p(</>{i’/")) = 0.
We have a well-defined (continuous) homomorphism $ : Jf‘(/") -» j f B( K ) such 
that
clearly commutes.
Now let p t , p 2 e  d f B{K ). Since we can assume, without loss of generality by 
Lemma 3, that (/r, +  p 2 )(<t>(8r)) = 0 the conclusion follows from the above 
discussion and the fact that /" is measure conformable (see Oxtoby and Ulam [6]).
R e m a r k . If h : I  x  /"-»/" is an isotopy such that h , e for all t  e [0,1],
then r i-» $ { h , ) is an isotopy in K fixing B K pointwise. Since Jf"’(/") is contractible by 
Alexander’s trick, it follows that for every p , , p 2 6 .d tB( K ) there exists h e J f ‘ ( K ) 
isotopic to the identity such that fi,(/*,) =  p 2 .
D e f i n i t i o n s . A subset X  of an n-manifold M  is c e llu la r if for every 
neighbourhood U of X  there is an n-cell Q such that X  c Int Q c Q c V . An
V(i,j) = { h e  J T ‘ ( K ) | p ( h ( A n  K) n B,) < l / j } .
We clearly have
{ h  e r'(fC) | p { h ( A n K)) = 0} = f| W J )  ■
The diagram
Jr(/")x.<(/") --- ►
, r l (K )x .w;(K ) — ► <(K)
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(« -1 (-manifold B " ~ ' is b i-c o lla r e d in M  if there is a homeomorphism P of 
B x ( — 1,1) onto a neighbourhood of B in M  such that P { b, 0) = b , for all b e B . If B  
is the boundary of a submanifold C" of M , then B x ( - 1,0] and B x [0, 1) denote 
the in n e r and o u te r collars of B . In general, we shall not distinguish Bx{r) 
( - 1 < t < 1) from P(Bx {r}).
Proposition 4, L e t  M "  h e  a  m a n ifo ld  w ith  n > 3 a n d  le t {B,, B 2..B k} b e  a
f i n i te  f a m i l y  o f  c lo se d  n -c e l ls  s u c h  th a t (J Int B , is c o n n e c te d . T h e n  B  =  { J  B , is  a
r e la t iv e  n -c e l l (a n d  th e re fo r e  B  is  m e a s u re  co n fo rm a b le ).
It would be interesting to know if Proposition 4 is true when dim M  = 2. The 
answer could have relevance to other problems.
In order to prove this proposition, we first prove two lemmas.
Lemma 5 (Brown [2]). L e t C  b e  a  c lo se d  n -c e l l  w ith  b i-c o lla r e d  b o u n d a r y  d C  in 
M ” In ÿ 3) a n d  le t e, <5 > 0. S u p p o s e  th a t  f> = is  a  f i n i t e  f a m i l y  o f  s e ts  in
M  su c h  th a t  ea c h £( is  a  c lo se d  n -c e l l  o f  d ia m e te r  le ss  th a n e/2 w h o se  in te r io r  in te r s e c ts
C . L e t  X  = {x ,.....x,} b e  a  f i n i t e  s e t o f  p o in ts  in 1J lnt E , \ C .  T h e n  th e r e  is  a f i n i t e
s e t o f  p o in t s  X ‘ = { x \..x ’,} in  c C x (0, r>) a n d  a n e/2 h o m e o m o rp h ism  h : M  -* M
r
su ch  th a t supph c (J Int E , \ C  a n d  h (x ',)  = x( (i =1,2,..., t).
P r o o f. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the points x,, x2,.... x, 
are distinct.
Associate with each x, some element, say E JU), of S which contains x, in its 
interior. Associate with each £; a point y j e C  n Int£j. For 1 $ i ^  t let a, be a 
polygonal arc (relative to some combinatorial structure on E m ) in Int E m  from x, to 
y jU). Since an «-dimensional connected manifold cannot be disconnected by a subset 
of dimension less than or equal to n - 2  (see Hurewicz and Wallman [4, Theorem 
IV.4, p.48]), this can be done in such a manner that a,, and a h are disjoint or 
intersect only in the common end point
Let x \ be a point of «, n d C x (0, <5) such that the segment [x(, xj] of a, does not 
intersect C . Since a, is polygonal in £y(0, so is [x(, xj]. Hence [x(l x]] is cellular in E m  
and hence cellular in M . Hence there exist «-cells Ç,,.... Q , such that 1
i=i
y>«il yjuii •
(1) Q , n  Q j - 0  if i +  j ,  (2) [x„x;]c&,
(3) Q t r \  C  = 0 , (4) Q , c Int E m  .
Let h be a homeomorphism of M  onto M  such that
(1)
(3) h ( x \ ) = x,.
Then h is the required homeomorphism.
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Lemma 6 (Brown [2]). S u p p o s e  th a t 0 < y < 1 a n d  th a t  th e  h y p o th e s e s  o f  th e  
a b o v e  le m m a  a r e  s a t is f ie d . T h e n  th e r e  is  a n  e -h o m e o m o r p h is m  f  o f  M  o n to  M  s u c h  th a t
/(C) = > f( d ) 3 C u X  a n d supp/c: Q Int£,\C u S C x(-y, y). I n  p a r t ic u la r, /
i-i
f i x e s  p o in tw is e  th e  n -c e l l  b o u n d e d  b y  S C x { -y}.
P ro o f. Choose (5 such that 0 < 2 6  <  y and for each c 6 S C the diameter of 
{c}x[-2d,2d]— in the collar Cx(-l,l)— is less than e/2. Let g be a 
homeomorphism of M onto itself which is fixed on the cell bounded by S C x {— 2d}, 
stretches S C x {0} parametrically onto S C x {d} and is fixed outside S C x {2d}. Then 
g is an c/2-homeomorphism. Furthermore, if h is the homeomorphism obtained in 
the conclusion of the above lemma, then f  =  h o g  is the required 
c-homeomorphism.
P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s it io n 4. Let <?,,<f2,... be a sequence of finite covers of
k
B  =  [ j  B , such that each element of <5, is a closed n-cell of diameter less than 2~'~ 1
i- i 
k
and (J IntB, = {J lnt£. (One way to achieve this is by covering each B,
1-1 £e
individually.) For each i, let X t be a finite set such that
k
(1) IntEnX, 0  if£e<f(, (2) X.cyintB,.
i-1
k
Let C, be an n-cell with bi-collared boundary in {J Int B , such that X, cC,.
i-1
Applying Lemma 6 with X  = X 1\ C l , <? = <?, and y small, we get a 
i-homeomorphism /, of M  onto itself such that
*=> c,-/,(C,) =/,(£,) 3 C,uX,.
B z> supp/,,
/i|(i-y)C, = id,
where (1 — y)C, = C,\dC, x(-y, 0],
Repeated applications of Lemma 6 give a sequence /, ,/2,... of homeomorphisms 
of M  onto itself such that for each m e N,
(1) f m is a (ir-homeomorphism,
(2) B  z> f m o . . . o/,(C,) 3/„ o .... o/,(<?|) 3 C, u U X „
<- I
(3) Int B 3 supp/„,
(4) /,+ ,|/«o...o/,((l-y/2")C,) = Id.
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Clearly /„ o... o/, converges to a map <p such that 
4>(C,)= lim /„ o... o/,(C,) = B ,
m~* oo
0 is a homeomorphism on ,
* -,o fldC.) = B\i,.
so that when <fi is restricted to C, we get the required map.
Remarks. The proofs of Propositions 1 and 4 (including its lemmas) were, in 
every essential aspect, taken from Fathi [3] and Morton Brown [2] respectively.
The fact that we are unable to prove Proposition 4 when dim M  = 2 forces us to 
break the proof of the following lemma into two parts.
Lemma 7. L e t  A ,  B  b e  tw o  d is jo in t  c o m p a c t s e ts  in M" a n d  le t p e T h e n
th e r e  e x i s t s  a  f in i te  d is jo in t  f a m i l y  o f  r e la t iv e  n -c e lls, say X  - {AC,,..., AC, j, su c h  th a t
B a ( ) k „
i = i
AC, n A = 0 (i = 1,2,.... r), 
p(BK,) = 0(i = 1,2..r).
F u r th e rm o r e , i f  M " \ A  is  c o n n e c te d  th e n  X  ca n  b e  s o  c o n s tr u c te d  a s  to  c o n ta in  o n ly  
o n e  e le m e n t.
P ro o f. We have two cases to consider.
C a s e 1, in  w h ic h n = dimM>3. Cover B by a finite family, say 
<? = {¿,,.... £,}, such that each £, is a closed n-cell contained in M \ A  with 
p (F r E ,)  =  0  ( i = 1,2,...,r). By adding a few more n-cells to the collection we can
I
assume that for every pair L l , L 1 of distinct connected components of (J Int£, the
i-i
intersection CIL, n  Cl L2 is empty. Since n  > 3, Proposition 4 implies that each of 
1
the components of (J F.t is a relative n-cell. If M \ A  is connected then we can add
i-i i
one more n-cell £ to S  to make Int £ <u (J Int £, connected.
i-1
C a s e 2, in  w h ic h  n  = dim M  < 2. In this ca: e the result will be a consequence of 
the following facts.
First, if AC is a compact connected n-manifold then AC is a relative n-ccll.
Secondly, for any n-manifold N  (n 2) and any compact set B c N  there exists 
an n-dimensional submanifold L  of N  such that L is compact and B c L (see Ahlfors 
and Sario [I, I.29A, 1.40 and 1.46]).
Applying the latter to N  =  M \ A , we get a compact L disjoint from A with 
B c L . If n = 1 then p ( d L ) = 0 since d L consists of a finite number of points. If
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n =  2 then FrL consists of a disjoint union of a finite number of copies of S ' (the 
unit circle) and / = [0,1], Using a collar <5L x [0,1) c L we can perturb FrL 
slightly, without moving P M  n  P L (which contains B  n  P L ). Hence we may assume 
without loss of generality that P L has zero /t-measure. The family X  = { K t,.... K r } 
of connected components of L satisfies the requirements of the lemma.
Finally, if M \ A  is connected we can assume that B is connected and hence that 
B c K j for some i = 1,2,..., r.
Lemma 8. L e t M  b e  a  c o n n e c te d  m a n ifo ld  a n d  le t p e.
L e t <$,, ¿ 2..S k b e  p o s i t i v e  n u m b e r s  a n d  le t £,, £2,.... E k b e  a  d is jo in t  f i n i t e  f a m i l y
o f  B o r e l  s e ts  in  M  su ch  th a t
(1) 0 < p ( E ,)  < oo (i = 1,2,.... k), 
a n d  e i th e r
k
(2) 0 < p ( M \ ( J E i ) ,  a n d £ <5, < p ( M ) < oo,
(2') /t(M\(JE,) = 0, a n d £ S, = p ( M ) (a n d  h e n c e  p ( M )  < oo).
i =  l
T h e n  th e re  e x i s t s  a  c o m p a c t ly  s u p p o r te d  h  e  X ' \ M )  su ch  th a t
ht p(Ej)  = Si (i = 1 ,2 ...... Ac),
p  a n d  h t p  h a v e  th e  s a m e  s e t s  o f  m e a s u re  z e r o .
P ro o f. By omitting one of the sets E(, case (2') can be reduced to case (2), and so 
we restrict ourselves to this case.
\ *
Let £0 = M  \ (J Ei and E k +, = M . Since p is (inner) regular, we can choose, for
ti-1
each i =0,1..k + 1, a compact set F, c £, such that
p (Fi) > 0 (0 < i i it),
k
p{Fk*i)  > I  ¿i.
i- 1
p(E,\F,) <0,(1 siisik).
k * I
Apply Lemma 7 to F  = (J F, and A = 0  (so that M \ A  is connected) to 
i-° „
obtain a relative n-cell K with p ( B K )  = 0 and such that F is contained in K . By 
Proposition 1, K is measure conformable. Furthermore, K inherits the following 
properties from F  :
p ( E ,  n  K) > 0 (0 C i < k), 
P(K) > I  Si,i-1
p ( E \ K )  <  6, (1 < i < k).
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Define
a, = <5,-/i(E,\K) (1 ^ i ^  k).
a0 = p ( K ) - £ *i-
k
Then a, > 0 (0 < i < k ) and £ txt =  p ( K ) . Define v e by the formula
for all X  c: /C Borel. We have v(fC) = p ( K ) and therefore we can find h e J f ‘\ M )  
with support in K such that ( h t p ) \K = v. From the formula defining v and the fact 
that supp h  a  K it follows that h is the required homeomorphism.
Remark. The homeomorphism h can be taken to be isotopic to the identity by 
an isotopy {/■,},e/ such that h 0 = Id, h , = h and supp/i, c K for all t e l .  This 
follows from the remark after the proof of Proposition 1.
D efinitions. Let X  be a topological space and let K <= X  be a compact 
subspace. We denote by ct ( X \ K )  the set of connected components of X \ K . Now 
let V  e  ' ¿ ( X \ K ) ; we say that V is b o u n d e d if its closure is compact, and u n b o u n d e d  
otherwise.
Finally, we define
Lemma 9. L e t X  b e  a  c o n n e c te d, n o n -c o m p a c t, lo c a lly  c o n n e c te d , lo c a lly  c o m p a c t ,  
H a u s d o r j f  sp a c e . L e t  K <= X  b e  a  c o m p a c t  su b sp a c e . T h e n  X \ K  h a s  o n ly  f i n i t e l y  
m a n y  u n b o u n d e d  c o m p o n e n ts  a n d  K  is c o m p a c t .
P ro o f. If K = 0 then the result is trivial, so assume that K is not empty. Let L  
be a compact neighbourhood of K . Then t ( X \ K )  is a disjoint open covering of the 
compact set FrL and therefore only finitely many V  e  f ( X \ K )  intersect (and cover)
FrL, say K,..Vr  F,+ |,..„ Vk , where K,,.... F, are unbounded and Vt are
bounded.
Now observe the following.
(1) If Fe¥(Jf\fC) then FrF ^  0. Also Fr V c FrK, since X  is locally 
connected. It follows that V
(2) If V e^ lXX/C) and V n FrL = 0 then V c L (PnFrL = 0 implies 
that V  n  L is open and closed in V so that V  n  L = V ).
k  = X\U{ v  e «(X\K) I V is unbounded}.
These observations allow us to conclude that 
a compact set containing R .
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D efinition. Let M  be a manifold and let h e J We say that h  is  c o m p a c t ly  
is o to p ic  to  th e  id e n t i t y if there exists an isotopy {/?,}, e, such that
(1) h, e for every t s /,
(2) h 0 = Id and h , = h,
(3) the support suppjh,},t/ = Cl (J supp h, is compact.
it i
In what follows we shall assume that, associated with any given h e J f f M )  
compactly isotopic to the identity, there is a fixed isotopy as above. We shall
write supph for supp
Lemma 10. L e t  M  b e  a  c o n n e c te d ,  o -c o m p a c t  m a n ifo ld  a n d  le t A ,  B ,  K  b e  c o m p a c t  
s u b s e ts  o f  M  su c h  th a t  A c= fc  a n d  K  =  K .  L e t  p t , p 2 e 4^ (M) a g r e e  o n  e n d s  a n d  
s u p p o se  fu r th e r  th a t /i,|K = p 2\K  a n d  p f V )  =  p 2( V ) f o r  e v e r y  V  e <( ( M \ K ) .  T h e n  
th e r e  e x i s t s  a n  h e  J f ‘\ M )  c o m p a c t ly  is o to p ic  to  th e  id e n t i t y  a n d  a  c o m p a c t  s e t  L  su c h  
th a t
(1) supp h n  A  = 0,
(2) L 3 K u B  and L = L,
(3) h t p , \ L  «= p 2\L ,
(4) (h,/r,)(IV) = p 2( W ) f o r  a l l  W e V ( M \ L ) .
P ro o f. Let C be a compact set in M  such that K u B  <= d . By applying Lemma 
7 to C \ k  and A , with p  =  p ,  +  p 2 , we can find a disjoint finite family of compact 
measure conformable sets L ,..L p such that
p x( B L t) - p 2I B L ,) = 0 (i = 1,2..p ),
L t n A  =  0(i = 1,2..p) ,
C c k  u (J L, .
i=i
Let V e V ( M \ K )  and let IV,,.... IV, be the components of V\C\ Observe that, for 
every j  =  1 , 2 p , IW j)  = oo if and only if p2(Wj)  =  oo (this follows from the 
assumption that p , and p 2 agree on ends).
Each “slice of cake” in the diagram represents some L,.
We have a decomposition of V into disjoint sets
Lt n v \  U Wj(i = 1,2..... p),
'J-i
L t n W j (  i = 1,2..p j  = 1,2,...,«),
W A U  L((j= 1,2--q).
\( = i
Lemma 8 tells us that we can construct a homeomorphism compactly isotopic in V  
to the identity, with certain properties. It follows that each set in the decomposition 
may be assumed, without loss of generality, to have the same total p 2 and 
/¿^-measure. Clearly we can do this simultaneously for each V  s < £ ( M \ K ) .
We now have /j,(L,) = p 2( L {) f°r • < i < p. Using the fact that each L, is 
measure conformable, we may assume that p t and p 2 are identical measures in 
p p
(J L i, hence in all of K  u (J Letting L  =  C we have p t \L = p 2\L and 
i=i 1=1
p , ( W ) = p 2( W ) for each W  e % { M \ L ) . This concludes the proof.
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P r o o f  o f  th e  m a in  th e o re m
oo
Let M  = (J C „ where C, is compact and C, c <?I+I (i = 1,2,...). Applying 
i- i
Lemma 10 to A 0 = 0, B 0 = C ,, K 0 = 0  we get fc, e Jf'(M) compactly isotopic to 
the identity and a compact set L, such that
3 C , and L , = L t,
fc|*fii|(-i =
(hu/j,)(lV) = p 2( W ) for each W e  <4 { M \ L l ).
Now let A, = Cj, B, = C2 u supp/i,, K , = L, and, using Lemma 10, choose 
h 2 e jf"'(M) compactly isotopic to the identity and L 2 compact such that
supp/ij n A , = 0,
3  L, u C2 u supp/i, and L 2 = L2,
^ i * / t i | L 2 =  f c j . / i j | L 2 ,
(fc„fiiK»*') = jK^ forall lfe1f(M\l,2)
Then we can define, by induction, a sequence L0 = 0, L,, L2,... of compact sets, 
and a sequence fc0 = Id, fc,,fc2,... of homeomorphisms (compactly isotopic to the 
identity) such that
(1) L, -  L,(f -0,1,2,...),
(2) if n^l and A, = L,_, u C, u suppfc,.,, 
suppfc„ + , n A, = 0,
then Ln 3 A, and
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(3) (hm+ioh,.io...oht)tHi\Lm + i = (h„oh^2o ...oh0),n2\L.+ t for n even, 
and (h„oh„.2 o... o + 1 = (/i„ + 1 oh.., o... oh0)tn2\L, + l for n odd.
Clearly
/ieven = lim h2,oh2„-2o...oh2oh0
n ~ *  oo
K. id =  l i m  * 2 » + | 0 / i 2„ . 1 o . . . o / i i
« -•  00
exist in d./t, = h ,y,„-M2 and /icven, ,-ire isotopic to the identity.
R e m a r k s
To say that a connected manifold M is paracompact is equivalent to saying that 
(1) it is (T-compact, or (2) it has a countable basis, or (3) it is metrizable or (4) it is 
embeddable in RN for some integer N . Paracompactness is not equivalent to 
separability (that is, the existence of a countable dense subset).
One may ask whether the main theorem is true for non-paracompact manifolds. 
To avoid any possible indecision about the meaning of an “end”, one can restrict the 
question to finite measures.
Alternatively one can use the definition of an end given in this paper. In that case 
one can construct examples of good regular measures which are <r-finite and of other 
measures which are not <r-finite, having the same behaviour on ends. Clearly such 
examples are not homeomorphic. It seems more reasonable to restrict the question 
to «r-finite good measures n , which includes the case of a finite measure, mentioned in 
the preceding paragraph. In that case the regularity of the measure implies that M  
has an open submanifold N which is paracompact, and such that /t(Af\N) = 0 (in 
particular N  is dense in M, so that M  is separable). In this case our theorem can be 
applied to N . Unfortunately we are unable to show that this implies the truth of the 
theorem for M  itself. We leave this as an open question.
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